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FOREWORD

1. This military standard is approved for use by all Departments and Agencies of the
I)epartment of Defense.

2. Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any pertinent data
which may be of use in improving this document should be addressed to: Commander, Naval
Sea Systems Command, SEA 55Z3, Department of the Navy, Washington, DC 20362-5101 by
using the self-addressed Standardization Document Improvement Proposal (DD Form 1426)
appearing at the end of this document or by letter.

3. In contrast to previous editions of MIL-STD-1379, Section 5 of this edition is
systematically organized along the line of work tasks to be performed, task inputs, and task
outputs. Task descriptions list work tasks associated with the production of specific deliverables
or data. Each task description ia made up of detailed subtaskL Task inputs descrimb the
general information needed to accomplish a task. Task outputs identify the products expected
from the performance of one or more tasks/subtasks.

4. The purpose of the task statement structure is to make Government contracting for
training services mor precise and enable more accurate contracto's pricing, and to facilitate
Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistic Support (CAIS) initiatives.

5. This edition also expands the scope of MLA-TD-1379 to include work tasks, task inputs
and task outputs associated with the conduct and evaluation of training, Interactive Couueware
(ICW) deveqlopmet, and detaied requirements for software interfaces and relited commands to
ensume 1CW and ICW authoring system pouabiy an interactive video delivay sysem

6. The ultimate goal of MIL.-S4T1379D is to enable the Government to identify more
accurately the data or information that the Government must have to fulfill a training
requirement. Because the standard has been prepared for joint service use, understanding how
to tailor the task descriptions and data requirements cited in MU.- STD-1379D is critical.
Failure to tailor accurately and intelligently will result in performance of tasks and purchase of
data that either extend significantly beyond the minimum scope of the original training
requirement or that do not meet the needs of the end user, while unnecessmily escalating the
cost. The contracting activity and training activity must work as a team to tailor the tasks and
Data Item Descriptions (DIDs) cited in this standard to meet Service-specific needs.
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1. SCOPE

1.1 So._ This standard provides tailorable requirements and task descriptions for
acquisition of military training programs.

1.2 Application of standard. This standard is applicable to military departments, defense
agencies, and to industry, and should be applied in all military training program acquisitions and
major modification programs. Tasks described in this standard should be selectively applied to
DoD contract acquisitions, and Government developments requiring military training programs.
As used in this standard, the "contracting activity" is generally a Government activity but may be
a contractor when training program development requirements are levied on subcontractors.
The term "contractor" herein also includes Government activities developing military training
programs. The use of the term "contract" in this standard includes any document of agreement
between organizations to include between a Government activity and another Government
activity, between a Government activity and a contractor, or between a contractor and a
subcontractor.

1.2.1 Taioring of task desciiption. The task descriptions contained in this standard
should be tailored for the specific acquisition phase and program. This approach supports
acquisition streamlining initiatives. MIL-HDBK-248 also provides tailoring guidamce. The
contractor may recommend additional tasks, subtasis, or task modifications with appropriate

Ssupporting rationale.

1.2.2 ApplicationW guidance and rationale for ee tunbtsk
(subtasla) to meet the weeds of a particulwar ilitasy training prog=a anid interactive
CMuzNewme (CW) do elopmem ae h Inui in Appeunadi A and R

1.23 Method of reference. Specific task description number(s) and appropriate
paragraphs, as well as applicable task inputs and task outputs, should be included in the
Statement of Work (SOW) of the Request for Proposal (RFP) and the contract.

1.2.4 Style and format requirements for data producls. Detailed style and format
requirements for data products related to a military training program are included in Appendix
C. lTese reuirements are cited in the preparation instructions of the Data Item Descriptions
(DIDs) issued to acquire data generated as a result of this standard (see 6.3).

1.2.5 Inwran cD••L•rtakifitv Mo Tbhe portability protocok for interactive
courseware and authoring system portability on interactive video delivery systes are included in
Appendix D. This appendix prvides required portability commands and interface mechanism
for input to the tasks specified in this standard.
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2. APPUCABLE DOCUMWENTS

2.1 Government documents.

2.1.1 Speciications. standards. and handbooks. The following specilicationl . standards, and
i iooks form a part of this document to the extent specified herein. Unless otberwise

,speeified. the issues of these documents are those listed in the issue: of the Department of Defense
"1j•cdx of Specifications and Standards (DODISS) and supplement thereto, cited in the solicitation
(see 6.2).

"STANDARDS

MILITARY

MI S s-138 Logist Support Analysis

MIL-STD-1388-2 DoD Requirements for a Logstc Support Analysis
Record

MIL-STD-1840 Automated Interdhange of Technical Information

(Unless otherwise "ted, copies of federal and military specifica standards, and
handboo ware available fo Standardizatin Documents Order Desk, Building 4D, 700 Robbis
Avenue, Phfladdpbia PA 19111-W094.)

" 2.1.2 wntsn -- -. bsMM T fole lowing other
Gaoerment doumaemwkqp, an piUbcatiou form a part of this standerd to doe mm

Ipeflud herein. Unless otherwise specified, the issues are thiose cited in the solicitation.

DEPARTMINT OF DEFENSE

DOD 5220.22-M Industrial Security Manual for Safeguarding Classified
information

(Copies of DoD 522D2.-M ae avalable from the Commanding Officar, Naval Pubicatiom
w Formins Center, 01 Tabor Avenue, Phiadelphia, PA, 1911)-O000.

2.2 OrdermofmIn aeventtof acoofliatbetwmenthetextofthisdocumentand
the references died herein the wet of this document takes precedeam Nothing in this
doment, however, supermedes applicable laws and regulatiom snless a pe ption has
been obtained.

2
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3. DEFINITIONS

3.1 General. Key terms used in this standard and its appendixes are defimed in this
section. All abbreviations and acronyms used in this standard and its appendixes arm defined in
3.173 of this section.

3.2 A•erican Standard Code for Information Interchanre (ASCII). The standardized,
eight-bit data character code system used internationally to code alphabetic, numerical, and
other symbols into the binary values used in computer applications.

3.3 American Standard Code for Information Interchanug (ASCII) interface. An interface
between ICW or authoring systems and Virtual Device Interface (VDI) Management that
accepts commands and returns responses in the form of standard ASCII strings.

3.4 Architecture. In computing, the design philosophy of computer hardware. Open
architecture allows for addition of peripherals and enhancements from third party hardware
vendors. Closed architecture denotes a turn-key computer system where adding of peripherals
or enhancements is discouraged or impossible.

3.5 Authoringsystm. Prepackaged prompted authoring aides, couruewarm templates, or
menu driven editors designed to help authors (without formal computer programming skills)
create interactive courseware without elaborate programming. A high level interface and. structured approach to developing and editing interactive courseware. The instructional logic
and instructionW content are separate.

3.6 Basic inout-outcut stem 7Be computer hardware an software which
describe the onventions of inputku t for a particula conputer.

3.7 •hayjor. Any activity, overt or covert, capable of being measured.

3.8 Binary interface. An interface between ICW or authoring systems and VDI
Management that accepts commands and returns responses in the form of command and
response c and pointers to parameter packets containing parameter token numbers and
mociated values.

3.9 Blankng. A term used to denote any one of the following:.

a. The period of time in which no video image is displayed, because video image is
being refreshed.

b. The information-free waiting period built into each field of a video signal to allow
the picture-forming beam of a CRT to be re-aimed for the start of the next field.
Tie suppremsion of the video portion of a television signaL

3
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c. The search interval between sequences when the video image is turned oft, during
the time it takes for a videodisc player to search from one sequence to anothcr.

3.10 Buffer A temporary storage device for data, usually used to compensate for a
difference in data rate and data flow between two devices (for example, a computer and a
printer).

3.11 Collective anahbis. The initial part of performance analysis that examines missions,
identifies collective tasks, and analyzes the critical collective tasks.

3.12 C. A unit of work or action requiring interaction between two or more
individuals for its accomplishment (for example, operate an artillery piece). It may also be a
mission requirement, such as secure a beachhead, that can be broken down into individual tasks.
A collective task has identifiable start and end points and results in measurable accomplishment
or product. Some parts of a collective tasks may be achievable by an individual, in which case
they constitute individual tasks in their own right.

3.13 Collective trininz. Instruction and applied exercises that prepare an otx1;anizational
team (such as a squad, crew, battalion, or multi-service task force) to accomplish required
military task as a unit.

3.14 Color granhics adanter (CGA). An expansion card for IBM compatible personal
computers, inserted into the computer's expansion slot to enable the computer to process and
display color graphics and text at a resolution of 320z200 pixels.

3.15 . That portion of the leaning objective that describes the
o ivnýp mt in whit the trainam 1 i .e Mpam.iufo the specified behavio.

Conditions include any pertinent influence upon task performance, including any or all of the
following: location of perfoimance, environment, equipment, manuals, or supervision required.

3.16 Constant angular velocity (CAV). A mode of videodisc playback where a disc rotates
at a constant speed, regardless of the position of the reading head or stylus, making each frame
separately addressable. A videodisc with information configured in concentric circles in order to
provide rapid and discrete access. Individual frames can be identified and retrieved quickly and
easily-the rapid, random acces which is a basic requirement for an interactive videodisc (IVD).
A CAV videodisc revolves at a continuous speed of 1,800 rotations per minute, contains 54,000
frames per side, and assigns a variable track length to each frame. One revolution generates
one video frame. Compare with definition for "CLV" (see 3.17).

3.17 Constant linear velocily (CLVM. An extended-play videodisc with information
configured in a spiral, similar to a record, to provide continuous, linear play. A consistent
length for each frame a maintained, thus enabling longe playing time per side. CLV
videodcs asmap a Ned track length toeach frame and spin at a speed which gradually
decreases as the disc plays. CLV discs allow twie as much playing time per side than CAV
discs, but many user control capabilities of the CAV format are forfeited. The CLV disc can

4
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be read in linear play only, but can provide chapter search capability. A CAV videodisc
contains 108,000 frames per side but restricts access in termn of chrowoklal time. They are
usually used for entertainment such as movies. Compare with definition for "CAV* (see 3.16).

3.18 Contract Data Reauirement% List (CDRLU. DD Form 1423. A list of the data
requirements that are authorized to be acquired for a specific acquisition, which is made a part
of the contract.

3.19 Contract deliverables. Materials delivered by a contractor. Examples of contract
deliverables are Lesson Plans, Trainee Guides, and Test Packages.

3.20 Contracting activity. An clement of an agency designated by the agency head and
delegated broad authority regarding acquisition functions.

3.21 Contractor-acquired propertY (CAP. Property acquired or otherwise provided by the
contractor for performing a contract and to which the Government has title. Also, see
definitions for 'contractor-furnished equipment' (see 3.22), and "Government property (see
3.51).

3.22 Contractor-furnished Squiment (CM) Items manufactured or purchased by the
contractor for inclusion in or support of contract work. Also, see definition for "contractor-
acquired property" (see 321).

3.23 Con comma A command that shall be implemented for the service group in
which it is contained to be complaint.

3.24 ,Cm man&=, A paameter that shall be p•ittd - tohemiad that "rus it
to be compliant.

3.25 Cost-effectiveness. A comparative evaluation of potential instruction methods and
media to determine the most efficient alternative.

3.26 . A term used to denote any one of the following:

a. Logally grouped instruction on a subject, desgned to ahim predefined Warning
objectives. Usually concerns a single job or task (job skills type training) or a
section of organized knowledge (information type training). A muc consists of
one or more modules. Also, see definitions for "curriculum' (see 3.29), 'lesson' (see
3.86), and "module' (see 3.101).

b. A complete series of instructional units identified by a common title or number.

c. An ordered arrangement of subject matter desind to instruct permuoel in the
knowledge, skills, or techniques required in the performance of tasks in a designated
area of specialization.

*5
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3.27 CouMlIse isi. A description of the ultimate purpose of the course including a
statement of who is to be trained, what is to be trained, the degree of qualification brought
about by the training, and where and under what general conditions the graduate will perform
on the job.

3.28 Courseware. Paper-based, audiovisual, and electronically stored instructional material
ncccssary to deliver a lesson, instructional module, or course. For purposes of this document
courseware also includes the special applications programs and other software necessary to
present instruction.

3.29 Curricum. A set of courses constituting an area of specialization. All training
conducted within a school, outlined into specific topics, along with detailed training objectives,
to include behavior, conditions, and standards. Also, see definition for 'course (see 3.26).

3.30 Data Item DMrt (DID. DD Form 1664. A completed form that defines the
data required of a contractor. The form specifically defines the data content, preparation
instructions, format, and intended me.

3.31 • A mechanism designed to serve a special purpose or perform a special
function. A devic has a namef/nenclature and reference designator and can be operated and
maintained. Commonly referred to as "hardware (se 3.52).

3.32 Disk gemAting Sem (DO9) An essential proram that controls the operations of a
computer, including how all information is stard on and retrieved from a disk.

3.33 M Te degree to which a trainig produa or prmop meea its stated

3.34 Enhanced MRhics adapter (EGA". An expansion card for IBM compatible personal
computers, inerted into the computer's expansion slot to enable the computer to process and
display color graphics and text at a resolution of 640x350 pixels (see 3.117).

3.35 Elemnt. In training developments, the smallest unit of behavior that has practical
meaning to instruction alM ignen. Elements are basic motions, movements, and mental
process that ompoe the procedural steps of task performance.

3.36 . The physical conditions and surroundings in which a job is performed,
or i which learning takes place, including tools, equipment, and job aids.

3.37 f U & Any deve that supports &W system or sbsystem. A major unit of a
subsystem for which operation and maintenance can be performed. Equipment as made up of
various components.

6
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3.38 Evaluho. A judgement cxprcsscd as a memure or ranking of trainee achicvcmcnt.
instructor performance, job performance, process, applcatio training material and other
factors.

3.39 Exerc A term used to denote any one of the following:

a. The total instruction that a trainee receives from a training experience.

b. An act that is performed or practiced in the learning experience to develop,
improve, or display a specific knowledge, skill, or aptitude.

3.40 Extended command. An optional command that does not havc to be implemented
for the service group in which it is contained to be complainL

6
3.41 Extknd mmctc An optional parameter that does not have to be implemented

for the command that uses it to be compliant.

3.42 EML. A malfunction of equipment/firmware/software.

3.43 Fml traizajning. Training (including special training) in an officially designated course
conducted or administered in accordance with appropriate course outline and training objectives.

3.44 ,ormative evauation. An evaluation that provides information about the
effcctiveness of training materials to meet the training objectives and the trainee acceptance of
tramning materils as they are being developc&

3.45 fMO A broad category of activity performed by a system (for Ismpe
transportaion).

3.46 Functional. Capable of producing the work for which it was designed.

3.47 Government-furnished eauitment (GFE). Equipment(s) which has/have been selected
to be furnMishd by the Government to a contractor or Government activity for installation in, or
for use with, or in support of the systenwquipment during production, conversion, or
modificatiom. Also, see definition for 'Government property' (se 3.51).

3.48 Government-furnished information (GFI). Information which is to be furnished by
the Government to a contractor. Also, see definition for "Government property" (see 3.51).

3.49 G[n mt-fuised material (QMF . Documents, equipment, facilities, and
sevcssupplied to a contractor before and during the execution of a contract. Also, see
definition for Gmernment property' (see 3.51).

3.50 Gocrnment-furnished tW t (GP). Property (real and personal, including
facilities, material, special tooling, special test equipment, and agency-peculiar property) in the

*7
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posesion of or dirctly acquired by the Government and subsequently made available to the
contractor. Documents, equipment, facilities, and services supplied to a contractor before and
during the execution of a contract Also, see definition for *Government property" (see 3.51).

3.51 Government 1roeMt (GPI. All property (real and personal, including facilities,
material, special tooling, special test equipment, and agency-peculiar property) owned by or
leased to the Government or acquired by the Government under the terms of the contract. It
includes contractor-acquired property (see 3.21), Government-furnished equipment (see 3.47),
Government-furnished information (see 3.48), Government-furnished material (see 3.49), and
Governmcnt-furnished property (see 3.50).

3.52 Hardwar A term used to denote any one of the following.-

a. The physical components and equipment which actually makes up a computer system
(cv•ting pt the- programs or software). Physical equipment or peipheral
devices. The mechani alelitrical, or electonic equipment used for procusing data.
Th various devices of a computer system, including the machine itself, printer disk
drives, monitors, modems, and allied accssories such as cables. Hardware a
tangible, whereas software is not.

b. The physical components of a system.

3.53 jm~ 0gst Conducting and evaluating training.

3.54 Indi4vIhml T--k Trainin.acpage (iTrP' A training package that provides
commnldm, tUalns and soldiers with crti task perfomane requirements associatd with a

3.55 Individual Trainin, Standards Mrmj. The standards used to specify individual training
proficiency requirements (tasks) that support unit mission performance. They include a task
(behavior), conditions, proficiency standards (often steps), and references. MT~s are gencray
derived from mission performance standards.

3.56 J= A term used to denote any one of the foliowing

a. Information fed into or transferred from any source to a computer or processing

b. Data or information fed or entered into a computer via such devices as keyboards,

keypads, and light pens

3-57 Innut and outt (/) Information echanged between a computer and peripheral

equipment.

8
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3.58 Input device. A mechanism used to feed or transfer information into a computer or
processing system (for example, keyboard, keypad, light pen, trackball, mouse, joystick, and
touch screen).

3.59 Inspection. The action of determining whether a process or product is in compliance
with established regulatory standards and procedures.

3.60 Instruction. The delivery of information to enable learning. The process by which
knowledge and skills are transferred to students. Instruction applies to both training and
education.

3.61 IMtructional material All items of material prepared, procured, and used in a course
or programs as part of the teaching or general learning process.

3.62 Inslructional media. The means used to present information to the trainee.

3.63 InMtructional media materials (IMM). Instructional materials that present a body of
information and are largely self-supporting rather than supplementary in the teaching-learning
process. These materials have applications for independent study/skll acquisition.

3.64 Instructional setting The location and physa characteristics of the area in which
instruction takes place. Thc setting can be in a classroom, a laboratory, a field, or workplace.locetion. An example is: a clean, well lighted, temperature controlled classroom equipped with
individual desks, chairs, and individual video monitors.

3.65 Illtruct. The personnel, military and civilian, tasked with teaching

3.66 Interact. Two-way, immediate communication between a computer and a user. It
involves the active participation of the user in directing the flow of the computer or video
program. Interactive is a system that exchanges information with the viewer, processing the
viewer's input in order to generate the appropriate response within the context of the
instruction.

3.67 Interactive courseware (ICWM. A computer program controlled instruction that relies
on trainee input to determine the order and pace of instruction delivery. The trainee advances
through the sequence of instructional events by making decisions and selections. The instruction
branches according to the trainee's responses.

3.68 Interactive courseware (ICW'l sMuMort software. Software that supports application
unique ICW requirements (for example; simulation models, unique device drivers and course
management features not supported by authoring systems) (see 3.5).

3.69 Intectie Mlimedia Association CM&. An association of organizations,
institutions, individuals actively involved in the production and use of interactive technology and
optical media systems, and those who provide services to the industry.

t 9
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3.70 Interactive video (IV}. Interactive video uses analog and digital video data bases to
present instructional material in the ICW environment.

3.71 Interface. A term used to denote any one of the following:

a. The link between two pieces of dissimilar equipment, allowing them to communicate
with each other. A physical or functional connection between two or more devices
or systems.

b. The device or circuit that provides the communicating transition between different
systems. The hardware and software for connecting a device to a system or one
system to another.

3.72 International Business Machines (IBM) cominat'ble A personal computer which is
100 percent compatible in form and function with the IBM PC family of personal computers.

3.73 International Business Machines esmonal comnuter (IBM PC. A term used to
denote one of the following.

a. A term used to denote a family of personal computer manufactured by IBM. This
series of computers was commercially available but still widely used in the business
world. The iamily includes the IBM PC, XT, and AT.

b. The orin comme l available IBM 8bit or-based microomputer,
which used the Intel 80286 chip as its central processing unit. It came standard
with the DOS operaft system and two 360 kDobytes 5.25 inch foppy dik drive

3.74 International Business Machines nemsonal computer Advanced Teclq (IBM PC-
AM. The original commercially available IBM 16-bit or-based microcomputer,
which used the Intel 80286 chip as its central processing unit. It came standard with the DOS
operating system, a 1.2 megabyte 5.25 inch floppy disk drive, and a hard disk.

3.75 jntjgjMjlity. The ability to interchange hardware components having the same
form, fit and function, across hardware platforms, without affecting the functionality of the
system.

3.76 Interr An instruction which temporarily stops the normal operation of a routine
by a special signal from the computer. Normal operation can be resumed from that point at a
later time.

3.77 J1b. The duties, tasks, and task elements performed by one individual that
constitutes hisje job. The job is the basic unit used in carrying out the personnel actions of
selection, training, cassifiction, and assignment.

10
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3.78 Job aid (J61. A checklist, procedural guide, decision table, worksheet, algorithm, or
other device used by job incumbent to aid in task performance. Job aids reduce the amount of
information that personnel must recall or retain.

3.79 Job performance measure. An instrument used to evaluate proficiency of a job
holder on each tasked performed. Also, see definition for "performance measure (sec 3.109).

3.80 Job task anali. A process of examining a specific job to identify all the duties and
tasks that are performed by the job incumbent at a given skill level.

3.81 o Information required to develop the skills and attitudes for effective
accomplishment of the jobs, duties, and tasks.

3.82 Lz.aing A change in the behavior of the student as a result of stimulus or
experience. The behavior can be physical and overt, or it can be intellectual or attitudinal or
both.

3.83 Learing activi Events intended to promote student learning;, those activities that,
along with the media used, create or stimulate the desired learning.

3.84 Larsin. =a A procedure to identify task sub-elements and their related

skillsAknowledge that must be learned before a person can achieve mastery of the task itself.

3.85 LAming A statement of the behavior or performance expected of a

trainee as a result of a learning alperience, expressed in terms of the behavior, the conditions
under which it is to be exhibited, and the standards to which it will be perfrmed or

deosra-t-d. Also called training objective' (lee 3.157). Alm), useeJ dei ito r 1 bbective
(see 3.103).

3.86 sson. A segment of instruction that contains an objective, information (to be
imparted to the student), and an evaluation instrument (test). A segment of instruction that
coven a specific maintenance task, procedure, or idea. That element of a module that is
designed to teach one or more learning objectives. Also, see definitions for 'course' (see 3.26)
and "module" (see 3.101).

3.87 L An approved plan for instruction that provides specific definition and
direction to the instructor on learning objectives, equipment, instructional media material
requirements, and conduct of the training. Lemson plans are the principal component of
curriculum materials in that they sequence the presentation of learning experiences and program
the use of supporting instructional material

3.88 L/AfgL,,i1•W The number of colors that can be displayed simultaneously by a
graphics adapter is the number of available logical colors. For example, an adapter might
support 16 logical colos from a palette of 4096 physical colors (see 3.116).

* 11
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3.89 Loisties sunnort. Resources required to support instructional delivery.

3.90 Maintenance. The physical act of preventing, determining, and correcting equipment
or software faults. It includes all actions taken to retain system./equipment/product in a useful
serviceable condition or to restore it to usefulness/serviceability. Maintenance includes
inspection, testing, servicing, classification as to serviceability, repair, rebuilding, and reclamation.

3.91 Management plan. A program for the assignment, monitoring, and assessment of the
personnel, materials, and resources dedicated to a specific mission, operation, or function.

3.92 Manpwc-r. The requirements or billets needed in an organization, to accomplish a
task or service. Compare with definition for "personnel" (see 3.113).

3.93 Media. The delivery vehicle for presenting instructional material or the basic
communication stimuli presented to a student to induce learning. Examples include. text,
pictorial, tactile, aural, motion, color, odor, and taste.

3.94 Media selei The procs of selecting the most effective means of delivering
instruction.

.3.95 M'r The electronic components of an entire central processing unit
contained on a single chip. A miniaturized central processor. One of the principal components
of a microcomputer. A device which offers specialized, but limited, computer power and W
storage in equipmnent which is self-contained (for example, videodisc player) - not necessarily
part of a complt com utr system. For the purpose of this standard, an Inteli . or
with the numeric desigation 8086, 8088, 80186, 80188, 80286, 386 SX, 386 DX or i486, or a
fuainma qaht moub sn-Ine ---aDr.

3.96 Microsoft Disc Oferating System (MS-DOS. A general purpose computer disk
operating system developed by Microsoft and used on microcomputers. This term is used
generically for operating systems including Microsoft MS-DOS versions 2.0 and higher and
compatible operating systems such as IBM PC-DOS versions 2.0 and higher (see 3.112).

3.97 Milestone. A major point in the development of a project.

3.98 Miliaiy traijjn The instruction provided personnel to develop capability to perform
specific military functions and tasks, and to enhance their knowledge of the science and art of
war.

3.99 Minion -analysis. A process of reviewing mission requirements, developing collective
task statements, and arranging the collective tasks in a hierarchial relationship.

3.100 Mission Performance Standards aMPS). Criteria that specify mission and functional
area unit proficiency standards for combat, support, and combat service support units. They
include task, conditions, standards, evaluator instructions, and key indicators.

12
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3.101 Module. A stand-alone instructional unit which is designed to satisfy one or more
learning objectives. A separate component complete within itself which can be taught,
measured, and evaluated for a change or bypassed as a whole; one which is interchangeable
with others, used for assembly into units of differing size, complexity, or function. An
individualized self-instructional package, usually containing all the necessary materials a student
needs to meet some or all of a learning objective/task. A module consists of one or more
lessons. Also, see definitions for "course" (see 3.26) and "lesson" (see 3.86).

3.102 National Television Standards Committee (NTSC). A term used to denote any one
of the following:

a. National Television Standards Committee. A committee of the Electronics
Industries Association (EIA) that prepared the standard specifications approved by
the FCC. a

b. An acronym for referring to the American television standards set by the National
Television Standards Committee. The American color television standard having 525
scan lines, a field frequency of 60 Hz, a broadcast bandwidth of 4 MHz, line
frequency of 15.75 KHz, frame frequency of 1/30 of a second, field frequency of
1/60 of a second, and a color subcarrier frequency of 3.58 MHz.

3.103 Qbjecti. Statement-. that specify precisely what behavior is to be exhibited, the
conditions under which behavior will be accomplished, and the minimum standard of
performance. Obetiv describe only the behavior that directly lead to or specfically satisfy a
job performance t. Many terms have been ed to describe the varius levels of

objeti~but basic*y tbeay soAU objectives and uolmid desribe belsevior, condiomw and
standards. An objective is a statement of instructional intemt. Also, sa definition for "learning
objectives" (see 3.85).

3.104 On-the-Lob training (OJTQ. Training in designated job skills provided at the job
sites.

3.105 Oprating swtem (OS). A set of programs that facilitates computer system
operation. A set of programs which control the running of a computer and its peripherals.
The fundamental instructions by which a computer can store, process, and retrieve information.
Software which controls the execution of computer programs and which may provide scheduling,
debugging, input/output contrc, accounting, compilation, storage assignment, data management,
data transfer, and related services.

3.106 QjW. Information fed out by a computer or system. Material generated by a
computer from its memory for display on a screen, or for transfer to some other medium such
as paper (via printer) or magnetic storage.

3.107 Output device. Hardware that handles output operations.
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3.108 Performance. Part of a criterion objective that describes the observable student
behavior (or the product of that behavior) that is acceptable to the instructor as proof that
learning has occurred.

3.109 Performance measure, The absolute standard by which job performance is judged.
It includes behaviors, results, and characteristics that can be observed and scored to determine
if a trainee has performed a task correctly. Also, see definition for "job performance measure"
(see 3.79).

3.110 Personal computer (PCQ. A microcomputer. An relatively ini.-qwpnsive, somewhat
portable computer for business and home use.

3.111 Personal computer (P) comtiatible. Refers to computers compatible with the IBM
Personal Computer standard.

3.112 Pernonal Zomuter-disk onerating system (PC-DOSQ A computer operating system
developed by IBM and used on IBM PC class microcomputers. Similar to "MS-DOS* (see
3.96).

3.113 Personnel The individuals who accomplish specific task. Personnel connotes
individuals whereas "manpower" connotes requirements or billets. Compare with definition for
"manpower' (see 3.92).

3.114 Pengonnerhmanim Profile P Tbe. A document that provides a
minimum requirements listing of all knowledge and skills required to operate and maintain a
system, 1 9 at ,qu ipmeat, Wr tp m fornm a tak am fuin" PP7 aso a bmic dsnet in
the design, development, and management of training. The five types of PPPs are:

a. System. 1Iie System PPP table identifies the knowledge and skills required to
operate and maintain a system. The System PPP identifies the interrelationship of
subsystem functions within the system.

b. Subsystem. The Subsystem PPP table identifies the knowledge and skills required to
operate and maintain a subsystem in sufficient detail to allow the user to identify
the equipment integration.

c. Equipment. The Equipment PPP table identifies the knowledge and skills required
to operate and maintain an individual equipment, or equipment assemblage,
including software-related activities.

d. Task/Function. The Task/Function PPP table identifies the occupational specialty
knowledge and skills that are either operational, maintenance,
administrativetmanagerial, or specialized in nature and purpose, or that describe a
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mission that is broadcr in scope and importance than that of individual equipments
being operated/maintained simultaneously or over time.

e. Background. The Background PPP table identifies the prerequisite knowledge and
skills required to learn the operation and maintenance of a system, subsystem,
equipment, or the performance of a task or function.

3.115 Phase alternation by line (PAL). The 625 linc, 50 field, color TV standard of
westcrn Europe (excluding France), Africa, Australia, and South America.

3.116 Physical colors. The total possible colors that can be displayed, not necessarily
simultaneously, by a graphics adapter is the number of available physical colors - this is also
commonly called the palette size. For example, an adapter might support 16 logical colors from
a palette of 4096 physical colors.

3.117 Physical picture element (Pixel). An abbreviation of picture element. A single
point of illumination on a display device. One of thousands of points of light and color which
make up a screen. The medium raster display element, represented as a point with a specified
color and intensity level. The smallest dot that can be displayed on a monitor. A discrete
element dot in a screen of information.

3.118 Pilot ourse. A full length course conducted in a target environment (facilities,
* instructors and trainees) using the curriculum and supporting training material prepared for that

course. It has as its purpose the "shaking down" or "validating" of the curriculum and materials
in a classroom situation to determine their effectivenes in attaining the approved learning
objectives or training goals

3.119 Population. A well-defined group of subjects, things, or characteristics from which
measurements are taken (for example, all students 6 feet or taller).

3.120 Portability. The capability to run courseware and associated application programs
without modification on a delivery system other than the one for which they were originally
designed. Also called "transportability".

3.121 E u A needed requirement the student must possess before being able to
take training. It covers what a student must know before taking a lesson of instruction.

3.122 Profile item-to-topic learning objectives bAsi nment char. An administrative tool
designed to reflect the coverage of PPP line items within a curriculum.

3.123 Promamming script. A detailed plan of the computer program information for each
frame of interactive courseware. Also, see definition for "script" (see 3.129).

3.124 Quality assurance. Those actions taken by the Government to assure that services
meet the requirements in the Statement of Work (SOW).
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3.125 Read only memory (ROM). A term used to denote any one of the following:

a. A type of internal computer memory in which data can be read but cannot be
altered. Non-changeable computer memory with permanently stored data that is
retained when power is removed from a computer. The smaller part of a
computer's memory in which essential operating information is recorded in a form
which can be recalled and used (read) but not amended or recorded (written).

b. A computer storage medium which allows the user to use information (read) but
not record or amend (write).

3.126 Reaisaer. An internal circuit in a microprocessor used for holding and manipulating
data and memory addresses. Specific registers referenced in Appendix D of this standard
include the Intel 80x86 microprocessor 16-bit AX, BX, ES, and DI registers.

3.127 Rliability. A term used to note any one of the following:

a. A characteristic of evaluation which requires that testing instruments yield consistent
results. The degree to which a test instrument can be expected to yield the same
result upon repeated administrations to the same population.

b. The characteristic that a device, equipment, or system will operate effectively for a
poriod of time without a failure or breakdown.

3.128 Resource euirements list, An overall list that identifies the texts, references,
uqtupmeat hmis graphics, and instructioma~l medlia miaterials required to support the curriculum.

3.129 Sgjpt. The detailed plan, including a numbered list of each scene or frame showing
description, talent, props, audio, narration, sound effects, camera angle, image size, and all that
is necessary to produce an audiovisual program. It is a printed narration with instructions and
cues used to develop video presentations for programs or program segments. Also, see
definition for "programming script" (see 3.123).

3.130 Script4totyboard. A combination storyboard and audiovisual script. It is a detailed
description of an individual or series of frames containing important script features of scene
description, reference information,text displayed, audio content, camera directions, special
effects, program flow, programming function information, production information, post-produc-
tion information, props needed, graphics needed, and special notes. Also, see definition for
"storyboard" (see 3.135).

3.131 Sel[f- y. Individual study by which a person learns new skills or knowledge or
reinforces skills or knowledge already learned.
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3.132 •dk &groMlu. A segregated set of commands that relate to a specific functional
area. For example, the videodisc (vd) service group contains commands for controlling
videodisc players.

3.133 Skill. The ability to perform a job related activity that contributcs to the cffectivc

performance of a task.

3.134 Software A term used to denote any one of the following:

a. The programs and routines that tell the computer and its peripherals what to do.
Any system of instructions that direct computer operation. Category of computer
components which is restricted to instructions to the equipment (hardware). The
programs for the computer. Typically, software can be divided into operating
systems, computer languages including authoring tools, and application programs.

b. The media which stores oftware, such as floppy disks, flowcharts, manuals, and
other computer programming documentation.

c. Non-equipment training material, such as pamphlets, handouts, schematics, charts,
audiovisual products, and guide sheets.

3.135 StoMord. A layout and detailed graphic description of a single frame or series of
frames, arranged aquentially, that describe the action and content of the interactive couneware
and specifies all details such as graphics, text, visuals, video, audio, special effects. It is a
graphic depiction that visually shows the interactive courseware presentation on paper. Also,
see definition far "acript-toffyioad (see 3130).

3.136 Studen The term includes the individual being trained, the individual learning from
the interactive courseware, or an inlividual who has been placed in a learning situation in order
to acquire knowledge and skills required for accomplishment of specific tasks. Also called
"trainee* (see 3.146).

3.137 SubsL Activities (perceptions, decisions, and responses) that fill a portion of the
immediate purpose within a task (for example, remove a lug nut).

3.138 Sumiative evalua The overall assessment of a program at the completion of
the developmental process.

3.139 •urifllan A process that provides on-going evaluation of training or training
materials to insure continued effectivenes and currency of content to meet the training
requirements as dictated by the operational systems, support systems, mission, and threats.

3.140 Sy•tem. A term used to denote any one of the following:
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a. An organized set of related components established to perform certain tasks.

b. A grouping of functionally related subsystems operating together to support a major
function.

3.141 Tailoring of data requiremcnts. The deletion of data requirements, from an
approved Data Item Description or source document, that are unnecessary to meet the needs

speir contract.

3.142 Tak. A single unit of specific work behavior with clear beginning and ending points
and directly observable or otherwise measurable process, frequently but not always resulting in a
product that can be evaluated for quantity, quality, accuracy, or fitness in the work environment.
A task is performed for its own sake, that is, it is not dependent upon other tasks, although it
may fall in a sequence with other tasks in a duty or job array.

3.143 Tnk. Verbal description, in column, outline, decision table, or timeline
format which decribes the required job behavior at the highest level of generality. Intended to
provide an overview of the total performance.

3.144 Takta.emen A written description of task performance that contains an action
verb, an object, and must express the conditions under which the task is performed and the
standard that the performance must meet.

3.145 IM Any dIA01m used to measure the performance, skill level and

knowledge of an indivihal.

3.146 Imie Identical to definition for student (see 3.136)

3.147 Tninee Guide CMG). A generic term for the various printed materials developed
for trainee use. A publication that provides each trainee with the supplementary material (in
addition to technical manuals) judged to be required for hisiher successful completion of a
course of study. The trainee guide includes instruction sheets that contain material such as
homework assignments and homework study questions, problem analysis exercises, job
performance sequences and performance evaluation criteria, special instructor handouts, and
special units of additional or amplifying information.

3.148 Mihil Instructn and applied exercises for the attainment and retention of skils,
knowledge, and attitudes required to accomplish military tasks.

3.149 MIujgjji. A generic term referring to any item developed, procured, or
fabricated for the purpose of misting in the conduct of training and the process of learning,
such as nmodes, mockups, interactive cowseware, audiovisual aids, display slides, books,
pictures, and magnetic/optical recordings.
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3.150 Training canabilities analysis. An analysis that provides information about what the
training material or training equipment could train.

3.151 Trainine devices. Hardware and software designed or modified exclusively for
training purposes involving simulation or stimulation in its construction or operation to
demonstrate or illustrate a concept or simulate an operational circumstance or environment.

3.152 Training effectiveness. The training benefit gained in terms of operational readiness.
Also, the thoroughness with which training objectives have been achieved, regardless of training
efficiency.

3.153 Traininf effectiveness evaluation. The systematic process of measuring the training
benefit gained through a course of instruction in terms of operational readiness. Also, the
process of determining the thoroughness with which training objectives have been achieved,
regardless of training efficiency.

3.154 Training equigment. Materiel used in training.

3.155 Training facility. A permanent or semi-permanent military real property or
contractor property, used for the purposes of conducting training.

3.156 Trining ma A general term covering plans, control documents, and
instructional materials.

3.157 Tminioe Identical to defmnition for tearning objective' (see 38).

3.158 T'f g Path lgtmnl CM A coordinted syem for idtfying the training
requirements for categories of personnel in a training program. The trainee must obtain the
knowledge and skills necessary to coordinate, direct, or perform operation and maintenance of a
system, subsystem, or equipment or perform task/functions. It is based on the knowledge and
skill items set forth in personnel performance profiles (PPPs), and upon an orderly categoriza-
tion of these items.

3.159 Training p~an. A document which includes program information and data
concerning the system or equipment program, event, or situation that originated the training
requirement, and describes the training required and the training program(s) to satisfy the
requirement. Training plans are designed to provide for planning and implementation of
training and to ensure that all resources and supporting actions required for establishment and
support are considered.

3.160 Training roaram. An assembly or series of courses or other requirements that have
been organized to fulfill a broad overall training objective.

3.161 Training site. The geographic location(s) at which a course or training is conducted.
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3.162 Training surnort. The providing of resources, such as billets, personnel, funds,
facilities, hardware, course materials, and services, for the use of the training activity.

3.163 Training stem. An integrated combination or all clements (such as; training
material and equipment, personnel and logistic support) necessary to conduct training.

3.164 Trainin. System Utilization Handbook A document that is designed for User
personnel to aid them in operating and achieving full utilization of a specific training system
during the presentation of a course(s) of instruction, training exercise(s) or mission(s).

3.165 Training task. A task selected for training.

3.166 Training task analsis. The process of examining each unique unit of work from job
task analysis to derive descriptive information (for example; procedural steps, elements, task
conditions, standards, and other information) used in the design, development and testing of
training products.

3.167 Valt• The process by which the curriculum materials and instruction media
materials are reviewed by the contractor for instructional accuracy and adequacy, suitability for
presentation, and effectiveness in providing for the trainees' accomplishment of the larming
objectives. Validation is normally accomplished in tryouts with a representative target
population. The materials are revised as necessary as a result of the validation process.

3.168 Vdi A generi term used to describe a medium of audiovisual information
storage. A thin circular plate composed of tranmlucent layered plistic sandwicling a metal
layer on which video, audio, and digital information is encoded as a series of shallow
mnicr pic pits along a circular or spind treck for playback on a television monitor. Videodisc
is an information storage medium for analogAdigital (for example, video, audio, and control
signals) data.

3.169 Videodisc player. A device used to read (play) a videodisc.

3.170 Video araphics array (VGAO. An expansion card for IBM personal computers that
is inserted into the computer's expansion slot to enable the computer to process and display
color graphics and test at a resolution of 640480 pixels (see 3.117).

3.171 Virtual Device Interface (VDMM. This term is used interchangeably with VDI
Management (see 3.172).

3.172 Virtual Device Interface CMDI) Manaaement. The system-level software that is
responsible for incuting and responding t core and exteaded commands received from ICW
or authoring systems via the ASCII or binary interface (see 3.171).
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3.173 Abbreviaions and acronMs used in this standard. The abbreviations and acronyms
used in this standard and its appcndixcs arc dcfincd as follows (tcrms with cross-rcfcrcnccs arc
defined herein):

ACCP - Army Correspondence Courbe Program

AMSC - Acquisition Management Systems Control

AMSDL - Acquisitions Management Systems and Data Requirements
Control List

ASCII - American Standard Code for Information Interchange (see 3.2)

BIOS - Basic Input - Output System (see 3.6)

BSOT/BD - Basic Sonar Operation/Basic Diagnostic

CAD - Computer-aided Design

CAD - Computer-aided Drafting

CALS - Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistic Support

CAP - Contractor-acquired Property (see 3.21)

CAV - Constant Angular Velocity (see 3.16)

CDRL - Contract Data Requirements List (see 3.18)

CEA - Cost Effectiveness Analysis

CFE - Contractor-furnished Equipment (see 3.22)

COA . Color Graphics Adapter (see 3.14)

COM - Computer Graphics Metafie

CLTV - Collective

CLV - Constant Linear Vclocity (see 3.17)

COEA - Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis

CONCEPT - Concept Exploration
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CPR - Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation

CR - Carriage Return (ASCII character code ODH)

CR/LF - Carriage Return/Line Feed

CRT - Cathode-ray Tube

CTEA Cost and Training Effectiveness Analysis

DEMVAL - Demonstration and Validation

DEPL - Deployment

DEV - Development

DID - Data Item Description (see 3.30)

DMA - Direct Memory Access

DODISS - DoD Index of Specifications and Standards

DoD or DOD - Department of Defense

DOS - Disk Operating Sysem (see 3.32)

BEA - Enhanced Grapic Adapte (me 3.34)

EIA - Electronics Industries Auociation

EISA - Enhanced Industry Standard Architecture

FCC - Federal Communication Commission

fps - Feet per Second

FSD - Fullscale development

FUNCF - Functional

fwd - Forward

0 - Generally

GFE - Government-furnished Equipment (see 3.47)
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GFI - Government-furnished Information (sec 3.48)

GFM Government-furnished Material (see 3.49)

GFP - Government-furnished Property (see 3.50)

GP - Government Property (see 3.51)

HARDMAN - Military Manpower/Hardware Integration

HT - Horizontal Tab (ASCII character code 09H)

Hz - Hertz

IBM - International Business Machines Corporation

IBM PC - IBM Personal Computer (see 3.73)

IBM PC-AT - IBM PC Advanced Technology (scc 3.74)

IBM PC-DOS - IBM PC Disk Operating System (see 3.74)

IBM PC-XT - IBM PC-Extended (see 3.73)

ICW . Interactive Coureware (see 3.67)

ICWTS - Interactive Counreware Training Systems

ID - Identification

IGES - Initial Graphics Exchange Specification

ILS - Integrated Logistic Support

ILSS - Integrated; Logistic Support Standards

IMA - Interactive Multimedia Association (see 3.69)

IMM - Instructional Media Materials (see 3.63)

INDV - Individual

Int - Interrupt (referring to specific MS-DOS interrupt functions (see
3.76)
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Intel Intel Corporation

ID) Input and Output (see 3.57)

IOCTL Input and Output Control

IPR - In-process Review

ITP - Individual Training Plan

ITS - Individual Training Standard (see 3.55)

rTrp . Individual Task Training Package (see 3.54)

V - Interactive Video (see 3.70)

NVD . Interactive Videodisc

JA - Job Aid (see 3.78)

KB - Kilobytes

KHz . i- e

LF - Lane Feed (ASCII aracter OAH)

LSA - LgIstc Support Analysis

LSAR . Logistic Support Analysis Record

MATL - Material

MGR - Manager

MGMT . Management

Ml-z - Megahertz

MILCON - Military Construction

microsoft - Microsoft Corporation

MOD - Modification
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MPS - Mission Performance Standard (se- 3.100)

MPT - Manpower, Personnel. and Training

MOS Military Qualification Standards

MS-DOS Microsoft Disk Opcrating System (see 3.96)

MTP Mission Training Plan

MTP Military Training Program

N/A Not Applicable

NTSC National Television Standards Committee (see 3.102)

NUL Null (ASCII characater code OOH)

OCC Occupational

OJT On-the-job Training (see 3.104)

OS - Operating System (see 3.105)

PAL Phase Alteration by iUne (see 3.115)

PC Perm Computer (sm 3.110)

PC-DOS Personal Computer - Disk Operating System (see 3.112)

PDB Project Development Brochure

Pixel Physical Picture Element (see 3.117)

PKG - Package

POI - Plan of Instruction

POI - Program of Instruction

PPP - Personnel Performance Profile (see 3.114)

PROD - Production

RAM - Random Access Memory
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RC . Reserve Component

RFP Request for Proposal

ROM . Read Only Memory (see 3.125)

ROM BIOS - Read Only Memory Basic input-Output System

S - Selectively

SMGL - Standard Generalized Markup Language

SME Subject Matter Expert

SOW - Statement of Work

SQT - Skili Oualification Test

STP . Soldier Training Publication

STRAP - Systems Training Plan

sy - System (referring to service group and as command prefix in
Appendix D)

TDNS - Trainhi Device Need Statemeat

TDR - Training Device Requirements

TO - Trainee Guide (ame 3.101)

TPS - Training Path System (see 3.112)

TRADOC - Army Training and Doctrine Command

TSP - Training Support Package

"IV . Television

U - Update

U.S. United States
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Svd Videodisc (referring to servicc grkup and a, command prcti ix

Appendix D)

VDI - Virtual Device Interface (sce 3.171 and 3.172)

VGA - Vidco G.aphics Array (see 3.170)

vm - Visual Management (referring to service group and as command
prefix in Appendix D)

xy - XY-Input (referring to service group and as command prefix in
Appendix D)
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4. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

4.1 Traininga nrogram. The military training program shall support personnel performance
requirements. It shall provide the information and experiences necessary to support attainment
of the physical and mental skills required flr mi.sion accomplshment. It shall use practical or
laboratory situations to the maximum extent feasible, ensuring all training tasks are related to
the actual job requirement.

4.1.1 Technical documentation. When available, use of technical manuals and other
formal documentation, including automated data, shall be the prime source of information for
the development of training programs and training materials. Technical documcntation may be
in development at the same time as training material and not available in final form.

4.1.2 Hazard awareness and safety precautions. Hazard awareness and safety precautions
shall be included in every military training program. Human factors engineering and emphasit
on methods of preventing system or equipment damage and personal injury or death shall be
included. The instructional effort shall emphasize each person's responsibilities both as an
individual and as a supervisor for the prevention of accidents. Actual hazardous conditions and
hazardous acts, accompanied by the possible consequences of each, shall be delineated.
Directions for the reporting of hazardous conditions shall be provided. An awareness of the
fact that people cause accidents shall be stressed. Hazardous conditions shall include those
conditions which would endanger the environment.

4.2 ~te= 11pjr-oac. The contractor shall use a systematic approach to develop the
training program and training materials. This approach shall integrate the processes of analysis,
design, development, implementation, and evaluation.

4.2-1 Anay An analysis of the mission and job shall be accomplished to determine the
specific inventory of tasks, knowledge and skills required to perform the job and to identify
those that require training. This shall involve determining the number, type, and skills of all
personnel required to support the performance requirements. Quantitative and qualitative
personnel and training requirements shall be identified by recording and analyzing task
frequencies, learning difficulty, delay tolerance, probability of inadequate performance, and other
factors.

4.2.2 Dcjga. The training design shall be based upon the analysis results. Design shall
include converting tasks into learning objectives, sequencing training, preparing course outlines,
selecting media, planning for trainee evaluation, constructing written/performance tests, and
identifying facility and resource requirements.

4.2.3 Deelo Training development shall be based on the design. It shall include
developing lesson plans, trainee materials, media, and any other training materials. Review of
developed materials for technical and doctrinal accuracy shall occur throughout this phase with
validation of the developed materials as the final step.
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4.2.4 lmD21nent. Implementation shall be accomplished by the conduct and management
of the validated and approved training program.

4.2.5 Evaluate. Evaluation of the training shall be conducted for accuracy and
effectiveness over the life cycle of the program. Feedback from the evaluation process shall be
used to modify the training program as necessary.

4.3 Contract training prograM management. The contractor shall plan, manage and
execute the requirements and tasks specified in the contract. The contractor shall identify a
Training Program Manager, participating organizations, subcontractors, and points of contact.

4.4 Quality assurance. The contractor shall be responsible for the development and
implementation of a quality assurance program designed to ensure the requirements of the
contract are met.

4.5 Government access to information and data The contractor shall provide information
and assistance as requested by the contracting activity for evaluation of compliance with this
standard.

4.6 Training program management team. A joint Government and contractor team shall
be established as a primary management vehicle for monitoring the status of the training
development/aervices contract. The chairperson wall be appointed by the Government.

4.6.1 Training minam managament team olanning conferem A training program
management team phuaning conference shaD be conened by the chairpeuson for the puqxpoe of
organizing the joint Government and contractor effots. The panning conferece: shall serve to
adieum mutwa -ndm uaudius .of the os nF of t and A IHmintii ipsud to 1 11m

4.6.2 Conference sugoort and narticiRation. The contractor shall provide administrative
support for and participation in the joint team conferences. The contractor shall assure the
participation of subcontractors, as appropriate, provide facilities, technical data, and technical
support as appropriate. The contractor shall provide minutes and agendas as specified (see
6.3).

4.7 Dat anolication reuirement The contractor shall use, to the maximum extent
possible, all Government approved data incidental to other contracted requirements that can be
applied toward satisfying task requirements of this standard. The contractor shall incorporate
the manpower, perzonnel, and training (MPT) requirements, Service policy and guidance,
Service spdcifed rstrictions, and other integrated logistic support (ULS) elements into the
design of the training program to ensure their most effective approach from a total MPT
supportabflity stadpoint.

4.7.1 Le support analwis (LSA)/Ioais"tic suport anaHLsis record (LSW ) data. The
contractor shall use all available LSA/LSAR data resulting from work performed in accordance
with MIL-STD-1388-1 and MIL-STD-1388-2.
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4.7.2 ..jtexanges. Training program results shall be fed back to update the
appropriate data sources. Automated interchange of technical information shall be in
accordance with MIL-STD 1840.

4.7.3 Digital delivery of training data. When specified in the contract, training data shall
be required in the form of electronic media (see 40.2 of Appendix C).

4.7.4 Inteyration/coordination of lans. The contractor shall insure full integration and
coordination of all existing and developing data bases as a training plan prerequisite.
Specifically, correlation between training program plans and integrated support plan and other
logistics related plans specified in the contract shall be addressed.

4.8,Contractor conduct of training. The contracting activity will express all schedule,
trainee input requirements, location (Government or contractor), and other requirements in the
contract Statement of Work. The contractor shall conduct training as specified in the following
requirements.

4.8.1 Facilities.

4.8.1.1 Classroom and practical a"picationAaboratorv facilities For each training program
there shall be a minimum of 36 square feet (3312 square meters) of classroom floor space and
a minimum of 75 square feet (6.967 square meters) of practical application/laboratory floor
space per traince. Classroom and practical/laboratory facilitas shall be sufficiently soundproofed
to ensure that ambient nomes are held to a minimum and that the instruco can be clearly
heard. All facilities shall have adequate heating/mcolin& lighting. laboratory facilities,
r Onsumable supplies and laboratory and classroom fusnitute neesary for the health comfrt,
and conveiene of the trainee.

4.8.1.2 Housing and messing facilities. When training is conducted at a non-Government
facility, the contractor shall include as part of the proposal a listing of housing and messing
facilities, and transportation available in the area of the training site.

4.8.2 Schedule of classes. Unless otherwise specified by the contracting activity, classes
shall be scheduled on a 40-hour workweek basis, 8 hours per day, and 5 workdays per week.
Class instruction periods for lecture/demonstration shall normally be 50 minutes duration with a
10-minute break between periods of instruction. The length of practical application periods
may vary as the situation requires. The trainee may be assigned additional hours for homeworkL
Holidays will be absorbed in the overall course length unless the contractor and the contracting
activity mutually agree that additional time is required. To meet urgent requirements, the
contracting activity may direct a second shift or accelerated training where circumstances and
availability of system/equipment so dictate. The daily schedule of the training program(s) shall
be conduct so a to allow optimum utilization of the system/equipment for training purposes.
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4.&3 Renorting instructions. Trainees will be directed to report to a designated individual
at the training facility for endorsement of orders. The names of authorized trainees for each
training program will be provided to the training facility prior to the course convening date.
The training facility shall ensure that only personnel designated by the Government are in
attendance and allowed to participate in training programs acquired under the provisions of this
standard.

4.8.4 Trainee-instructor ratio. The trainee-instructor ratio shall be no greater than 25 to I
in the theoretical phase of the course and no greater than 5 to I during the practical
application phase.

4.8.5 Training eQuipment/material. The contractor shall provide those training equip-
ment(s), test equipments, hand tools, and other materials, to be used in the training program
not provided as Government-furnished property (GFP) (see 3.50). These items shall duplicate
as much as necessary those items that will be used in the real operational environment. The
contractor shall be responsible for maintaining all equipment and materials used in the training
program in an operable/usable condition during each training program except for those periods
of instruction that require rendering equipment inoperable, such as disassembly performed as a
part of the training program. The contractor shall notify the contracting activity immediately by
telephone when the equipment is not usable for training purposes. Upon completion of a
training program, all GFP and contractor-acquired property (CAP) (see 3.21) used therein, that
are to be returned to or become the property of the Government, shall be refurbished and. restored to Government acceptance standards prior to requesting disposition instructions. Tais
requirement for refurbishment will not apply to equipment and materials used in training
programs at a Government training facility when a Government maintenance and repair
capability has been previously established or if such effort is covered by separate esting
contract or order htems.

4.&5.1 Government system or equipment availability. When trmining is performed at a
Government site, the training system or equipment will be made available for a minimum of
four (4) hours a day for the practical application requirement of the training programs. Due to
conflicts with the using activity daily schedule, the availability of the training system or
equipment may be after the normal duty hours, Monday through Friday.

4.8.5.2 I feri, ilillJ. To the extent appropriate, the same training and instructional
media materials shall be used in support of initial (factory) training instruction as that which is
to be delivered to the Department of Defense service or agency for use in the classroom.

4.8.6 Monitoring/msnetion. The contractor's facilities and training site may be visited at
any time by representative(s) of the contracting activity to inspect, monitor, or appraise the
development and conduct of the training program.

4.8.6.1 Monitoring of the training program. The contracting activity may request that a
sample topic (lesson) or topics (lessons) be taught by the proposed instructor(s) before the start
of the training program(s). The contracting activity has the right to reject an instructor, using
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the critique of the instructor's topic (lesson) presentation as one of thc factors. Rcprcscnta-
tives of the contracting activity and other designated Government activities may monitor and
evaluate the training program to ensure that objectives and training requirements are being met.
Any circumstance, that may be hindering the conduct of the training program will be reported
to the appropriate representative of the contracting activity.

4.&6.2 Insmection of facilities. Designated representatives of the contracting activity or
other designated Government activities may visit the training facility prior to the start of the
training program(s) to determine the adequacy of the classroom and laboratory spaces.

4.9 Scr

4.9.1 Security clearances. Non-Govcrnment personnel involved in the development or
conduct of the training program and requiring access to a Government facility shahl forward
security clearances and visit requests to Government installations at least 30 days prior to the
start of the training progam.

4.9.2 Security rejusatiom. All personnel shall be required to comply with the security
requirements applicable to the system/equipment upon which the training is to be conducted.
Security regulations shall apply to personnel, training materials, and space being used for the
training program. Contractors security shall be in accordance with DoD 5220.22-M.
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S. DETAILED REQUIREMENTS

5.1 Task dscriptioin. Individual task requirements are provided for the management;
analysis and design; development; and support, conduct and advisory services for training
programs as follows:

TASK SECTION 100. TRAINING PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Task 101 Training Situation Analysis
Task 102 Training Program Development and Management Planning
Task 103 Training Development Control
Task 104 T'ig Equipment Requirements Identification
Task 105 Training Implementation Planning
Task 106 Training Implementation Control
Task 107 Training Evaluation Planning

TASK SECTION 200. TRAINING PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

Task 201 Mission, Collective, Individual, and Occupational Training Task Analysis
Task 202 Training Technmlogy Assessment
Task 203 Learning Analysis
Task 204 Media Selection
Task 205 Tub for of Pea chlmae vement
Tas 206 Trbn Syte Alterade Idendiatio

Tak B0 Training Symm mcdoal R.qulemenfs
Task 209 Training Facilities Requirements Identification
Task 210 Lesson Specifications Development
Task 211 Imtructiona• l Media Design

TA-.. SECTION 300. TRAINING MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

Task 301 Iiutructioal Media Production
Task 302 Training System Support Materials
Task 303 Traning Materials for InstUCto
Task 304 Training Materials for Trainees

TASK SECTION 400. TRAINING SUPPORT, CONDUCT AND ADVISORY
SERVICES

Task 401 Conduct of Training
Task 402 Training Evaluation
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5. 1.1 Taskstrutur Tasks are comprised of four parts:

(a) The purpoee identifies the rationale for each task The paragraph that provides
the purpose will be designated by .1 Following the task number (for example,-
102.1, 203.1, 207.1 and oither tasks numbers).

(b) The task duscription identifies the detailed subtasks that comprise the overall
task. The paragraph that provides the task description will be designated by .2
following the task number.

(c) T`he task input identifies the general information neddto define the scope
and parameters of each task, and specific information required for task
completion. The paragraph that provides the task input will be designated by .3
Following the task number. Task inputs may contain two type of information as
foDHOM

(1) Details to be specified are listed in the first subparagraph under task imputis.
They identif information required to be specified in the requirements
document and provided by the contracting actiit to enable task
pe o mne

(2) Inputs resulting from performance of other task requirements are hused in
the second and subsequent suprgrp ndrts inputs, These inputs
wre information developed by completion of another tink une this (or
another) standard, and that arc ecesary for task or subtiak comtpletion.

(d) 1U Soa outpu Moowfm slis inpmbil umidb lm tank e in - a, , Mw
paragraph that provides the task output wil be dinimsted by A folowing the
task number. Task outputs may contain two types of ifoMato as Molows:

(1) Data items are listed in the first Aub argps under task output. These
outputs are for instances where deliverable data may be required, and are
cross-referenced to 6.3 of this standard.

(2) Information requirements are litted following data item requirements. These
outputs identify requirements for instances; where information is needed to
perform other tasks ciontained in this standard.

5.1.2 Tak ngajM. When an element of task input or output is only applicable to
certain subtasks under the task description, the applicable subtask numbers are identified in
parentheses folowing that specific input or output. VWhere subtask numbers are not liste in
parentheses fol[lowing the specific input or output, the input or output applies to Al subtasks,
lHated une the task description
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5.1.3 Anolication of tasks and subtasks. Tasks and subtasks provide an orderly and logical
way to cnsurc complete and effective accomplishment of contractual requirements. Section
100 tasks may be selectively applied during any phase of the training development process.
Sections 200 through 400 generally follow a systematic approach to training development and
would normally be serially applied, as required. As a general rule, the determination of which
tasks, subtasks, inputs and outputs apply is dictated by the complexity of the training program
needed to support the materiel (weapon) system, equipment or function.

5.1.4 Tailoring of tasks and subtasks. Tailoring of tasks and subtasks is required when
applying this standard in requirements documents to ensure cost effective, streamlined training
development. See Appcndixcs A and B for suggested tailoring guidance.

5.1.5 Task outout delivefr/aDroval. When a task output product is to be delivered to the
contracting activity, the related Data Item Description delivery and approval will be cited as a
deliverable in the requirements document (see 6.3). The contracting activity may also reserve
approval of task output information required for performance of other tasks by citing the
schedule and procedures for approval in the requirements document.
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TASK SECTION 100

TRAINING PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Tak section 100 provides the specific requirements for planning and managing the cost
effective analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation of training.
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TASK 101
TRAINING SITUATION ANALYSIS

101.1 pURPOSE. The purpose of Task 101 is to verify the effectiveness of training systems to
meet existing training n.eds and to survey existing training programs for applicability to new
requirements.

101.2 TASK DESCRIVI'IlON. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

101.2.1 Identify the training system deficiency or emerging needs that may impact the existing
training program, perform trade-off and cost analysis, develop alternative solutions, and provide
conclusions and recommendations.

101.2=2 Develop recommendations for implementing the alternative training program,
justification for the recommendations and the impact if not implemented.

101.23 Develop life-cycle training cost data on a per student (or per organizational team)
basis.

101.3 TANK I1U T.

. 1013.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

101-3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

1013.1.2 Materiel (weapon) system mission, equipment, and performance data.

101.3.1.3 New or modified materiel (weapon) system equipment requirements.

1013.1A4 Existing training system data.

1013.2 Input results from MIL.STD-1388-1, Logistic Support Analysis (LSA) Tasks 201 (Use
Study) and 203 (Comparative Analysis) (See 4.7.1).

101.4 TASK OUTPUT.

101A.I Training Situation Analysis Report (See 6.3, DI-IL.SS81069).

1014.2 Training system deficiencies and alternative solutions. (1012-1)

1014.3 Listing of existing training equipment/material applicable to the new requirements.
(101.2.1)
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101.4.4 Listing of projected facilities required to support training. (101.2.1)

101A.S Justification for training program development and impact if not implemented. (101.2.2)

101.4.6 Life cycle training cost data. (101.2.3)
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TASK 102
TRAINING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT PLANNING

102.1 PURPOSE. The purpose cf Task 102 is to plan for training development which will
identify and integrate all training program management tasks required to accomplish program
requirements; and to determine the overall scope and strategy for a training program.

102.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2). the following subtasks shall be
performed:

102.2.1 Describe resource requirements, data requirements, procedures, milestones, and the
time phasing of each task included in the contractual requirements and its interrelationship to
other tasks.

102.2.2 Conduct a training program development make-or-buy analysis.

102.2.3 Develop the approach, procedures, and management controls to be employed in
consideration of follow-on configuration control of curricula materials.

102.2.4 Develop the approach, procedures, and management controls to be used in integrating
course changes and new training resources into course curricula and instructional methodologies.

. 102.2.5 Develop a plan for test item construction and test design that (1) identifies the
planning, designing, and development factors for all test items and tests and (2) describes the
overall testing strategy.

102.2.A Determine t developmet in-process review requirements

102.2.7 Develop a chart identifying milestones and time phasing of each task included in the
contractual requirements.

102.2.8 Develop individual training strategies and identify long-range plans for training needs,
resource requirements, resource acquisition system, and program changes.

102.2.9 Develop a plan to validate training materials, test items, and tests.

102.2.10 Develop a training program development internal surveillance plan.

102.2.11 Develop a quality control program that specifies the indicators and controls used to
ensure that tasks are correctly performed and deliverables meet contractual requirements.

102.2.12 Integrate the logistics support analysis (ILSA) plan and integrated support plan output
with training development planning.
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102.2.13 Provide identitication of any major subcontractors, and major subcontractor efforts,
their inherent control and management, and tht proposed procedures for administration of the
efforts as applied to subcontractors.

102.2.14 Identify the relationship of task requirements to the program work breakdown
structure and identify management system to provide cost and progress reporting.

102.3 TASK INPUT.

102.3.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

102.3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

102.3.1.2 Identification of each training program task that is required to be performed as part
of the training program development.

102.3.13 Identification of the time period over which each task is to be conducted.

102.3.1A Identification of approval procedures for plan updates.

102.3.1.5 Service specific training and training development policies and procedures.

1023.1.6 Identification of government furnished equipment, material, and existing related
training course data.

103..7 Approved Training Situation Analysis Report fWrm Task 101.4.1.

102.3.2 Input listing of projected facilities required to support training from Task 101.4.4.

102.33 Input results of MIL-STD-1388-1, LSA Tasks 102 (LSA Plan), 201 (Use Study), 205
(Controls and Constraints), 303 (Evaluation of Alternatives and Tradeoff Analysis), 401 (Task
Analysis), and training constraints (See 4.7.1).

1023.4 Input Integrated Support Plan data.

102.4 TASK OQUTPU.

102.4.1 Training Program Development and Management Plan (102.2.1 through 102.2.14,
except 102.2.8) (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81070).

102.4.2 Individual Training Plan (102.2.8) (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81071).

102.4.3 Training program development make-or-buy analysis data. (102.2.2)
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1024.4 Training test design data. (102.2.5)

102.4.5 Training development milestones. (102.2.7)

102.4.6 Individual training strategies and long range plans for training needs, resource
requirements, resource acquisition system, and program changes. (102.2.8)

102.4.7 Planning data for test item, tests, and training materials validation. (102.2.9)

102.4.8 Training program development internal surveillance planning data. (102.2.10)

102.4.9 Integrated Support Plan training planning data (102.2.12).

0
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TASK 103
TRAINING DEVELOPMENT CONTROL

103.1 PURPOSE. The purpose of Task 103 is to develop the controls necessary for cost
ecctive' training analysis, design, and dcvelopmcnt.

103.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

103.2.1 Develop or adapt a media selection model that defines the procedures for selecting
primary and alternate media to be used in supporting the training objectives. The automation
capabilities of the model, hardware, and software requirements, current ownership, and unique
proprietary licensure on the model shall be identified.

103.2.2 Identify the relationship between media selection and course outline development (for
example, course outline followed by media selection by learning skills and knowledge
requirements; or media selection by objective followed by course outline d-velopment).

103.2.3 Develop a process flow chart that shows the media selection model decision points, and
the sequence of events, and which identifies questions asked.

103.2.4 Develop a media allocation table that identifies media options. applicable to the
selection model and identifies attributes and values assigned for each type of media.

103.2.. Develop examples of application of the media selection modeL (Sample objectives
processed through the model shall demonstrate how the model differentiates among media
across the full range.)

103.2.6 Develop a synopsis of the research and theoretical basis of the model and a history of
the model's prior application.

103.2.7 Identify all cost, schedule, and other resource constraint elements that could impact
support of candidate media (for example, trainer facilities, environmcntal or personncl
limitations or both, and other elements).

103.2.8 Develop conference agenda.

103.2.9 Develop conference minutes.

103.2.10 Conduct in-process reviews.

103.2.11 Prepare training development contract progress reports.

103.3 TASK INPUT.
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103.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

103.3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

103.3.1.2 Identification of underlying family of media selection models to be utilized as the
basis for development of the media selection model. (103.2.1)

103.3.1.3 Identification of the expected mission and functional requirements of the parent
materiel (weapon) system, equipment or function. (103.2.1)

103.3.1.4 Identification of approval procedures for media seleition model. (103.2.1)

103.3.2 Input listing of existing training equipment, state-of-the-art and emerging technology to
support training equipment from Task 202.4.2. (103.2.1, 103.2.4)

103.3.3 Input listing of existing training, state-of-the-art and emerging technology to support
training requirements from Task 202.4.3. (103.2.1, 103.2.4)

103.3.4 Input results of MIL-STD-1388-1, LSA Tasks 201 (Use Study), 205 (Controls and
Constraints), 303 (Evaluation of Alternatives and Tradeoff Analysis), 401 (Task Analysis), and
training constraints (See 4.7.1).

1033.S Input Integrated Support Plan data.

1034 TASK OUTPUT.

1034.1 Media Selection Model Report (103.2.1 through 103.2.7), (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81072).

103.4.2 Conference Agenda (103.2.8), (See 6.3, DI-A-7088).

103.43 Conference Minutes (103.2.9, 103.2.10), (See 6.3, DI-A-7089).

103.4.4 Program Progress Report (103.2.11), (See 6.3, DI-MGMT-80555).

103A4. Examples of application of the media selection modeL (1032.5)

1034.6 Synopsis of the theoretical basis of the model and history of the models prior
application. (103.2.6)

1034.7 Integrated Support Plan training planning data. (1032-7)
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TASK 104
TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS IDENTIFICATION

104.1 PURPI[B The purpose of Task 104 is to identify training equipment requirements for
the proposed training.

104.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

104.2.1 Identify training equipment requi I develop rationale for the requirements.

104.2.2 Identify sites for installation of the training equipment.

1042.3 Develop a projection of the logistics support requirements for the training equipment.

104.2.4 Define the scope of required training equipment.

104.,.5 Develop the initial budgetary estimate and detailed jutifiation for the training
equipment.

104.2.6 Develop descriptions and a listing of training equipment.

O 104.3 IT,104.3L.

1043.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
folowing:

1043.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

1043.2 Input training system deficiencies and alternative solutions from Task 101.4.2. (104.2.1)

104.3.3 Input individual training strategies and long range plans for training needs, resource
requirements, resourcc acquisition system, and program changes from Task 102.4.6. (104.2.1,
1042.2, 104.23)

1043.4 Input examples of application of the media selection model from Task 103.4.5.

(104.2.1)

104.3.5 Input a listing of media selected from Task 204.4.5. (104.2.1)

104.3.6 Input interactive courseware media features required to support learning events and
activities from Task 204.4.6. (104.2.1)

1043.7 Input identification of best suited training system alternatives from Task 206.4.2.
(104.2.1)
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104.4 T"ASK OUTPUT.

104.4.1 Training Equipment Requirements Document (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81073).

104.4.2 The rationalc to include equipment changes, and the capabilities of the training
equipmeaLt. (104.2.1)

104.4.3 Scope of required training equipment. (104.2.4)

104.4.4 Initial budgetary estimate and justification for training equipment. (104.2.5)

104.4.5 Descriptions and listing of training equipmenL (104.2.6)
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T NNTASK 105

TRAINING IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING

105.1 PURPOS The purpose of Task 105 is to develop the plan for how training will be
implcmented and managed at each training location.

105.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

105.2.1 Identify type and location of training, scope (overview) of training raurses, resource
requirements, data requirements, procedures, milestoncs, and time phasing of the conduct of
training.

105.2.2 Identify the personnel roles and responsibilities relating to training, procedures and
techniques, communication and coordination requirements.

105.2.3 Identify the overall management structure and organization, and the functions required
to implement the training program.

105.L4 Develop an implementation schedule and a contingency plan for the high risk
milestones.

@ 105.2.5 Develop a training system integration schedule.

105.L6 Identify trainee prerequisites sclleduling, evaluation, and recording requirements.

1052.7 Ident instructor taining& utilization, and schleduig requirements.

105.2-. Identify training materials management requirements.

105..9 Identify training equipment storage, maintenance, supply support, and utilization
requirements.

1052.10 Identify facilities utilization requirements.

10$.U1 Develop a resource requirements list in accordance with Service specific guidance.

105.3 TASK INPUT.

1053.1 DctaiLs to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

105.3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

105.3.1.2 Identification of trainee throughput data.
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1053.13 ldentification of approval procedures for plan updates.

1053.1.4 Identification of course titles and identification nnmben.

I0S3.1.5 Identification of training locations.

105.3.1.6 Approved Training Program Development and Management Plan from Task 102.4.1.

1053.1.7 Approved Instructional Media Design Report from Task 211.4.1.

1053.2 Input integrated support plan training planning data from Task 103.4.7.

10&3.3 Input listing of existing training equipmentAmaterial applicable to the new requirements
from Task 101.4.3. (105.2.1, 105.2.9)

105JA Input justification for training program development and impact if not implemented
from Task 101.4.5. (1052.1)

105.3.5 Input training development milestones from Task 102.4.5. (1052.4)

1053.6 Input individual training strategies and long-range plans for training needs, resource
requirements, resource acquisition system, and program changes from Task 102.4.6.

103.7 Input scope of required training equipment from Task 104.4.3. (105.11, 105.2.5, 105.2Z8
through 105.2.1)

1053.3 Input description and listing of training equipment from Task 104.4.5. (105.2.2)

105,3.9 Input instructional setting description for each training task from Task 203.4.8.
(1052.10)

105S3.10 Input sequential listing of learning objectivcs, cvents, and activities from Task 203.4.9.
(1052.1)

105.3.11 Input course mission statement(s) from Task 203.4.11. (1052.1)

1053.12 Input listing of course learning objectives, parts, sections, and topics from Task
203.4.12. (1052.1)

10,3.13 Input listing of references and special tools from Task 203.4.14. (105.2.1)

105.3.14 Input course lengths and class size from Task 203A.15. (1052.1, 1052.4, 1052.6,

1052-7)
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. 1053.15 Input instructional methodology for each learning objective from Task 203.4.17.
(105.2.8)

10S.3.16 Input a chart showing time sequencing of learning events and activities in relation to
primary and alternate media delivery systems from Task 204.4.4. (105.2.8)

1053.17 Input listing of selected media from Task 204.4.5. (105.2.8, 105.2.9)

1053.11 Input listing of facilities required to support training from Task 209.4.5. (105.2.10)

1053.19 Input listing of adjunctive materials required to support instruction media from Task
211.4.11 (1052.5).

1053.20 Input listing of irtructioal media and support materials from Task 301.4.4. (105.2.1,
105.28, 105.2.9)

1053.21 Input interactive counseware, software and hardware integration and installation
procedures documentation from Task 301.4.&

1053.22 Input results of MIL-STD-1388-1, LSA Tasks 201 (Use Study), 303 (Evaluation of
lternatives and Tradcoff Analysis), and 401 (Task Analysis). (See 4.7.1).

. 105.4.1 Training System Implementation Plan, (See 6.3, DI-IMSS-81074).

105•4 Listing of type and location of training, scope of training couses, resource
requirements, data requirements, procedures, milestones, and time phasing of the conduct of
training. (105.2.1)

105.43 Training system integration schedule. (105.2.5)

1054.4 Resource requirements hst. (105.2.11)

1054.5 Integrated Support Plan training planning data.
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TASK 106
TRAINING IMPLEM4ENTATION CONTROL

106.1 pURpOSE. The purpose of Task 106 is to develop training course control management
information.

106.2 TASK DESCRIMTON. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

106.2.1 Develop course descriptive data in accordance with Service specific guidance.

106.2.2 Develop a training course resource requirements utilization schedule.

106.23 Develop a course presentation schedule chart.

106.2.4 Develop a description of the training content (subjects, topics and tasks), duration of
instruction, and resources required to conduct both peacetime and mo'ilization training in an
instructional setting.

106.3 TASK II

106.3.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the./following, as applicable:

10"L.1.l Idetiction of deliverable data itm

1063.1.2 Service specific training contral policies and procur.iur (106..1, 1062.4)

1063.2 Input individual training strategies and long-range plans for training needs, resource
requirements, resource acquisition system, and program changes from Task 102.4.6. (106.2.4)

1063.3 Input resource requirements list from Task 105.4.4. (106.2-2)

1063A Input individual training standards data from Task 201.4.14. (106.2.4)

106-3.5 Input target population prerequisite knowledge and skills from Task 203.42. (1062.4)

106.3.6 Input learning objectives from Task 203.4.5. (1062.1)

106.3.7 Input a sequential listing of learning objectives, events, and activities from Task 203.4.9.
(,062.3)

106.3.8 Input course minion statement from Task 203.4.11. (106.2.1)
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1063.9 Input profile item-to-learning objectives iisignment cas reference chart from Task
203.4.13. (106.21)

163.1 Input instructional methodology for each learning objective fraut Task 203.4. 17.
(106.Z.4)

1063I.1 Input instructional media counes map from Task 211.4.3. (106.Z-4)

106.3.12 Input interactive courseware software system manager design data from Task 211.4.4.
(106.2Z4)

1063.13 Input instructional media course design strategies from Task 211.4.5. (106.2-4)

106.3.14 Input instructional media test design strategies from Task 21 1.4.9. (106.7-4)

10".315 Input interactive courseware lesson content, logic data fiea, and support software frm
Task 301A43. (106.2Z4)

1063.16 Input commands and interface mechanisms used that ensure interactive omuruware
portability frau. Task 301.4.6. (106.2-4)

106.3.17 Input applicble technical manuals, publications, engineering data, performance and
design specification data, and software documentation. (See 4.1.1)

1063.1 Input resuts of MdIRSD-1388-1, ISA Task 205 (upraityand Spotblt
Related Design Factors). (See 4.7.1)

106A TASKDIIUI

106AI. Training Course Control Document (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-1075).

106.4.2 Course control data. (1062Z4)
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TASK 107
TRAINING EVALUATION PLANNING

107.1 P The purpose of Task 107 is the development of a plan for independent
evaluation of training effectiveness; training capabilities evaluations; and the related personnel,
organization, fumctions, procedures, and schedule for the evaluation.

107.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

107.2.1 Identify the evaluation methodology (empirical, analytic, internal, or external), data to
be collected, and procedures for analyzing the collected data.

107..2 Identify the resources required for testing (personnel, materials, and special

equipment).

107.2.3 Identify the activities responsible for testing and evaluation.

107..4 Identify the roles of all personnel involved (command, instructors, trainees, evaluators,
graduates, and supervisors of graduates).

107.2.5 Develop the schedule for conducting tests and performing the critical events in the
evaluation.

107.2.6 Develop the data collecion instruments (ceckist qustio res, structured
interviews, and job performance indicators for evaluation).

107-3 TASKJ'UI.

1073.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

107.3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

107M3.12 Identification of target system to be evaluated.

107-3.1.3 Identification of type and purpose of evaluation to be conducted.

107-3.2 Input course control data from Task 106.4.2. (107.2.1, 107.2.2, 107.2.4)

107.33 Input listing of job performance measures from Task 201.4.10.

1073A4 Input results from MIL-STD-138-1, LSA Task 501 (Supportability Test, Evaluation
and Verification). (see 4.7.1)
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107.4 TASK OL •.

1074I Training Evaluation Plan (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81076).

107.4.2 Training evaluation planning data.

00
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TASK SECTION 200

TRAINING PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

Tisk sectio 200 povides the specific requirmets for idetification of aln eemmeis noaemy
for the analysis and dems on umnmg programs.
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TASK 201
MISSION, COLLECTIVE, INDIVIDUAL, AND OCCUPATIONAL

TRAINING TASK ANALYSIS

201.1 PURPOS. The purpose of Task 201 is to conduct mission, collective, individual, and
occupational training task analysis, and to identify collective and individual tasks that require
training.

201.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be

performed:

201.2.1 Conduct mission analysis in accordance with Service specific guidance.

201.2.2 Develop functional requirements argi task statements that are related to functions not
covered by Logistics Support Analysis. (Results of LSA Tasks 301 and 401 of MIL-S7D-1388-1
or equivalent analysis will be used for materiel (weapon) systems/equipment operation and
maintenance tasks.) (See 4.7.1).

201.23 Develop a collective job task list, conduct a collective training task selection and
analysis in accordance with Service specific guidance, and develop a listing of collective training
tasks.

201.2.4 Develop an individual job task list, conduct an individual training task selection and
analysis in accordance with Service specific guidance, and develop ltig of occpmai
grouped individual training tasks

2$L.S Develop and validate job performance mennuis for training tasks.

201.2.6 Identify manpower required to operate and maintain the materiel (weapon) system
under development.

201.27 Develop personnel performance profiles in accordance with Service specific guidance.

201,2.J Develop training path system requirements in accordance with Service specific
guidance

201.2.9 Develop an individual training standards system in accordance with Service specific
guidanoc

201.2.10 Conduct occupational analyses in accordance with Service specific guidance.

201.2.11 Develop an individual to collective training task cram reference matrix.

201=2.12 Identify all performance elements and subelements for each training task.
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201.2.13 Develop a listing of job tasks that can be satisfied by job aids.

201.3 TASK IJI.

201.3.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

201.3.1.1 Identification of deliverablc data itcms.

201.3.1.2 Service specific occupational skills data.

201.3.1.3 Service specific guidance or regulations.

201.3.1A4 idsting lists of skills and knowledge required to operate and maintain identified
equipment, subsystems or systems, perform a a or acquire prerequisite skills and
knowledge applicable to training all categories of personneL (201.2.7, 201.2.8)

201.3.1.5 Criteria to be used for training task selection.

201.3.2 Input training development milestones from Task 102.4.5.

201.3 Input results of M•ID-1388-1, LSA Tasks 201 (Use Study), 301 (Functioa
Requirements), 303 (Evaluation of Alterives and Tradeoff Analysis) and 401 (Task Anlysis).
(20121, 21.2.3, 201.24, 20126 201.27, 201.2.8) (See 4.7.1).

201.4 TAK OUTPUT.

201,4.1 Mission Performance Standards (201.21) (See 6.3, DI-U.SS411077).

201.4.2 Mission, Collective, Individual, and Occupational Training Task Analysis Report
(201.2.2 through 201.2.6, 201.2.10 through 201.213) (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81078).

201A.3 Personnel Performance Profile Tables (201.Z7) (See 6.3, DI-ILSS.81079).

2014.4 Training Path System Report (201.2.8) (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81080).

2014.5 Individual Training Standards (201.2.9) (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81081).

201.4.6 Job task list. (201.2.3, 201.2.4)

201.4.7 List of collective training tasks cros-referencsd- to individual taskL (20123, 2012.4 and
2012-11)

2014. Training task list. (201.23, 2012.4)
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281.A.9 ist of occupationally grouped individual training tasks. (201.2.4)

201.4.10 Listing of job performance measures. (201.2.5)

201.4.11 Manpower planning data. (201.2-6)

201.4.12 Personnel performance profiles data. (201.2.7)

201.4.13 Training path system data. (201.2.8)

201.4.14 Individual training standards data. (201.2.9)

201.4.15 Occupational analysis data. (201.2.10)

201A4.16 Training data for updates to MJL-STD-1388-1, LSA Tasks 301 and 402. (See 4.7.1
and 4.7.2)

2014.17 Criteria used for training task selection. (201.2.3, 201.2.4)

201.4.18 List of job tasks that can be satisfied by job aids. (2012.13)

201.4.19 Task skill level. (2012-4)

. 201A4.20 Collective task standards. (201.2.3)

201.4.21 Individual task standards. (201.24)
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TASK 202
TIAINING TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

202.1 PURPOSE. The purpose of Task 202 is to identify training technology used in existing
training systems, state-of-the-art and etmexging technology to support training requirements.

202.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

202.2.1 Conduct a survey of existing training equipment, state-of-the-art, and emerging
technology.

202.2.2 Conduct a survey of existing training, state-of-the-art and emerging technology.

202.23 Perform a comparative analysis of the survey results and identify technology applicable
to the training program or training equipment identified.

202.L4 Develop a summary of the comparative analysis results.

202.3 TASK INPUT.

202.3.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the. following, as applicable:

202.3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

202.3.U2 Emerging training requirements.

202.3.2 Input individual training strategies and long-range plans for training needs, resource
requiremelits, resource acquisition system, and program changes from Task 102.4.6.

20233 Input results of MIL-STD-1388-1, LSA Tasks 201 (Use Study), 204 (Technology
Opportunities), 205 (Supportability and Supportability Related Design Factors), 301 (Functional
Requirements), 303 (Evaluation of Alternatives and Tradeoff Analysis) and 401 (Task Analysis).
(See 4.7.1)

202.4 TASK OUTPUT.

202.4.1 Training Technology Assessment Report (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81082).

202.4.2 Listing of existing training equipment, state-of-the-art and emerging technology to
support training equipmenL (202.2-1)

202.43 Listing of existing training, state-of-the-art and emerging technology to support training
requirements. (202.2.2)
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202.4.4 Training technology assessment results for update of logistic support analysisiogistic
support analysis records.
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TASK 203
LEARNING ANALYSIS

203.1 PURPO The purpose of Task 203 is to analyze the tasks or personnel performance
requirements or both, that have been selected for training and develop training design
requirements.

203.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be

performed:

203.2.1 Identify the target population prerequisite knowledge and skills.

203.2.2 Develop a listing of all required knowledge and skills for each collective training task.

203.23 Develop a listing of all required knowledge and skills for each individual training task.

203.2.4 Develop learning objectives.

203.2.5 Develop knowledge and skill requirements for learning objectives.

203.2.6 Group the learning objectives by occupational skill areas and skill level, then arrange
the learning objectives in a hierarchal relationship.. 2.2.7 Determine types of learning and associaed learning principle for each objective-

203.2.8 Determine the instrctional setting for training tasks.

20a9 Develop a sequential listing of learning objectives, activities and events.

203.10 Develop a cross reference of learning objectives to training tasks to job tasks.

203.2.11 Develop course mission statements.

203±12 Develop course learning objectives, parts, sections, and topics, sequence them in the
order in which they are to be taught and provide a descriptive statement of the coverage and
content for each topic in accordance with Service specific guidance.

2032.13 Develop profile item-to-topic objective assignment charts in accordance with Service
spefci g

203.14 Develop a listing of reference materials and special tools required to support the
learning objectvs.

203.215 Identify course lengths, and minimum, optimum, and maximum class sizes.
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203.2.16 Develop a listing of learning objectives that can be satisfied by job aids.

203.2.17 Determine the instructional methodology for each learning objective.

203.3 TASK INPUT.

2033.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

203.3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

203.3.1.2 Identification of the parent system, equipment, or the military mission, or combination
thereof, for which personnel will be trained. (203.2.1)

2033.13 Identification of target population skill and knowledge capabilities. (203.2.3)

2033.14 Service specific guidance and regulations. (203.2.12 through 203.2.15)

2033.1.5 Approved Mission, Collective, Individual, and Occupational Training Task Analysis
Report from Task 201.4.2.

2033.2 Input job task list from Task 201..6. (203.2.10)

203-3.3 Input training task list from Task 201.4A (203.2.2, 203.2.4, 203.2.5, 203.2.9, 203.2.10)

2S.3A Input manpower planning data from Task 201.4.11. (203.2.2)

203 Input peuonneil performance proMcs dam Irom Task 201.4.12 (203.2.13)

203.3.6 Input training path system data from Task 201.4.13. (203.2.13)

203.3.7 Input task skill level from Task 201.4.19. (203.2.6)

203-8 Input results of MILESTD-1388-1, LSA Task 401 (Task Analysis) (See 4.7.1).

203.4.1 Learning Analysis Report (See 6.3, DI-U.SS-81083).

2034.2 Target population prerequisite knowledge and skills. (203.2.1)

20343 Listing of knowledge and skills requited to support each coiectve Mtrainig m k
(20372)
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2034.4 Listing of knowledge and skills required to support each individual training task.
(203.2.3)

203A.5 Learning objectives. (203.24)

20364. Listing of knowledge and skills required to support learning objectives. (203.2.5)

203.4.7 Types of learning and associated principles for each learning objective. (203.2.7)

203.4.8 Instructional setting description for each training task. (203.2.8)

203.4.9 A sequential listing of learning objectives, events and activities. (2032-9)

2034.10 Objectives to training tasks to job tasks cross- reference listing. (203.2.10)

203A4.1 Course mssion statement(s. (2032-11)

2034.12 Listing of course learning objectives, parts, sections, and topics. (203.2.12)

203.4.13 Profile item-to-leaaming objective assignment cross- reference chart. (2032-13)

2034.14 Listing of references and special tools. (203.2.14)

S 03.s Course lengths and class size. (2032-15)

2034.16 Listing of learning objectives that can be satisfed by job aids. (203.2.16)

20317 Itructiona medo for each learning objective. (203217)

203A.13 Learning analysis results for update of LSA/LSARL (See 4.7.1 and 4.7.2).
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TASK 2"
MEDIA SELEMON

204.1 QURPOSE. The purpose of Task 204 is to identify the media required to support the
attainment of learning objectives and to provide the basis for development of training system
functional specifications.

204.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be

performed:

204.2.1 Identify media attributes required to support learning events and activities.

204.2.2 Identify media features required to support learning events and activities.

204.23 Identify the primary and alternate media delivery systems capable of supporting the
media attributes.

204.2.4 Develop a chart showing time sequencing of learning events and activities in relation to
primary and alternate media delivery systems.
204.2.5 Develop a cost analysis comparison with competitive alternatives and contractor

recmmended approach.. 204.2 Develop a listing of selected media.

204.3 TASK1t~Z

2S43.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following. as applicable:

204.3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

2043.1.2 Identification of program schedule and funding, and other key resource constraints

that may impact support of selected media.

2043.1.3 Appmoved Media Selection Model Report from Task 103A.1.

2043.14A Approved Learning Analysis Report from Task 203.4.1.

04.3.2 Input life cyle training cost data from task 101A.6. (204.2.5)

204.33 Input manpower planning data from Task 201A.11. (204.2.2)

204.3A Input criteria used for training task selection from Task 201.4.17. (204.2.1, 204.2.2Z
204±.3)
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204.3S Input list of job tasks that can be satisfied by job aids from Task 201.4.18.

204.3.6 Input learning objectives from Task 203.4.5. (204.2.1, 204.2.2, 204.3.3)

2043.7 Input types of learning and associated principles for each learning objective from Task
203.4.7. (204.2.1, 204.2.2)

204.3.8 Input instructional setting description for each training task from Task 203.4.8. (204.2.1
through 204.2.4)

204.3.9 Input a sequential listing of learning objectives, events and activities from Task 203.4.9.

204-3.10 Input course mission statement(s) from Task 203.4.11.

2043.11 Input listing of references and special tools from Tsk 203.4.14. (204.23, 204Z4)

204A TASKLOUTlUT.

204.4.1 Media Selection Report (See 63, DI-ILSS-81084).

204.4.2 Listing of media attributes required to support learning events and activities. (204..1)

2044.3 Listing of primary and alternate media delivery systems capble of supporting the media
attributes. (204.2.3)

2044 A cbwt dlwmg =m eqummg of lerning eveW wd ivi in a tbom smo y
ad alemate media delivey system. (204.2.4)

204.4. Listing of media selected. (204.26)

204.4.6 Interactive courseware media features required to support learning events and activities.
(2042.2)
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TASK 205
TESTS FOR MEASUREMENT OF PERSONNEL ACHIEVEMENT

205.1 PU The purpose of Task 205 is to develop instruments to measure pcMonnel
attainment of knowledge and skills.

205.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

205.2.1 Develop test items that evaluate personnel attainment of skill or knowledge. Test items
shall have the following parameters:

205.2.1.1 Are based on the corresponding learning objectives or performance standards
(individual or collective).

205.2.1.2 Are performance or performance based to evaluate knowledge elements ncessay for
skill performance.

205.2.1.3 Measure the ability of the trainee to perform explicitly defined procedures of a
process.

205.2.14 Measure the ability of the trainee to produce an end product which meetsSpredetermined standards.

205..1.5 Exercise the cognitive, psychomotor, and atitudinal domains.

2L24AMu est item shall consist of a steu and altmatives as followw

205.2.1.6.1 The multiple choice test item stem shall explm= the problem statement and contain
all information necessary to define the test item's intent. The stem shall be a complete
question (dosed stem) or an incomplete statement (open stem) and contain a verb.
Interrogatory test items shall be complete sentences punctuated with a question mark.

205.2.1A.2 Multiple-choice test item alternatives shall present the possi-be answers. Only one
alternative shall be cort and the remaining altativm plausible but incorrect. Alternatives
shall be ex=ssd in positive language, be grammatically consistent with the stem, and placed
below the stem preceded by lower case letters (a, b, c). Alternatives which delineate an order
of magnitude (for cxample, microgram, kilogram, gram; 2.5, 2-0, 1.5, 1.0) shall be arranged in
ascending or descending order.

205.2.1.7 Matching test items shall consist of directions, stimuli and respomes. Each stimulus
shall have only one correct respose Stmuli shall consist of a list of wauis or phrases.
Stimulus shall be 1 4ntifl d by arabic numbers An anwe dlot shall be Ptoie for each
stimuhus. The ratio of response to stimuli shall be 3 to Z All stimuli and all rpmen shal
appear on the same page and concise directions which specify bow to match stimulus and
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response shall be provided. Responses related to the stimulus shal be identified by koer caw
letters (a, b, c).

20S.2.1. Completion test item shall consist of directions and stimulus The directions shall
explicitly define how to respond to the stimulus and the degree of accuracy and length of
response expected. The stimulus shall provide the information necessary for the trainee to
respond and require the trainee to: produce a key word or phrae which completes a statement;
develop a listing;, define a term; perform computational functions; answer a question; or express
an opinion.

205.2.1.9 Test items which support discovery learning shall support testing by gaming, provide
for simulation of job performance.

205.2.1.10 Identify supporting data (lllustrations, figures, tables, or directions on where to find
the necessary data) for test items and resources required to support the test item.

205.2.2 Develop written, performance and electronically adiminstered tests which have the

following parmeters:

205.2.2.1 A combination of test items measuring process and product attainment.

2052.2. Test item with multiple levels of difficulty.

20S.2.23 Provide branching instructions based upon the trainee's responses.

2051.24 Require the trainee to axercise multiple levels of the cognitive, pscho-motor, and
attitudimal dammi

20521-5 Replicate the actual job performance ewvironment whenever possible.

205.2.=6 Answer keys capable of electronic or manual scoring.

205.=..7 Test items with related figures, tables, or illustrations on the same, or facing page.

20S.23 Validate each test item to ensure discrimination between the performer and non-

20•.24 Validate each test to ensure dicrimination between the performer and non-performer.

202.5 Develop directions and definitions for use by the administrator in the conduct of
testing and the trainee in ncution of the te=.

.2 Develop job pe-fsumanei impowement pigram test item Icipt1cu- in acrdn
with Service specific guidanc or regulations.
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205,2.7 Develop a cross reference matrix of test items to learning objectives to training tasks to
job tasks.

205.2.8 Develop test answer keys capable of electronic or manual scoring.

205.2.9 Identify resources required to support test items.

205.3 TASK INPUT.

205.3.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

2053.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

2053.1.2 Service specific guidance and information

205.3.13 Approved Learning Analysis Report from Task 203.4.1.

205.3.2 Input training test design data from Task 102.4.4.

205.3.3 Input individual training standards data from Task 201.4.14.

. 20&3.4 Input job task list from Task 201.4.6.

205.3.5 Input training task list from Task 201.4.&

205-3.6 Input listing of job performance meamurm from Task 201.4.10.

205.3.7 Input learning objectives from Task 203.4.5.

205.3.8 Input listing of knowledge and skills required to support learning objectives from Task
203.4.6.

205.3.9 Input listing of references and special tools from Task 203.4.14.

205-3.10 Input test items validation results data from Task 402.4.5.

205.4 TASK OUTPUT.

205.4.1 Test Package (See 6.3, DI-HSS-81085).

2054.2 Test items. (205.21)

205A43 Tests. (205.2.2)
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295.4.4 Test item validation data. (205.2-3)

26SA.5 Test validation data. (205.2.4)

205.4.6 Test administrator guidance data. (205.2-5)

205.4.7 Job performance improvement program test item prescriptions. (205.2.6)

205.4.8 Test item to learning objective to training task to job task cross reference matrix.
(205.2.7)

205.4.9 Test answer keys. (205.2.8)
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TASK 206
TRAINING SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES IDENTIFICATION

206.1 PURPOSE. The purpose of Task 206 is to identify the various elements of alternative
training systems to meet specific training requirements.

206.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

206.2-1 Identify the instructional staff organization, operational qualifications and experience,
workload, manning level, turnover rate, and instructional qualifications for evaluation against
training system alternatives.

206.Z2 Identify the projected class schedule, entry level, pipeline, attrition rate, and readiness
deficiencies.

206.23 Develop a description of the relationship of the course to the operational mission or
follow-on courses, or both, learning objectives, length of the course, structure of the course, and
performance measurement methods.

206.24 Identify the alternate training equipment and facilities that could support training.

206.2.5 Evaluate each training system alternative in terms of its capability to meet the training
constraints and requirements.

206.2.6 Evaluate each alternate, in terms of cost, relative to its capability to meet training
consuaints and requirements.

206.2.7 Identify the best suited alternate based on training requirements, constraints, capability,
and cost, and develop justification for selection of the alternative.

206.3 TASK IRNPU.

2063.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
followin& a applicable:

206.3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

2063.1.2 Identification of the specific training requirement.

206.3.13 Identification of related existing courses data.

2063.1.4 Appoved Learing Analysis Renort from Task 203.4.1.
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206.3.2 Input listing of existing training equipment, state-of-the-art and enmrging technology to
support training equipment from Task 202.4.2. (2062.6)

20633 Input isting of media selected from Task 204.4.5.
(206.2.4)

206.3.4 Input interactive courseware media features required to support learning events and
activities from Task 204.4.6. (206.2.4)

206.3.5 Input results of MIL-S5TD-1388-1, ISA Task 401 (Task Analysis). (See 4.7.1)

206.4 TASK OQLT.

206.4.1 Training System Alternatives Report (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81086).

206A.2 Identificato of best aited training sstem alternatives. (2062.7)
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TASK 207
TRAINING SYSTEM MODIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

207.1 PURPOSE. The purpose of Task 207 is to define the training system modifications
required to enhance training capability.

207.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be

performed:

207.2.1 Define training system changes that can correct the identified training deficiencies.

207.2.2 Develop training system modifications required and identify the resulting impact on the
training system.

207.23 Perform a comparative analysis of the training system emerging technologies against the
materiel (weapon) system and training system life expectancy.

207.2.4 Define any anticipated training system savings, improvements in training effectiveness,
and anticipated materiel (weapon) system readiness gains.

207.2.S Project the logistics support requirements resulting from training system modifications.

207.L6 Define the scope of the required training system modifications.

207.2.7 Develop a budgetary estimate and detailed justification for the required training system
modifications.

207.2.8 Identify potential for inter-Service utilization.

2073 TASK INPUT.

207.3.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

207.3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

207.3.1.2 Identification of materiel (weapon) system/equipment's remaining life span, related
training equipment, trainee pipeline and locations.

2073.13 Identification of existing materiel (weapon) system/equipment lesson/trainee guides
and training system specifications

2073.1.4 Identification of materiel (weapon) system/equipment change requirement.

207.3.2 Input training system deficiencies and alternative solutions from Task 101.4.2. (2072-1)
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207.3.3 Input identification of best suited training system alternatives from Task 206.4.2.
(20722)

207.3.4 Input results of MIL-STD-1388-1. LSA Tasks 203 (Comparative analysis) and 204

(Technological Opportunities). (207.2.3) (See 4.7.1).

207.4 TASK OUTPU.

207.4.1 Training Systcm Modification Report (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81087).

207.4.2 Scope of required modifications to training system. (207.2.6)

207.43 Training system and emerging technologies comparative analysis results for update of
logistic support analysis/logistic support analysis records. (207.2.3)
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TASK 206
TRAINING SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

2061. PURPOSE. The purpose of Task 208 is to develop the training functional characteristics
requirements that are to be used as the baseline for developing training system specifications.

208.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

208.2.1 Identify training requirements, constraints, normal and abnormal scenarios, materiel
(weapon) system mission and functions for the training system.

208.2.2 Develop training functional characteristics, elements, and modes of operation for the
training system.

20.2.3 Identify the environmentl, physical, and functional fidelity requirements of system
components to be represented on the training system.

20L.2.4 Identify the training equipment requirements and integration with the training system.

2062.5 Define the reliability, availability, and maintainability parameters and project the
logistics support and additional manning requirements.

. 208.2.6 Develop a budgea"y estimate with deailed justification.

206.2.7 Develop a pre-planned product imo mnt program proposal

203 TASK r

20.13.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

206,3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

206.3.1.2 Identifition of the expected mission and functional characteristics of the parent
materiel (weapon) system, equipment, or the militity mission which drives the training
requirmenmt, or any combination of these characteristics.

2093.1.3 Identifiction of the number of trainees to be trained per year.

20.3.1A Approved Training Technlok Assessment Report from Task 202.4.1.

20&3.1.5 Identification of existing training equipment.

20U.3.2 Input training system deficiencies and alternative solutions from Task 101.4.2. (2062.1)
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2083.3 Input rationale to include equipment changes and the capabilities of the training

equipment from Task 104.42 (2082.3)

2033.4 Input scope of req training equipment from Task 104.4.3. (208.26)

20L3.5 Input initial budgetary estimate and justification for training equipment from Task
104.4.4. (208.2.6)

2083.6 Input descriptions and listing of training equipment from Task 104.4.5.

2083.7 Input listing of target population prerequisite knowledge and skills from Task 203.4.2.
(20822)

2083.5 Input learning objectives from Task 203.4.5. (20821)

2083.9 Input instructional setting descrip, -.--oi ,-wh training task from Task 203.4A8 (208.21)

2083.10 Input a sequential listing of learning ~ r.,events ard activities from Task
203.4.9. (208.2.1, 208.2.2)

208L3.11 Input interactive courseware media features required to support learning events and
activities from Task 204.4.6

2083.12 Input scope of required modifications to training system from Task 207 .2.1 (2082Z6)

208A4 TASK IIUI

208.4.1 Training System Functional CactrtisReport (See 6.3, DI-ILSS1008)

2084.2 Training requirements, constraints normal and abnormal scenarios, materief (weapon)
system mission and functions for the training system. (208.7-1)

2084.43 Training functional characteristics, elements, and modes of operation for the training
system. (208±2)

206.4. Enionetapysical, and functional fidelity requirements of system components to
be represented on the training system. (208.2.3)

205.4. Training equipment requirements and integration with the traiing sytem. (208.Z4)

208.4. Reliab~lity, availability, and mananblt pramenters and project fth logistics support
andl .ddtional manning requirements. (20.2.5)

206A47 BudVetas estimate with detailed justification. (208.2.6)
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TASK 209
TRAINING FACILITIES REQUIREMENTS IDENTIFICATION

209.1 PURPOSE. The purpose of Task 209 is to identify the specific requirements of training
facilities.

209.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

209.2.1 Identify the type and size of training facility required.

209.L2 Identify available contractor facilities that meet the training facilities requiremenL

209.2.3 Identify available Services facilities that meet the training facilities requirement.

209±4 Identify any contractor construction or rehabilitation requirement.

209±L5 Identify Services facilities rehabilitation requirements.

2092.6 Identify Services Military Construction (MILCON) requirements.

209.L7 Conduct a trade-off analysis for contractor versus Service facilities, and provide a. budgetary estimate for selection.

209.± Develop an initial budgetary estimate and detailed justification for Service rehabilitation
or MILCON requirements.

209±L9 Develop a project development brochure (PDB-1) for Service rehabilitation or
MILCON requirements.

209.3 TASK INPUT.

209-3.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include
identification of deliverable data items.

209.3 Input MIL-STD-1388-2, LSAR F (Facilities Requirements). (See 4.7.1).

209.33 Input listing of projected facilities required to support training from Task 101.4.4.

2093.4 Input individual training strategies and long range plans for training needs, resource
requirements, resource acquisition system, and program changes from Task 102.4.6.

2093.5 Input descuiptiom and listing of training equipment from Task 104.4.5. (2092-1)

209.3.6 Input course length and class size from Task 203.4.15. (209.2.1)
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2093.7 Input training equipment requirements and integration with the training system from

Task 208.4.5.

2093.8 Input results of MIL-STD-1388-1, LSA Task 401 (Task Analysis). (See 4.7.1).

209.4 TASK OUTPUT.

209.4.1 Training Facilities Report (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81089).

209.4.2 Rehabilitation estimates. (209.2.5)

209.43 Initial budgetary estimate and detailed justification for service rehabilitation or
MULCON requirement. (209.2.8)

2094A PDB-1. (2092-9)

209.4,S Listing of facilities required to support training. (209.2.1)

0
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TASK 210
LESSON SPECIFICATIONS DEVELOPMENT

210.1 PURPOSE. The purpose of Task 210 is to identify requirements for the development of
lesson specifications that identify subject matter content, training strategies, and Icarning
activities.

210.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

210.2.1 Develop an overview of the lesson, including why the lesson is required and how it is
related to the total training system.

210.2.2 Develop top level flow diagrams showing the sequence and relationships among topics
within the sections and objectives within the lessions.

210.23 Develop a training support requirements matrix.

210.2.4 Define the course substance to support each learning objective, to include the type of
behavior required, training strategy, common error analysis, and instance type.

210.2.5 Identify potential for inter-Service utilization of applicable lesson specifications.

21063 TASKLI .

2103.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate cutractual documents will include the
foilowin, a applicable:

2103.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

2103.1.2 Approved Media Selection Report from Task 204.4.1.

2103.1.3 Approved Learning Analysis Report from Task 203.4.1.

2103.2 Input listing of exdsting training, state-of-thearn and emerging technology to support
training requirements from Task 202.4.3. (210.2.4)

210.33 Input learning objectives from Task 203.4.5.

2103. Input types of learning and associated principls for each learning objective from Task
203.4.7.

210"3. Input instructional setting description for each training task from Task 203.4X

210.3A Input a sequential listing of learning objectives, events and activities from Task 203.4.9.
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210.3.7 Input instructional methodology for each learning objective from Task 203.4.17.

210.3.8 Input a chart showing time sequencing of learning events and activities in relation to
primary and alternate mcdia delivery systems from Task 204.4.4.

210.3.9 Input listing of media selected from Task 204.4.5.

210.3.10 Input interactive coutseware media features required to support learning events and
activities from Task 204.4.6. (201.2.3, 210.2.4)

210.4 TASK OUTPUT.

210.4.1 Lesson Specifications Report (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81090).

210.4.2 Lesson specifications. (210.2.1 through 210.2.4)

210.43 Inter-Service utilization applicability. (210.2.5)

210.4.4 Top level flow diagrams showing the sequence and relationships among topics within
the sections and objectives within the lessons (210.2.2)

210.4.5 Counre substance that supports each learning objective, to include the type of behavior
required, training strategy, common error analysis, and instance type. (210.2.4)
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TASK 211
INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA DESIGN

211.1 PURPIOE. The purpose of Task 211 is to design the instructional media required to
support the attainment of learning objectives.

211.2 TASK DESCRIPION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be

performed:

211.2.1 Develop interactive courseware conventions.

211.2.2 Develop an instructional media course map.

211.23 Design an interactive courseware software system manager.

211.2.4 Develop instructional media course design strategies.

211.. Develop instructional media lesson design strategies.

211.L6 Develop instructional media tentative production specifications.

211W7 Develop interactive courseware detailed flow diagrams with branching alternatives.

211.2.U Develop instuctional media test design strategies.

211L9 Devebp % listing of baseline reference materials used in lesson design stmtegies.

211=10 Develop a listing of adjunctive materials required to support instuctional media.

211=11 Identify commands and interface mechanisms to be used that ensure interactive
courseware portability.

211.=12 Dcvclop an abstract fom interactivc courscware.

211.3 TASK INPUT.

2113.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

2113.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

2113.1.2 Identification of program schedule and funding, and other key resource constraints
that may impact support of instructional media.

211.3.13 Approved Learning Analysis Report from Task 203.4.1.
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2113.2 Input descriptions and listing of training equipment from Task 104.4.5. (211.2.6)

211.33 Input individual training standards data from Task 201.4.14. (211.2.7)

211.3.4 Input criteria used for training task selection from Task 201.4.17. (211.2.2, 211.2.4,
211.2.7)

211.3.5 Input target population prerequisite knowledge and skills from Task 203.4.2. (211.2.7)

211.3.6 Input listing of knowledge and skills required to support each collective training task
from Task 203.43. (211.2.7)

211.3.7 Input listing of knowledge and skills required to support each individual training task
from Task 203.4.4. (211.2.7)

2113.5 Input learning objectives from Task 203.4.5. (211.2.2, 2112-4, 21127)

2113.9 Input listing of knowledge and skills required to support learning objectives from Task
203.4.6. (21127)

2113.10 Input types of learning and associated principles for each learning objective from Task
203.4.7. (211.2.2, 21124, 2112-7)

2113•11 Input instructional setting description for each training task from Task 203.41A
(211.22)

2113.12 Input a sequential listing of learning objectives, events and activities from Task
203.4.9. (21127)

2113.13 Input course musion statements from Task 203.4.11.
(211.2.2)

211.3.14 Input listing and references and special tools from Task 203.4.14. (2112-7)

2113.15 Input listing of media attributes required to support learning events and activities
from Task 204.42- (21'2.5)

2113.16 Input listing of primary and alternate media delivery systems capable of supporting the
media attributes from Task 204.43. (2112-1, 211.24, 2112-6)

211.3.17 Input a chart showing time sequencing of leaming events and activities in relation to
primary and alternate media delivey system from Task 204.4.4. (211.2.2)

211.3.18 Input listing of media seected from Task 204A.5. (211.2)
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211.3.19 Input interactive courseware media features required to support learning events and
activities from Task 204.4.6. (211.2.7)

211.3.20 Input test item to learning objective to training task to task cross reference matrix
from Task 205.4.8. (211.2.7, 211.2.8)

211.3.21 Input scope of required modifications to training system from Task 207.4.2.

211.3.22 Input training requirements, constraints, normal and abnormal scenarios, materiel
weapon) system mission and functions for the training system from Task 208.4.2. (211.2.2,
211.2.4, 211.2.5, 211.2.7, 211.2.8)

2113.23 Input training functional characteristics, elements, and modes of operation for the
training system from Task 208.4.3. (211.2.2 2112-4, 211.2.5, 211.2.7, 211.2.8)

211.3.24 Input environmental, physical, and functional fidelity requirements of system
components to be represented on the training system from Task 208.4.4. (211.2.2, 211.2.4,
211.2.5, 211.2.7, 211.2.8)

2113.25 Input training equipment requirements and integration with the training system from
Task 208.4.5. (211.2.2)

S2113.326 Input reliability, availability, and maintainability parameters and project the logistics
support and additional manning requirements from Task 208.4.6. (211.26)

211327 Input top levl flow digram showin the sequetce and iatiomh=p among topics
within the sections and objectives within the lessons from Task 210.4.4. (211.2.7)

2113.28 Input coursc substance that supports each learning objective, to include the type of
behavior required, training strategy, common error analysis, and instance type from Task 210.4.5.
(2112-5, 211.-7)

2113.29 Input portability commands and interface mechanisms from Appendix D. (211.2.11)

2114 TASK OUT]T.

2114.1 Instructional Media Design Report (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81091).

211.4.2 Interactive courseware conventions. (2112-1)

2114.3 Instructional media course map. (211.2.2)

2114.4 Interactive courseware software system manager design data. (211.2.3)
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211.4.5 Instructional media course design strategies. (211.2.4)

211.4.6 Instructional media lesson design strategies. (211.2.5)

211.4.7 Instructional media tentative production specifications. (211.2.6)

211.4.8 Interactive courseware detailed flow diagrams with branching alternatives. (211.2-7)

211.4.9 Instructional media test design strategieL. (211.2.8)

211.4.10 Listing of baseline reference materials used in lesson design strategies. (211.2.9)

211.4.11 Listing of adjunctiv materials required to support the instructional media. (211.2.10)

211.4.12 Commands and interface mechanisms to be used that ensure interactive courseware
portability. (211..11)

211.413 Interactive cw -.ware abstract. (211.2.12)
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TASK SECTION 300

TRAINING MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

Task section 300 provides the specific requirement for systematically developing the training. materials to be util in tmrining courses.
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TASK 301
INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTION

301.1 PURPOS The purpose of Task 301 is to develop training instructional media
packages.

301.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

301.±1 Develop an instructional media video shot and production support plan.

301.2.2 Develop instructional media script.

301.2.3 Develop instructional media story boards to include video/audio/graphics as specified.

3014 Develop an instructional media video shot list.

301.2.5 Develop visual instructional media to present the subject matter.

301J.6 Develop audio instructional media to present the subject matter.

3012.7 Develop an instructional media edit decision lisL

O 301.S Develop interactive courseware (ICW).

3012.9 Develop and document interactive courneware lesson content, logic data film, and
suppr softwam

301.10 Develop a listing of instructional media and support materials

301±.11 Develop adjunctive materials required to support the instructional media.

301=12 Identify commands and interface mechanisms used that ensure interactive courseware
portability.

301.13 Develop and document legal clearances.

3012.14 Develop job aids.

301±15 Identify and document interactive courseware, software and hardware integration and
installation proceures.

301.3 TASK

301.3.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include:
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301.3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

301.3.1.2 Approved Instructional Media Design Report from Task 211.4.1.

301.3.2 Input training development milestones from Task 102.4.5.

301.3.3 Input job task list from Task 201.4.6. (301.2.1 through 301.2.10)

301.3.4 Input training task list from Task 201.4.8. (301.2.1 through 301.2.10)

301.3.5 Input list of job tasks that cani be satisfied by job aids from Task 201.4.1& (301.2.14)

301.3.6 Input listing of knowledge and skills required to support each individual training task
from Task 203.4.4. (301.2.1 through 301.2.4)

3013.7 Input learning objectives from Task 203.4.5. (301.2.1 through 301.2.10)

301.3J Input listing of knowledge and skills required to support learning objectives from Task
203.4.& (30121 through 301.210)

3013.9 Input types of learning and associated principles for each learning objective from Task
203.4.7. (301.2.1 through 301.2.20)

3013.10 Input intructional setting description for each training task from Task 203.4.&
(301-22)

3813.11 Input a sequential listing of learning objectives, events and activities Task 203.4.9.
(301.2.1 through 301210)

301.3.12 Input course mission statement(s) from Task 203.4.11. (301.2.1 through 301.2.10)

3013.13 Input course lengths and class size from Task 203.4.15. (301.2.10)

301.14 Input listmg of lkeng objectives that can be supported by job aids fm Tak
203.4.16. (3012.14) I

301.3.15 Input listing of primary and alternate media delivery systems capable of supporting the

media attributes from Task 204.43. (301.2.8)

301-3.16 Input listing of media selected from Task 204.4.5. (3012-1 through 301.210)

3013.17 Input interactive courseware media features required to slupport kaning events and
activities frm Task 204.4.6. (3012.1, 301.2.Z 3012.3, 301.2.5, 301.24 301.2,8)
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3013.18 Input test items from Task 205.4.2. (301.2.1 through 301.210)

3013.19 Input training requirements, constraints, normal and abnormal scenarios, materiel
(weapon) system mission and functions for the training system from Task 208.4.2. (301.2.1
through 301.2.10)

301.3.20 Input course substance that supports each learning objective, to include the type of
behavior required, training strategy, common error analysis, and instance type from Task 210.4.5.
(301.2.1 through 301.2.10)

3013.21 Input interactive courseware conventions from Task 211.4.2. (301.2.8)

3013.22 Input instructional media course map from Task 211.43. (301.2.8)

3013.23 Input interactive courseware software system manager design data from Task 211.4.4.
(3012.8)

3013.24 Input instructional media course design strategies from Task 211.4.5. (301.2.8)

3013.25 Input instructional media lesson design strategies from Task 211.4.. (301.2.8)

301.3.26 Input instructional media tentative production specifications from Task 211.4.7.. (3012.8)

30137 Input interactive courseware detailed flow diagrams with branching alternatives from
Task 211.4.8. (301.2.8)

3013.25 Input instructional media test design mtegiem from Task 211.4.9. (301.2.8)

3013.29 Input listing of baseline reference materials used in lesson design strategies from Task
211.4.10. (301.2.8, 301.2.10)

301.3.30 Input listing of adjunctive materials required to support instructional media from Task
211.4.11. (301.2.11)

301.3.31 Input commands and interface mechanisms to be used that ensure interactive
courseware portability from Task 211.4.12. (301.2.8, 301.2.9, 301.2.12)

301,332 Input "Red-lined' copy of lesson plans, trainee guides and instructional media
materials from Task 402.4.3. (3012.8)

301.33 Input applicable technical manuals, publications, engineering data, performance and
design specfication data and software documentation. (301.28) (See 4.1.1).

301.4 TASKOUT [.
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3014.1 Instructional Media Package (301.2.1 through 301.2.8, 301.2.11, .301.2.14) (See 6.3, Dl-
ILSS-81092).

301A.2 Instructional Media Data Files (301.2.9, 301.2.12) (See 6.3. DI-U.SS-81093).

301.43 Interactive courseware lesson content, logic data files, and support software. (301.2.9)

3014.4 Listing of instructional media and support materials. (301.2.10)

301.4.5 Instructional media (301.2.5. 301.2.6, 301.2.7).

3014.6 Commands and interface mechanisms used that ensure interactive courseware
portability. (301.112)

3014.7 Visual and audio resource footage. (301.2.5, 301.2.6)

301A4. Interactive couueware, software and hardware integration and installation procedures
documentation. (301.215)
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TASK 302
TRAINING SYSTEM SUPPORT MATERIALS

302.1 P The purpose of Task 302 is to provide complete procedures for training
equipment software system operation, evaluation and testing. and to develop the elements of
training material that will enhance skills and knowledge of training system instructors/operators.

302.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

302.2.1 Develop tiaining equipment software utilization, evaluation, and testing instructions as
follows:

302±1.1 Identify complete operating procedures for the training equipment including the
computer and peripherals.

302.2.1.2 Identify complete procedures for loading, running, and analyzing all readiness and
system test procedures.

302.2.13 Identify complete procedures for performing all utility programs.

302.2.14 Identify procedures and information on file generators.

. 302.2.1S Identify complete descriptions of software flow, and performance characteristics.

302..1.6 Provide essential supplementary information to include references to applicable
documents and a glosaty of b tiom, m and terms.

302.3 ASKIU.

302.3.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

302.3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

302.3.1.2 Identification of approved tasks for computer software system operators.

302.3.2 Input listing of type and location of training, scope of training courses, resource
requirements, data requirements, procedures, milestones and time phasing of the conduct of
training from Task 105.4.2.

302.33 Input "Red-lined* copy of lesson plans, trainee guides and instructional media materials
from Task 402.4.3.

302.34 Input course control data from Task 106.4.2.
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3023.5 Input results of MIL-STD-1388-1, LSA Task 303 (Evaluation of Alternatives and
Tradeoff Analysis) (See 4.7.1).

302.4 TIASK OUTP

302.4.1 Trainer Software Application Handbook, (302.21), (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81094).

302.4.2 Trainer software application handbook data. (302.21)
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TASK 303
TRAINING MATERIALS FOR INSTRUCTORS

303M PUPO The purpose of Task 303 is to deelp the elements of the training
materials which provide specific guidance and direction to thc instructors or administrators.

303.2 TASK DESCRlQON. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks; shall be
performed:

303.L1 Develop instructions and guidelines for instructors' use in a formal training
environiment.

303.2.2 Develop instructions and guidelines for instructors' use for training in an operational or
laboratory environment.

3&2.23 Develop instructions and guidelines for instructors' use in guiding trainees through
training in an on-the-job environment.

303.2A4 Develop instructions and guidelines for instructors' use in guiding trainees in a self-
paced environment on an individual level.

303.2-5 Develop instructions and guidelines for amnsrts'use in asisting the trainee in. ~the performance of self study.

363.L6 Develop individual training publication packages to support the training and evaluation
of individual task performance in accordance with Service specific guidance.

306L27 Develop collective training publication pa*cags to support the training and, evaluation
of collective task performance in accordance with Service specific guidance.

303.2. Develop procedures for performing all operational taks on the equipment in
accordance with the operational concept as follow~s:

30312.&.1 Describe the equipment subsystem., the theory of opertion, and the leading
particular necessary for the instuctors to operate the equipment.

303.2.U. Develop a complete set of training exercises for use by the instructors in conducting
trainee training on the equipment and arranige the exercises in a logical sequential learning
order.

M'32.583 -Develop a detailed deecriptio, mad instnactiom on how to modify asiting and
develop new Irai i eq 1 i

303.29 Develop data that supports curriculummdiato.
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363.2.10 Develop instructions and guidelines for interactive courseware managers.

303.2.11 Develop instructions and guidelines for users of interactive courseware.

303.3 TASK INPUT.

3.3.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will includk the
following, as applicable:

303.3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

303.3.1.2 Service specific guidance and information

303.3.1.3 Approved individual training standards data from Task 201.4.14.

34&•.l4 Approved Mbaion CollectiMve, Individual, and Occupational Training Task Analysi
Report from Tsk 201.42

3033.1.5 Approved Media Selection Report from Task 204.4.1.

3033.1.6 Approved Learning Analysis Report from Task 203.4.1.

303-%..7 Approved Lesson Specifications Report from Task 210.4.1.

303 Input coure contl data from Task 106.4..

3 a33 Input of Wlectiv training tasks cow-ef- uced to individu ta; from Task
201A47. (326, 30.•7)

303A Input list of occupationally grouped individual training tasks from Task 201.4.9.

303.3 Input occupational analysis data from Task 201.4.15.

303.6 Input collective task standards from Task 201.4.20.

3033.7 Input individual task standards from Task 201.421.

303 Input isting of knowledge and skills required to support each collective training task
from Task 203.43.

30&3.0 Input listing of knowledge and skil required to support each indvidua training task
from Task 203.4.4.

3MA3.10 Input learning objectives from Task 23.4..
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303.3.11 Input listing of knowledge and skills required to support learning objectives from Task
203.4.6.

3033.12 Input instructional setting description for each training task from Task 203.4.8.

3033.13 Input a sequential listing of learning objectives, events and activities from Task
203.4.9.

303.3.14 Input objectives to training tasks to job tasks cross- reference listing from Task

203.4.10.

3033.15 Input course mission statement(s) from Task 203.4.11.

3033.16 Input listing of course learning objectives, parts, sections, and topics from Task
203.4.12. (303.2.1, 303.2.5)

303.3.17 Input instructional methodoiog for each learning objective from Task 203.4.17.

3033.18 Input test items from Task 205.4.2.

3033.19 Input test item to learning objective to training task to task cins reference matrix
from Task 205.4.8.

.303.3.20 Input lesson specifications from Task 210.4.2. (303.2.1)

3G33.21 Input interactive coueseware coentiom from Task 211A2. (303.210, 3032.11)

303.22 Input instructioal media couue map from Tmak 211.43. (303.210 3(8.2.11)

3033.23 Input interactive courseware software system manager design data from Task 211.4.4.
(303Z11)

3033.24 Input instructional media course design strategies from Task 211.4.5. (303±210)

30 2 Input istructional media lemon design strategies from Task 211.4.6. (303.2.10.
3032-11)

3033.26 Input instructional media test design strategies from Task 211.4.9. (303..10, 303±211)

3033.27 Input listing of baseline reference materials used in leson desip strategies from Task
211.4.10. (303.2.10, 303±.11)

3O8.28 Input iating of adjunctive materials required to support the instructional media from
Task 211.4.11. (303.±10, 303.±11)
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303.3.29 Input interactive coureware lesson content and logic data files from Task 301.4.3.
(3032..10, 303.2.11)

303.3.30 Input listing of instructional media and support materials from Task 301.4.4.

303331 Input "Red-lined" copy of lesson plans, trainee guides and instructional materials from
Task 402.4.3.

303.3.32 Input training materials validation data from Task 402.4.4.

303.4 TASK OUTPUT.

303.4.1 Lesson Plan (303.2.1 through 303.2.4) (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81095).

303.4.2 Training System Utilization Handbook (3032.8, 303.2.10, 303.2.11) (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-
81096)

303A.3 Individual Task Training Package (303.26) (See 6.3, DI-[LSS-81097).

303.4A Collective Task Training Package (303.27) (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81098).

303A.S Training Information Package (303.29) (See 6.3, DI-LSS-81099).

303.6 Instructions and guidelines for instructom (303.2.1 through 3032.5)

303.4.7 Imtructions and guidelines for interactive coureware managers. (303.±10)

303A. Inoutions and guWdines for usen of ineractive couruewar (303.2.11)
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TASK 34
TRAINING MATERIAlS FOR TRAINEES

304.I • The purpose of Task 304 is to develop the elements of the training material
for trainees use.

304.2 TASK DESCRIPTON. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be

performed:

304.L1 Develop training materials for the trainees' use in a formal instructional setting.

304.2.2 Develop self-study materials for the trainees' use in a self-study environmen.L

304.2.3 Develop directions, procedures, and information for trainees' use in on-the-job training.

304.3 TAK .

304.%1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

304.3.1.1 Identification of deliverable data items.

.• 304.3.1.2 Service specific guidance and information

304.3,.3 Approved Media Seleiom Report from Task 204.4.1.

3.OLM A Appwrod Leaming Amlysh Rexot from Tak 203.4.1.

3043.1.5 Approved Lesson Spec4ifictions Report from Task 210.4.1.

34.3.1.6 Approved Individual Training Standards from Task 201.4.5.

3043.2 Input resource requirments list from Task 105.4.4.

304.33 Input list of collective training tasks cro-referenced to individual tasks rom Task
201A.7.

304.3A Input list of occupationally grouped individual training tasks from Task 201.4.9.

3043. Input peonnel performance profiles data fom Task 201.4.12 (304.2.3).

30.3.M Input taining path system data from Tak 201.4.13 (304.2.3).

304.3.7 Input occupational analysis data from Task 201.4.15.
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304.3.11 Input learning objcctivcs from Task 203.4.5.

304.3.9 Input listing of knowledge and skills required to support learning objectives from Task

203.4.6.

304.3.10 Input instructional setting description for each training task from Task 203.4.&

304.3.11 Input a scqucntial listing of learning objectives, events and activities from Task
203.4.9.

304.3.12 Input objcctives to training tasks to job tasks cross- reference listing from Task
203.4.10.

304-3.13 Input course mission statement(s) from Task 203A.11.

304.3.14 Input listing of course learning objectives, parts, sections, and topics from Task
203.4.12.

3043.15 Input instructonal methodology for each learning objective from Task 203.4.17.

304.3.16 Input test items from Task 205.4.2.

3043.17 Input tests from Task 205.4.3.

3043.18 Input lemon specifications from Task 210.4.2.

3043.19 Input bting of imtuctmloal media and support materials required from Task 301.4.4.

3043.U Input baructiom and guidelines for insftucto from Task 303.4.6.

304.3.21 Input 'Red-ined' copy of lesson plans, trainee guides and instructional media
materials from Task 4024.3.

3043.22 Input training materials validation data from Task 402.4.4.

304. TAS

304AI Trainee Guide (3042.1) (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81100).

304.4.2 On-the-Job Training Handbook (304.2.3) (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81101).

304.4.3 Trainee Orientation Guide (See 6.3, DI-IL.SS-4112).

304.4.4 Nonmident Training Materials (304.22) (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-1103).

304A4,5 Trainee Materials.
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TASK SECTION 400~

TRAINING SuppoRtT, CONDUCT AND ADVISORY SERVICES

Task secto 400 providm the specfi requirments for the conduct and evaluation of training
CounwL
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TASK 401
CONDUCT OF TRAINING

401.1 P The purpose of Task 401 is to present (teach) a curriculum to meet
specified training requirements, and evaluate course effectiveness.

401.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

401.2.1 Conduct training as prescribed in the approved Training Implementation Plan using
lecture, recitation, laboratory, examination, study period, and demonstration processes and
training media as appropriate to the training requiremenL

401.2.2 Provide counseling and remediation instruction to solve trainee deficiencies in
achievement of learning objectives.

401.23 Provide recommendations for trainee drop or setback due to deficient academic
progress.

401.2.4 Provide an evaluation sheet to be used by trainees in the evaluation of a course.

401.2.S Identify the grade level attained and additional information concerning the trainee's
O performance and attitude throughout the course.

401.2.6 Prepare a couzse completion certificate for each Utince satisfackoily completing the
cotractor conducted come.

401±.7 Identify changes required to correct the training program problems.

401.3 TASK INPUTr
4013.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the

following, as applicable:

4013.1.1 Identification of deliverable data item.

4013.1.2 Identification of trainees with prerequisite skills and knowledge.

401&1.3 Student evaluation forms.

4013.14 Training cormse evaluation forms.

40L3.1., Input approved Training System Implementation Plan from Task 105.4.1.

401.3.1.6 Approved Instructional Media Package from Task 301.4.1.
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4013.1.7 Approved Lesson Plan(s) from Task 303.4.1.

401-3.1.9 Approved Training System Utilization Handbook from Task 303.42.

401.3.1.9 Approved Trainee Guide from Task 304.4.1.

401.3.1.10 Approved Test Package from Task 205.4.1.

401.3.1.11 Approved Trainer Software Application Handbook from Task 302.4.1.

4013.2 Input listing of type and location of training, scope of training courses, resource
requirements, data requirements, procedures, milestones and time phasing of the conduct of
training from Task 105.4.2.

401.3.3 Input test items from Task 205.4.2.

4013.4 Input tests from Task 205.4.3.

40133 Input test administrator guidance data from Task 205.4.6.

40L3.6 Input test item to learning objective to training task to job task cross reference matrix
from Task 205.4.8.

40L3.7 Input test answer keys from Task 205.4.9.

4013.5 Input itucnhtal mei frm Task 30145.

4013.9 Input instructions and guidelines for instructors from Task 303.4.6.

401.3.10 Input trainee materials from Task 304.4.5.

4013.11 Input instructions and guidelines for interactive coursaware managers from Task
303.4.7.

401.3.2 Input instructions and guidelines for users of interactive coureware from Task
303.4.8.

401A4 TAMK OUTPUT.

401A.1 Trainee and Trining Course Completion Report (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81104).
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TASK 402
TRAINING EVALUATION

402.1 PIR The purpose of Task 402 a to conduct validation of training materials and
evaluations of training effectivencss or capabilities or both.

402.2 TASK DESCRIPTION. When specified (see 1.2), the following subtasks shall be
performed:

402.2.1 Excecute the evaluation plan.

402 Describe how the training program was evaluated.

402.23 Identify who conducted the evaluation and the resources used for that evaluation
(personnel, materials, and special equipment).

402.2A4 Describe the training deficiencies that were identified as a result of the evaluati.

402.2. Identify necessary changes to curricula materials during the Services' initial conduct of
training courses.

402.2A Provide guidance and assistance to the Services instructor during course conduct.

40"2.27 Conduct training materials validation.

402.2,S Conduct test hems valdation and reliability.

40.2 Develop and submit for approval change control procedurms.

402.3 TASKIT.

4023.1 Details to be specified in the appropriate contractual documents will include the
following, as applicable:

402.3.L1 entification of deliverable data item.

402.3.1.2 Approved Training Evaluation Plan from Task 107.4.1.

4023.13 Approved Trainee and Training Course Completion Report from Task 401.4.1.

4023&2 Input plamnig data for test item., tests, and training materials validation from Task
102.4.7. (402.2.7, 402.8)

40233 Input training evaluation planning data fim Task 107.4.2. (402.1 through 402.±-4)
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4023.4 Input test items from Task 205.4.2.

402.3. Input teWt from Task 205.43.

4023.6 Input test item to learning objective to training task to job task crass reference matrix
from Task 205.48.

402.3%7 Input listing of instructional media and support materials from Task 301.4.4.

402.3.8 Input trainer software application handbook data from Task 302.4.2.

4023.9 Input instruction and guidelines for instructors from Task 303.A.6.

4023.&10 Input trainee materials fromn Task 304.4-5.a

402A TASK~l?1[

402AI1 Traning Evaluation and Validation Report (402.21 through 402.2.4, 402.2-7, 402.7-8).
(See 6.3, DJILSS81105)

M4124. Training Material Chsange Package (402.2.5 and 402.2-9). (See 6.3, DI-ILSS-81 16)

402.A3 'Red-Hoaer copy of lemon plans, trainee guidles, and instructional media materials.
(4MIS

402.4.4 Training materials validation results data. (402.2.7)

402.4.5 Tpt items vaimdatian rosuet e data. (402.2at)
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6. NOTES

(This section contains information of a general or explanatory nature that may be helpful,
but is not mandatory.)

6.1 Intended use. This standard is intended to be used in the development of military
training programs, rclatcd data, and training materials.

6.2 Issue of DODISS. When this standard is used in acquisition, the applicable issue of the
DODISS must be cited in the solicitation (see 2.1.1 of this standard and 20.1.1 of Appendix C
herein).

6.3 Data requirements. The following Data Item Descriptions (DIDs) must be listed, as
applicable, on the Contract Data Requirement List (DD Form 1423) when this standard is
applied in a contract, in order to obtain the data, except where DOD FAR Supplement 27.475-
1 exempts the requirement for a DD Form 1423.

Reference Suggested
Task No. DID Number DID Title Tailorina

101.4.1 DI-ILSS-81069 Training Situation Analysis Report
102.4.1 DI-ILSS-81070 Training Program Development and

Manaemet Plan
O 102.4.2 DI-ILSS.81071 Individual Training Plan

103.4.1 DI-LSs-1072 Media Selection Model Report
103.4.2 DI-A-7088 Camrem Agenda
103.4.3 DI-A-7089 Conlma Minutes
103.4.4 DI-MGMT-80555 Program Progres Report
104.4.1 DI-ILSS.81073 Training Equipment Requirements

Document
105.4.1 DI-ILSS-81074 Training System Implementation Plan -

106.4.1 DI-ILSS-81075 Training Course Control Document ----

107.4.1 DI-ILSS-81076 Training Evaluation Plan
201.4.1 DI-ILSS-81077 Mision Performance Standards
201.4.2 DI-ILSS-"1078 Mission, Collective, Individual, and

Occup tioal Training Tsk Analysis
Report

201.43 DI-LSS-91079 Personnel Performance Profile Tables -

201.4.4 DI-ILSS-IO80 Training Path System Report
201.4.5 DI-ILSS-81081 Individual Training Standards
202.4.1 DI-ILSS-81082 Training TecboloV Assessment Report -
203.4.1 DI-ILSS-81083 Leparntin Analysis Report -
204.4.1 DI-ILSS.81084 Mcdialcion Report
205.4.1 DI-ILSS-81085 Test Package
206.4.1 DI-ILSS-81086 Training System Alternatives Report
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Sugested
Task No. DID Number DID Title Takin.

207.4.1 DI-ILSS-81097 Trainer System Modification Report
20&4.1 DI-ILSS-81088 Training System Functional

Characteristics Report
209.4.1 DI-ILSS-81089 Training Facilities Report
210.4.1 DI-ILSS-81090 Lesson Specifications Report
211.4.1 DI-ILSS-81091 Instructional Media Design Report
301.4.1 DI-ILSS-81092 Instructional Media Package
301.4.2 DI-ILSS-81093 Instructional Media Data Files
302.4.1 DI-ILSS-81094 Trainer Software Application Handbook -

303.4.1 DI-ILSS-81095 Lsson Plan
303.4.2 DI-ILSS-81096 Training System Utilization Handbook
303.4.3 DI-I.SS.81097 Individual Task Training Package -
303.4.4 DI-ILSS-81098 Cllective Task Training Packae -
303.4.5 DI-LSS-81099 Training Information Packg -
304.4.1 DI-nLSS-81100 Trainee Guide -
304.4.2 DI-ILSS-81101 On-the-Job Training Handbook
304.4.3 DI-IRSS-81102 Trainee Orientation Guide -
304.4.4 DI-ILSS-81103 Nonreident Trainig Material
401.4.1 DI-IISS-81104 Trainee and Training Course

QCmpl -*I Report
402.4.1 D1-ELSS-81105 Trainig Evabuton and

Validaton Report -

402.4.2 DI-ILSS-81106 Trant Material Caang Packa• -

The above DIDs were those cleared as of the date of this standard. The =anest wmee of DOD
5010.12-1., Acquisition Management Systems and Data Requirements Control List (AMSDL),
must be researclhd to ensure that only current, cleared DIDs are cited on the DD Form 1423.

6.4 Tailoing ,Uida To ensure proper application of this standard, invitation for bids,
requests for proposak, and contractual StatCments of Work (SOW) shOud tailor the
requirements in Sections 4 and 5 and Appendhis C and D of this stndd to aelude ay
unnece•szy, requiremns For ample. if the SOW only requires reviion to an eo•ting
Lesson Plan, then all panpgraph/Ams not relted to the revision should be deleted

6.5 Subject term (key word) ksn

Analysis and Design
Conduct of Tr&aing
De•eloment Control

Deveopmet Plianning
Evaluatio
Evaluation Planning
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Facilities Requirements Identification
Implementation Planning

plmation Cotrol
Interactive Couseware
Learning Analysis
Leson Specifications Development
Materials for Instructors
Materials for Trainees
Media Selection
Mission, Collective, Individual, and Occupational Training Task Analyses
Personnel Performance Profile
Situation Analysis

Technology Assessment
Tets for Met of Personnel Achievement
Trang D es
Training Equipment
Training Path Spym
Training Systems

6.6 Otame from reviousue. Marginal notations are not used in this reviion to identify
changes with respec to the previous imue due to the extensiveness of the changes.
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CONCLUDING MATERIAL

Custodians: Preparing activity-
Army - AV Navy - SH
Navy - SH
Air Force - II Agent:
NSA - NS Navy - OS

(Project ILSS-0029)

Review activities:
Army - TM
Navy - AS, EC, MC, TD
Air Force - 94
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APPENDIX A

GUIDANCE FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
MILITARY TRAINING PROGRAM STANDARD (MiL,-STD-1379D)

10 SCOPE

10.1 Scgg This appendix provides rationale and guidance for the selcction and tailoring
of military training program tasks in this standard. The appendix is intended to encourage and
facilitate the correct and economical application of this standard to meet program objectives.
This appendix is not a mandatory part of the standard. The information contained herein is
intended for guidance only. Users of this appendix may include the Department of Defense

onractn g activtiea, Govenment in-house activities, and pain contractors or sucnratr
who intend to impose military training program tub upon suppliers.

10.2 How to uwe hi MM&ni This appendix provides guidaince for the systemtatic
structuring of inilitary training programs (section 40) and tailoring the individual task and
subtsk: reuirements (seCtion 60). The user should first review the major Moie ato

affctig te dvelpmet of the military training program contained in section 40 and then
re~fe t the appropriate parb of section 60 bmedP on the task and subtasks selected. Secion. ~50 provides general guidance on preparing a sample package that illstrates the products
desired from perfomance of selected tasks in bMAISD-1379D. Tables, figuirm and
my-to-folow procedures are provided in this appesadi to facilitate use of hUL.SMD-MD.

20. APPLICABLE DOCUWMMN1

20.1 Gaenetdcmns The Molowing documents form a part of this appendix to the
exent specified herein:

HANDBOOK

MILITARY

bMILHDBK-245 Prepasration of Staement of Work (SOW)

MIL-HDBK-248 Acqjuisition Strenamlning

(Unles otherwise indicated, copies of federal and military specifications, standards, and
handbooks awe available fromm Standardization Documents Order Desk, Building 4D, 700
Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094).
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20.1.1 &Odai~hzlff. Appropriate Service-epecific guidance is esential to
supplement the general guidance provided in this appendix. When a training activty hat
comprehensive printed guidance that a contractor must follow and when it is too lengthy to
include in a statement of work, the governing document for the guidance should be attached as
an exhibit to the contract and referenced in the Statement of Work (SOW). Examples of
governing documents are regulations, instructions, orders, and pamphlets.

30. DEFINITONS

30.1 Teras. abbreviations, aMd anmsM UsNd in this anpedix Key terns, abbrevitom
and acroym used in this appendix are defined in Sectio 3 of fth basic standard.

40. APPLICATION GUIDANCE

40.1 I =N3& Within the Department of Defaen (DOD), a sywstm approach to
training wil be mmmd to guide the deometof training. ibis proM Condon of ame hae
anab* design, developet dlmetton, and evaluation Tfraining contracts that require
the delivery of trainng and tranig materials to th Governmnamt should be written referncing
task statements and the supporting Daha Item Descriptions (DIDB) cited in UML-STD-13791).
Tailored DIa are valuiable took for the training activity, they enforce content and format
reqkl emiena of deliverable data on a contractor and they improve the accuracy of the

coCntractor's proICduIcts Figur A-1 provides a flow diapu of task input~ntputrlaoeps
F*=u 42 piouli a j ras &lo di ~aga Of UM and da Um I c. di4iuo till. *k igure A-
3 provides a detailed flow chart of the Uhtrann progra proess throug all phase of the
wesmpa mydmm aquisiianpr m(lifecyce)

4M2 . --Amb CwW plnnin an effctiv n~ areo we dw bm to
a successful training program. A systematic and orderly planning process must be followed to
ensure ftht deciions are made in a timely and cost-effective manner. Effective communication
between the contracting. developing, training and supporting elements is essetial to the
planning procen and will result in effectiv tailoring of KMILSD-1379D. The contracitin and
trainuing activitesmus commnct effec&*tivlo claif rap.lliis create a plan of action
and estdAblih milestones for carrying out require actions. 7be plan of action and milestones
will enable each organfration to manage the appropriate 'who, "what, 'where", and 'when
aspects of the training requiremient and to asci pnrogra in meeting npreqie milestones. The
stepa listed below are provided as general guidanc to assist in planning for, and performimg.
some of the functions asmociated with the purchasen of training prnoga, maseria and suport

under MIJ2D-1379D.

40.11 ua J ih a md A training requireent =may e Mege from such
sanra a the intoduction of new syatur and e q pme-tI product impravements, or the need
to upgrade the bowedge and skil lebi of pesounne An analysis wE dPtemin the products
that must be develoPed and the content of those products, to meet the training requemns
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Ile contracting activity, working in conjunction with the end user in the trainin activity, must
decide what is needed (for example: a new course, modification of an existing course, or
training support functions). Table A-1 contains a list of the kinds of questions that the
contracting activity will need to discuss with the training activity during needs analysis. This
review will help to determine the specific training products to be purchased using
MILASTD-1379D. Answers to the kinds of questions in Table A-1 will generally result in a
training plan which meets, but does not exceed, the training requirement.

40.2-2 Imnact and trade-off analysi. The impact of the training requirement on current
resource such as manpower, time, materials, equipment, facilities, anid funding must be
considered. Trade-off analyses, which assess benefits and risks associated with alternative
solutions, should be performed to determine the most cost-effective means of meeting the
training requiruemeaL Such analyses may have been performed using analytic techniques such a
HARDMAN, LSA or other Service-specific analytic tools, Tasks exist within NMILSD-1379D
which provide for contractor-developed plans to make decisions related to training requirements
analysis, when such decisions cannot he made in a timely manner by the Government because
of resource constraints.

40.Z3 Idnib otatd Each contractor suipported training requirement
will result in the acquisition of specific deliverables (products). Deliverables may be planningO ~documents, instructional materials, the presentation of a course by a contractor, or other
activitie or items Analysis of the training requirement makes evident the need toaqur
specific deliverables, identifies any associated comstraints, and becomes the bank for writing a
SOW.

402-3.1 Statement of work (SOZM All tasb and products wieb the Gowromnet requires
a contracto to perform or develop most be idlentified in the SOW.

40232 Contract Data Rcouirentents List (CDRL) DD Form 1423. All data item
deliverable requirements must be documented on DD Form 1423. For the contractor to be
held responsible for delivety of the product in a specific format, the format must be specified
on the C3DRL, Table A-2 is an index of DEDs organized according to the section of this
standard in whicht they are cited. DIDs are - 'n unde the 'output" aection of each
task description in section 5 of ML.SJD-1379D.

40.3 R WW k This edition of MIL-SD-1379 is sytmtclyorgnized along
the line of work tasb to be perfornmed task inputs, and task outpufts When MUITD-1379D
is used in preparing a SOW, specific task descriptiomn inputs, and outputs must be selected
from the standard, tailoired to meet- the specific requirement, and identified in the SOW. wrask
descriptions" list work tubask mciated with the production of specific data or deliverables.
Each task description is made up of detaied mbtasks. (Becaue the task description provide

coprbesiecovefrag n elc ifrn evc requirements, it is imperative that they be
tailore appopriately.) "Task inputs" describe the general infomation needed to accomplish a
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task. wTask outputs identify the data or products expected from the performance of tasks.
Table A-3 lists a series of steps that can be used to locate required tasks, inputs, outputs, and
DIDs cited in this standard.

40.3.1 Tailoring orogrm task aon-lication during Rhases of the materiel (weaanon
IY1nW~~IC~&jii~tL' - I Table A-4 and Figure A-3 depicts a systems approach to training
development related to the phases of the materiel (weapons) system acquisition process.

40.32 Task innt/outU~t relationships Figure A-1 describes the flow of data fromn the task
that produces the data to the task(s) requiring the data for task completion. This figure is
usefu in ensuring the contract SOW and CDRL delivery schedule are in consonance with the
system. approach to training.

40.3. Data Item eseiptOn/ask&Selted task crow rEferen mauami Table A-5 idmatifles
relationships between data item descriptions, primnary supporting tasks that produce the data
and related tasks. This table Js useful in developing contract SOW when data item are to be
delivered and accepted.

50. MIN VIUAL SERVICE REQUEREACEN1

50.1 taa= mj Tables A-6 through A-9 list core DI~a organiaed by individual
service ruient.Thene flim iustrate the Ser k en~ei DiD ant to be coidPu PWhe
contractin for develogwamt of a now con-maEveunt the selection of thee core D~ s

signfcant Serkice-pecific tailoring and should newe be done without consultation tuna-~v~ end mae ' rersna vil wo are familiar wit fth we of MILSID41379D and the
traliningSIO s CmrquiremePnts Additionally, the rquireeOnt. plnin Iondufted n40.2 bove,
mayreader Tables A-6 through A-9i inapprpiat for a particular training requireien.L For
example-, selection of DID. for tranig requirements other than course development may
indicate the need to cite DID. not identified in these tables. Aigain, effective communication
between the contracting and training activities is essential.

M2 Flo~trequirem nds. oidual Services have specific formasts required for their
trainin materials MIL$I-1379D has mae& allowances for each Service to obtain data in the
format whach best meets its needs. Format requ.eimnt for all MIL-SD-1379D DID. have
been consolidated into Appendix C which allows for individual Services to specify the format in
wMich seleceed data will be displayed or delivered. To provide the contractor with the
appropriate guidance, the contracting activit (in consonance With the trainin activity) must
develop and provide a "sample package" of materials. The purpose of a sample package is to
ilustrate the co --,n en and I6rvat requirement of a requiied data item. A sample package
consists of esamples of trainin materials and doumna- o which meet the needs of the end
ame. The basis for the sqampl package is shimply the idea that 'a picture is wort a thotuand
words. Mhe sample package may be provided as an exhibit to a SOW or as Glovernsment
Furnished Information (GFI) after contract awanL ibe sample package should be reviewed at
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the post award conference or within 30 days thereafter to ensure mutual understanding of the
requirement by all parties.

50.2.1 SamDlc 2ackage dcvelooment guidance. Input for preparation of a sample package
must be provided by the training activity. Each sample package for a contract will contain some
unique elements. Usc of the same sample package for more than one contract, without careful
review and approval, is not recommended. The result could be inconsistency between the
specifications of a tailored DID and the sample package. The steps below are
for preparation of a sample package:

a. Review the contract training requirement, applicable SOW, and CDRL

b. Ensure that the data specifications on the CDRL ame consistent with SOW guidance.
If they are inconsistent, the contracting activity and training vity must work
together to resolve the problem before the SOW is released.

c. Request examples of written training materialk and documetmtion from fth training
activity which illustrate data item format and content requirements to include in the
sample package. The best method is to request the training activity to develop the
sample package.

S d. Ensure that the subject matter of the aunpe pacbka consistent with the type of
training to be pw ame. r m Ile ,f the Government i -enI to acqdr
aviation maintenance training material, them the Goveim at dmhuld pryep a

I - with xvimpes•m a" malemM I gfl g -MnMPM ano sheew -
e. Ensure that the subject matter of the sample package is consistent throughout. Do

not vary subject matter areas within a sample package.

f. Review the sample package carefully to ensure that it correctly and adequately
illustrates the content and format requirements of data items that hive been tailored
to current, Service4pecific regulatory guidance.

60. TAILORING GUIDANCe.

60.1 Genera Tailoring is the process by which individual requirements (sections,
paragraphs, or sentencs) of specifications, standards, and related documents we evaluated to
determine the ctent to which they are suitable for a specific system and equipment acquisition
and the modification of these requirements to ensure that eac achieves an optimal balance
between operational needs and cost (see MIL-HDBK-248). The taloring of data product
standards and DID's should be limited to the exehision of information requirements provusioni
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60.2 How to tailor task statements and DMD. Each task desacription, task input, task
output. and DID) identified in this standard must be tailored, based on Service-specific guidance.
to meet the specific training requirement.

60.3 Training activity role. The tiainiug activity should assist the contracting activity in
all tailoring decisions and in development of contract requirements.

60.4 Iailgring dwn Tailoring does not permit the addition of requirements that
increase the scope of existing DID.. Tailoring "by deletion' is the rule. Table A-10 provides
examples of how to tailor task staternents and DID.

60.4.1 Tak taiaiaL~u Task tailoring refers to the selection of task descriptiom,ý subtasks
and inputs assoiciated with a spcfctask output, and the deletion of any unnecinazy words or
phrases hrm these staements. Ibis infornationa should be documeented in the SOW. Task
statemoents can be expanded onl in the SOW.

60.42 Tailoring data reogkm~n A contracting activity rarely needs to acquire all data
elenmen specified in a DID. Each data requiremen maus be tailored to Ime the noeds of the
specific program. Data ,4reqiremeni nts awe tailored by selecting applicable peragrapMis n the
relevant DID. and deleting unnecessary paragraphs, words, or phrases. A general rule of
thumb for tailoring judgment 3s the following: If the and use and the major divimoms of the 0
trainig activiy have no apparent we for msy data element(s) that can be acquise with the
DMD, end if no regulatory requiremen adsts fm the data as part of the madit trall for the
Service4p--c16 traiaing dilystaa.tin then the wummcessay d"t dleil00t() shKWl be;
deiftediy indkelomlinblock16 of tbs CDL In hotffm o one n hOR bw the dais
will be wed, then the data probably will met be ased and should nOM be purchased It may be
neceaay to comeolidame data elements Wras a variety of DiD. to obtain an integrated product
In this manner identifying specific data elements and developing a sample package to establish
format can result in the creation of specially designed documents for unique reurmns Th
requirements must be crossidentified on the DD-1423s to ensure delivery of the desired
product.
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TABLE A-1. Planning data for contma trinine rouiement•

The following are examples of the kinds of data that need to be
considered when contracting for training programs, materials, and
support. This list is not all-inclusive; it is designed to start
the thinking and planning process. The answers to the questions
in Table A-1 will help to determine the kinds of task input and
output data to select from section 5 of MIL-STD-1379D. Personnel
from the contracting activity should consult with the appropriate
personnel in the training activity to obtain answers to the
following questions:

Scope of Trainina Reguirement

What is the scope of the training requirement? Does the require-
ment indicate the need for training analyses, conduct of a
course, development of curriculum and instructional materials, or
other efforts?

If curriculum and materials must be developed, is a new course
needed to fulfill the training requirement? Or, can an existing
course be modified?

Can a curriculum development requirement be met through the
purchase of one or more lessons or units of instruction, or does
the requirement necessitate purchase of an entire course?

Are instructional materials and related courses available
within the services or in the private sector that can be adopted
or adapted for use?

Is there a requirement for transition training?

Have training resource and planning requirements been identi-
fied by the Government? Or, will the contractor be tasked to
identify resource and planning data?

Course Control Data

What deficiency is met by the proposed instruction?

What are the resource requirements? Resources include manpower,
personnel, facilities, fuel, ammunition, and other elements.

What are the characteristics of the target population to be
trained?

- Occupational specialty

- Previous experience

- Rank/grade
O A-7
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TABLE A-1. Planning data for contru training requirements - Continued.

- Reading grade level

- Previous training

- Aptitude scores

Where will training be conducted? Will there be multiple sites?

How frequently will training be conducted?

What is the projected student load?

What protective measures are required for classified courses?

What safety factors must be considered?

Instructional Materials

Do instructional materials need to be purchased? If so:

Which instructional methods and media are most appropriate for
a particular course? Have the content of training*, resource
constraints, and trainee requirements been considered when
selecting instructional methods and media?

What instructor materials does the training activity need?

What trainee material. are required?

What testing materials are required?

Is there a requirement for audiovisual support materials such
as slides, transparencies, videotapes, or other materials?

What course management materials does the training activity
need?

Does a course control document need to be acquired from the
contractor?

How many copies of management, instructor trainee, testing,
and audio-visual materials should be acquired?

How will the course or instructional materials be validated?

Does a validation plan need to be acquired?

A-8
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TABLE A-I. Planning data for contract training reauirements - Continued.

Trainina SUDDOrt Devices and EcuiDulent

Is there a requirement for training devices and equipment?

Is there a requirement for computer systems and software?

Has a plan for maintenance of training hardware items been
identified?

Facilities and Environment

What are the facilities and electrical requirements? Will the
use of new or revised training delivery systems, simulators,
task trainers, or actual equipment require upgrades to
facilities and utilities?

Are adequate storage facilities available for training
materials and equipment?

What environmental/psychological fidelity requirements must be
accommodated to create a training environment that simulates the
actual work environment?

Instructors and SUpDort Personnel

Do instructor and support personnel requirements need to be
evaluated?

If go:

What are the instructor requirements?

- Number of instructors

- Instructor qualifications

What are the support personnel requirements?

- Number of support personnel

- Support personnel qualifications

Is there a requirement for instructor and key personnel
training?

Will the contractor or the Government conduct traini? If
training is contractor-presented, will Government facilities,
eqaipment, materials, or other resources be required?

* A-9
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TABLE A-i. Planning data for contract trainint mauirements - Continued.

Contract Manaaement

What Government-furnished information will be provided to the
contractor?

- Training plans

- Logistics support analysis task data

- Technical manuals and publications

- Existing training materials and documentation

- Target population description

- Maintenance/operation concept

- Training development concept

- Training personnel requirements

- Facility/environmental requirements

- Evaluation data/other data

Will procedures and guidelines that the contractor must follow,
and which are too lengthy to include in the Statement of Work
(SOW), be attached as exhibits to Section 3 of the contract and
referenced in the SOW?

Has a schedule been established for each milestone in the
development of the training program, materials, and support?

Are the training program, materials, and support being
purchased in conjunction with a major system or equipment?
If so, when will the major end item be delivered to the
fleet/field? What operator/maintenance training is needed to
support the end item when delivered? What training development
schedule must be net so that fully trained personnel will be
avnilable when the end item is delivered?

Does the curriculum and instructional materials development
process require a building block approach? In other words, must
certain training analysis or design documentation be reviewed
and approved before work can begin on other training documenta-
tion and materials? If so, have development and review
schedules been established for each training product which take
into account the interdependence of each contract deliverable?

A-1O
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TABLE A-I. Plannine data for contract trainin requirements - Continued.

Have Service-specific constraints been identified for current
and projected manpower, personnel, training, and time resources?
Which constraints need to be identified in the SOW for
consideration by the contractor?

Have key points of contact been identified in the contracting
activity and in the training activity?

Wha• equency and location of in-process reviews are
rec anded?

Is there a need for sample packages that illustrate format and
content requirements of tailored Data Item Descriptions (DIDs)?

Has the contracting activity contacted the end users in the
training activity to obtain their expertise in training require-
ments analysis and tailoring of task data and DID.?

A-I10
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TABLE A-3. How to locate Data It=m DescrinioM and tank data in MIL-STD-1379D.

There are many different approaches to locating DIDs and task
data in MIL-STD-1379D. The following is one systematic
approach.

Step 1. Analyze the training requirement. Table A-1 is a
list of the kinds of questions that should be
considered during requirements analysis.

Step 2. Determine which training products will fulfill the
requirement. Answers to the questions in Table A-1
will help to identify the training products. The
requirements of the Service-specific training devel-
opment system will influence the choice of a speci-
fic product as well as its content and format.

Step 3. Locate the Data Item Description (DID) title that
relates as closely an possible to each training
product identified in Step 2. Table A-2 lists all
DIDs cited in NIL-STD-1379D. Tables A-6 through A-9
list core DIDs for each of the Services. (See Note
1 if you do not have a requirement to take possession
of data from a DID as a contract deliverable.)

Step 4. Obtain a copy of each DID selected. Tailor each DID
in accordance with Service-specific guidance. 'Tail-
oring" refers to the deletion of unnecssary words,
phrases, or paragraphs from the DID. Requirements
to be deleted from a DID must be noted in Block 16 of
the Contract Data Requirements List (CDL). Do fg
add content requirements that increase the scope of a
DID.

Step 5. a. Select the task outputs that will yield each
training product. Task output numbers for DIDs are
listed on Table A-2. For nondeliverable data
discrete outputs, you will have to locate the
appropriate task outputs in Section 5 of
MIL-STD-1379D. Nondeliverable task outputs do not
have-DID numbers listed after them. (See Note 1.)

b. Tailor each task output by deleting any
unnecessary words or phrases.

Step 6. a. Determine which tasks/subtasks the contractor
needs to perform to develop each training product.
Locate the appropriate tasks/subtasks in PIL-STD-
1379D. (See Note 2 if you are unfamiliar with
contracts that are written in a task format.)

A-16
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TABLE A-3. How to koctc Data Item Descrilgionh and task data in MIL-STM1379D -Continucd.

b. Tailor each task/subtask by deleting any unneces-
sary words or phrases.

Step 7. a. Determine which inputs are needed to perform
each task/subtask. (Inputs are data provided by the
Government or data that result from the performance
of a previous task.) Locate the appropriate inputs
in MIL-STD-1379D. Remember that Section 5 of NIL-
STD-1379D is set up as a system. The outputs of one
task may become inputs to a subsequent task or tasks.

b. Tailor each input by deleting any unnecessary
words or phrases. 0

Step 8. Document the results of Steps 5, 6, and 7 in the
Statement of Work (SOW).

Step 9. Repeat this process until all DIDs and task data
have been identified, tailored, and cited in the SOW
and on the CDRL, as appropriate.

Kt. 1. You do not always have a requirement to take posses-
sion of contractor-developed data as a deliverable. For
example, if you have contracted for the revision of one
lesson in a course, then you may decide to review and approve
the learning objective of that lesson during an in-process
review, rather than have the learning objectives provided
to you as a contract deliverable. The approved learning
objectives would then become inputs to later subtasks such as
revising lesson plans or revising test items. Revised lesson
plans and test items might be the data that you elect to
have provided to you as a contract deliverable prepared
in accordance with specific DIDS. To accommodate the
preparation of deliverable and nondeliverable data, Section 5
of MIL-STD-1379D contains both DID outputs and "discrete"
outputs. Discrete outputs do not have DID numbers listed after
them in Section 5. Most discrete outputs are simply elements
of DIns. Discrete outputs represent data that the contractor
must produce and that will be paid for by the Government.
Discrete outputs will be specified in the SOW when they are
required inputs to other tasks/subtasks. Because the discrete
outputs are not deliverable products, they will not be listed
on the CDRL.

Note ..L In contrast to previous editions of NIL-STD-1379, Sec-
tion5of this edition is systematically organized along the
line of tasks to be performed, task inputs, and task outputs.
The "task descriptions" in Section 5 list work tasks associated
with the production of specific data deliverables. Each of
these task descriptions is made up of detailed subtasks. The
"task inputs" describe the general information needed to

A-17
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TABLE A-3. How to kmate Daa Itm I DwcApm and tisk data in hMMD-1379D - Coatinued.

accomplish a task or subtask. The "task outputs" identify the
products eXpected from the performance of one or more tasks.
These task data will be used as the basis for writing the SOW.
All task data in Section 5, and the corresponding DID., must be
tailored to meet a Service-specific training requirement.
Because MIL-STD-1379D has been prepared for joint-Service use,
accurate tailoring is critical. If in doubt about how to
tailor this standard, contact an end user in the training
activity who is knowledgeable about the training requirement
and who fully understands how to use MIL- STD-1379D.

A1
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TABLE A-6. Naw core Data Item Decriuiont,

Table A-6-1 identifies those DIDs which represent the
minimum data to be considered when a new Navy course will be
developed under contract for formal schoolhouse training.
Table A-6-2 identifies other DIDs which may be selectively
applied in addition to, or occasionally in place of, those
listed in Table A-6-1. DIDs from Table A-6-2 should be
selected only after consultation with the organization that
has the training requirement. Table A-6-3 provides a cross-
walk from MIL-STD-001379C to NIL-STD-1379D.

On-board-training, on-the-job-training, practical job
training, mobile training, fleet training, team training, and
so forth, are examples of training situations which differ
from formal schoolhouse training. Data from DID. identified
in Tables A-6-2 and A-6-2 will usually be required in some
combination to satisfy such training. DID. for these training
situations should be selected only after consultation with the
organization that has the training requirement.

The first column of each table lists the DIDs by their
titles. This column is further subdivided according to the
Instructional Systems Develomlent phases of "Analyze,"
"Design," "Develop,, "Implement, * and "Evaluate,u with the
DID. being listed under each phase where appropriate. The
second column identifies the corresponding DID number.

This listing of DIDs nay not be all-inclusive: Other
DIDs which were originally developed to support other
Services' requirements nay also support unique Navy training
requirements, even though they are not listed below. NIL-STD-
1379D DIDs are for use by all Services. Consequently, each
DID contains Service-specific data as well as requirements
standard for all Services.

Each DID must be tailored by the Navy to eliminate
unwanted other Services'-peculiar data. Tailoring is the
process of deletion of unnecessary paragraphs, sentences,
phrases and words. This Appendix contain general guidance for
tailoring DIDs. Reference should also made to Navy-specific
tailoring guidance to ensure that each DID is tailored to
describe effectively the Navy requirements for the required
product.
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TABLE A-7. Marine Corp core Data Item DescriDions.

The following DIDs represent the minimum data to be
considered when a new course will be developed under
contract for the Marine Corps.

DID TITLE DID NUMBER

Training Course Control Document DI-ILSS-81075

Mission Performance Standards DI-ILSS-81077

Mission, Collective, Individual, DI-ILSS-81078
and Occupational Training Task
Analysis Report

Individual Training Standards DI-ILSS-81081

Learning Analysis Report DI-ILSS-81083

Instructional Media Package DI-ILSS-81092

Lesson Plan DI-ILSS-81095

Trainee Guide DI-ILSS-81100
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TABLE A-& Army core Data Item Desai;tions.

This table identifies the DIDs which correspond to major,
recurring Army training development and product requirements.
The first column lists the Army requirement. The second column
identifies the DID or DIDs which must be cited in the Contract
Data Requirements List (CDRL) to meet that requirement. This
listing is not all-inclusive. Other DIDs which were originally
developed to support Navy, Air Force, or Marine Corps training
may support unique training requirements, although these DIDs
are not cited below. The DIDs for MIL-STD 1379D were developed
for use by all Services. Consequently, each DID contains
Service-specific data requirements as well as requirements
standard for all Services. The Arn tailor each DID to
eliminate unwanted Navy, Marine Cok, -.,d Air Force peculiar
data. Tailoring is the process of deleting unnecessary
paragraphs, sentences, phrases, and words. Paragraph 50 of this
appendix contains general guidance for tailoring DIDs.
Personnel who are preparing contracts for Army training develop-
ment and products should also refer to Army-specific tailoring
guidance to ensure that they tailor each DID to describe effec-
tively the Army requirements for the specified product. DIDs can
be related to other DIDs in several different ways. DIDs may
serve as input for other DIDs; DIDs may serve in a support
capacity for other DIDs; or DIDs may need to be combined to
satisfy fully an Army requirement for a single training product.

Input. Some DIDs describe training products which serve as a
basis for develo ment of other products (for instance, task
analysis is the basis for learning analysis; learning analysis
the basis for development of lesson plans). In such cases, the
data from one DID serve as necessary input for the development of
another DID. If the necessary input data does not exist in a
form available to the present product contractor (either in
contractor-controlled or Government furnished materials),
then the contract which calls out the DID for the end training
product must also call out the DID for the required input.

Support. Other DIDs describe training products which never
occur by themselves, but are required to ensure the successful
development of another product, (for instance, validation is
conducted to ensure the quality of the lesson plan, test, and
course). The contract which calls out the DID for the end
training product must always call out the DID which supports its
development.

Combination. Some DIDs must be combined to result in a
recognizable Army product, (for instance, the MQS training
support package requires the DIDs for lesson plan, instructional
media package, test package, and trainee guide). If an Army
contract is for a training product that consists of several
DID., that contract must call out all applicable DIDs.
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TABLE A-& Amy cowe Data Item DescriRiM - Continued.

ARMY TRAINING REQUIREMENT DID TITLE DID NUMBER

Analysis (task, job, Mission, Collective, DI-ILSS-81078
individual, collective) Individual, and Occu-

pational Training Task
Analysis Report
Miss ion Performance DI-ILSS-81077
Standards
Learning Analysis Report DI-ILSS-81083

Army Correspondence Course Nonresident Training DI-ILSS-81103
Program (ACCP) subcourses Materials

Audiovisual media devel- Instructional Media DI-IISS-81092
opment (slides, video, Package
paper copies of slides for
MQS training support pack-
ages, and other material)

comparative analysis of Training Situation Analy- DI-ILSS-81069
existing training system sis Report
to existing or projected
training requirements

Cost and Operational Ef- Training System Alter- DI-ILSS-81086
fectiveness Analysis (COEA) natives Report

Course administrative data Training Course Control DI-ILSS-81075
(course outline; list of Document
required ammunition,
references, equipment, and
other data).

Course design data (sub- Lesson Specifications DI-ILSS-81090
ject matter content; train- Report
ing strategies; learning
activities, and other data)

Course Management Plan Training Course Control DI-ILSS-81075Document
Drill books Collective Task Training DI-ILSS-81098

Package

End of course test Test Package DI-ILSS-81085

Evaluation of training Training Evaluation Plan DI-ILSS-81076
courses, programs, and Training Evaluation and DI-ILSS-81105
other actavtgies Validation Report
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TABLE A-& &my are Data Item Descrintim - Continue.

ARMY TRAINING REQUIREMENT DID TITLE DID NUMBER

Extension training materi- On-the-Job Training DI-ILSS-81101
als, (for instance, TEC- Handbook
type lessons, RC3, and other Nonresident Training DI-ILSS-81103
material). Materials

Facilities requirements Training Facilities Report DI-ILSS-81089

General training contract Conference Agenda DT -A-7 088
management (for instance, Conference Minutes DI-A-7089
IPR's, and other activities)

Individual Training Plan Individual Training Plan DI-ILSS-81071
(ITP)

Learning analysis data Learning Analysis Report DI-ILSS-81083

Lesson plans (resident Lesson Plan DI-ILSS-81095
courses, RC courses, and
other courses)

S Media selection Media Selection Report DI-ILSS-81084

Mission Training Plans Collective Task Training DI-ILSS-S1098
(MTP'S) Package

Models for media selection Media Selection Model DI-ILSS-81072
Report

Monitoring instruction Training Evaluation and DI-ILSS-81105
Validation Report

Orientation to courses Trainee Orientation DI-ILSS-81102
(administrative information) Guide

Plans for implementing Training System DI-ILSS-81074
and managing training Implementation Plan

Presentation of instruction Trainee and Training DI-ILSS-81104
Course Completion Report

Program of instruction Training Course Control DI-ILSS-81075
(POI) Document

Quality control/assurance Training Program Develop- DI-ILSS-81070
plans ment and Management Plan

Skill Qualification Tests Test Package DI-ILSS-81085
(SQT)
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TABLE A-& AMr cw Data Item EhMr i - Continue&

ARMY TRAINING REQUIREMENT DID TITLE DID NUMBER

Soldier Training Publica- Individual Task Training DI-ILSS-81097
tions (STP's) for officers Package
and enlisted soldiers

Student Handouts (for in- Trainee Guide DI-ILSS-81100
stance, resident courses and
MQS training support pack-
ages, and other purposes)

Systems Training Plan Training Progr•u Develop- DI-ILSS-81070
(STRAP) (Resourcing, mile- ment and Management Plan
stones, and timephasing for
training development tasks)

Training devices, simula- Training Equipment DI-ILSS-81073
tions and simulators Requirements Document
(for Instance, Training Training System Functional DI-I- S-81088
Device Need Statement (TDNS) Characteristics Report
Training Device Requirement
SM), and other similar Tr•ain System -odi- DI-ILSS-81O0

tems) f ication Report
Training Technology DI-ILSS-81082
Assessment Report
Training Systems Al- DI-ILSS-81086
terntive Report

Training Effectiveness Training Evaluation Plan DI-ILSS-81076
Analysis (developmental Training Evaluation and DI-ILSS-81105
and post-fielding). Cost- Validation !•part
effectiveness Analysis Tr' ning Situation Analy- DI-ILSS-81069
(CIA); Cost and Training sis Report
Effectiveness Analysis Training Technology DI-ILSS-81082
(CTEA) Assessment Report

Training Systems Alter- DI-ILSS-81086
natives Report

Training Support Packages Lesson Plan DI-ILSS-81095
(TSP's) for NQS Irntructional Media DI-ILSS-81092

Packange (Paper slides)
Guide (student DI-ILSS-81100

handout)
Test Package (tests) DI-ILSS-81085

Validation of all training Training Program Develop- DI-ILSS-81070
materials and tests during ment and Managemnt Plan
development Training Evaluation and DI-ILSS-81105

Validation Report
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TABLE A-9. Air Force core Data Item Descriotiom.

The following tables list Data Item Descriptions to be considered when a new Air Force
training program or course is to be developed under contract. These efforts generally fall into
three categories: (1) Total Contract Training Programs (Table A-9-1) or some similar variant
such as Aircrew Training Systems (ATS) which are contractor developed and operated and the
contractor provides some or all of the instruction; (2) Turn-Key Training Programs (Table A-9-
2) which are developed to some level of performance and then turned over to the Air Force
for operation; or (3) Training-related Product Development (Table A-9-3) which varies widely
depending on the specific need. In all cases, DIDs are selected and tailored according to the
tasks to be performed in meeting the unique requirements of the program.

TABLE A-9-1. TOTAL CONTRACT TRAINING PROGRAMS

DID TITLE DID NUMBER

Training Prograr Development and DI-ILSS-81070
Management Plan

Media Selection Model Report DI-ILSS-81072

Conference Agenda DI-A-7088

Conference Minutes DI-A-7089

Training System Implementation Plan DI-ILBS-81074

Training Course Control Document DI-ILSS-81075

Training Evaluation Plan DI-ILSS-81076

Learning Analysis Report DI-ILSS-81083

Media Selection Report DI-ILSS-81084

Trainee Guide DI-ILSS-81100

Training Information Package DI-ILSS-81099

Test Package DI-ILSS-81085

Trainee and Training Course Completion
Report DI-ILSS-81104

Training Evaluation and Validation Report DI-IWSS 81105
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TABLE A-9. AFrEM Cote DWA twok DinrluioUu - Continued.

TABLE A-9-2. TURN-KEY TRAINING PROGRAMS

DID TITLE DID NUMBER

Training Progran Development and DI-ILSS-81070
Manageuent Plan

Media Selection Model Report DI-ILSS-81072

Conference Agenda DI-A-7088

Conference Minutes DI-A-7089

Training System Implementation Plan DI-ILSS-81074

Training Course Control Document DI-ILSS-8107S

Training Evaluation Plan DI-ILSS-81076

Mission Collective, Individual, and DI-ILSS-81078
Occupational Training Task Analysis Report

Learning Analysis Report DI-ILSS-81083

Media Selection Report DI-ILBS-81084

Traninq Idjipment Requirements Dosmmat DI-1155-01073

Lesson Plan DI-ILSS-81095

Trainee Guide DI-ILSS-81100

Training Information Package DI-ILSS-81099

Test Package DI-ILSS-a1085

Instructional Media Package DI-ILSS-81092

Trainee and Training Course Completion Report DI-ILSS-81104

Training Facilities Report DI-ILSS-81089

Training Evaluation and Validation Report DI-ILSS-81105

*Training Systes Utilization Handbook DI-ILS-81096

*On-the-Job Training Handbook DI-ILBS-81101
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TABLE A-9. Air Force core Data Item 0MDctkw - Continued.

TABLE A-9-3. TRAINING-RELATED PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

DID TITLE DID NUMBER

*Nonresident Training Materials DI-ILSS-81103

*Trainee Orientation Guide DI-ILSS-81102

*Trainer Software Application Handbook DI-ILSS-81094

NOTE: DIDs marked with an asterisk (*) are
to be SELECTIVELY APPLIED based on the actual 0
training requirement.
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TABLE A-10. Ti-- r' -I

The task statements and Data Item Desckiptions cited in NIL-
STD-1379D must be tailored to meet a service-specific, contract
training requirement. "Tailoring" refers to the selection of
applicable task statements and DIDs and the deletion of any
paragraphs, phrases, or words that are unnecessary or do not
apply. Table A-10-1, paragraph 4, is one example of how task
statements may be documented and tailored in the requirements
section of a Statement of Work (SOW). The SOW should be
prepared in accordance with MIL-HDBK-245 and Servioe-specific
guidance. Table A-10-2 is one example of how a DID may be
tailored. In each case, tailoring by deletion is the rule.
Requirements cannot be added that increase the scope of DIDs.

TABLE A-10-1.

1. Valmkgraru4L (Description in general terms of the overall
project in which the Government is engaged or the overall goal
it is attempting to achieve.)

2. So.gpg. (Brief description in general terms of the work
that the contractor shall accomplish.)

3. Anlicable documents. (List of all documents, standards
and guidance, required by SOW.)

4. Zhla±r,=jsta. (Arrangement of tasks and subtasks logically
organized based on program requirements.)

Zagg". The confractor shall perform the following tasks from
NIL-STD-1379D:

4.1 Task 201: MISSION. COLLECTIVE. INDIVIDUAL. AND
OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING TASK ANALYSES.

4.1.1 In M a: Format shall be in accordance
with Attachment A (Sample Package). NAMTDAGRUINST P1540.2H
will be provided for use as a guidance document. The follow-
ing courseware will be made available for review at Govern-
ment's training facility: C-XXX-XXXX, USN-XXX INTENIEDIATE
MAINTENANCE COURSE. LSA data rill be provided if available.
Training task selection shall be based upon safety factors (all
tasks with a critical safety factor shall be trained), failure
rates of the equipment, frequency of performance, and the
relationship of Tth task to overall system performance.

4.1.2. D tfic tasks to be 2orforMxd Subtasks 201.2.2,
201.2• ivdelete t and develop at of occupationally
grouped individual training tasks), 201.2.5, 201.2.6, 201.2.12,
and 201.2.13.
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TABLE A-10. Taiorin, alidauM - Continued.

TABLE A-10-1. Example of tailored task statements in a
Statement or Work (SOW) - Continued.

4.1.3 OutRut (deliverable). The deliverable output shall be
Task Output 201.4.2, Individual Task Analysis Report, DI-ILSS-
81078, prepared as specified on the Contract Data Requirements
List (CDRL). Delete "Mission, Collective" and "and
Occupational" from Task Output 201.4.2.

4.1.4 Scedle A draft Individual Task Analysis Report shall
be delivered 28 calendar days after contract award. The
Government will have 7 calendar days for review. A final
Individual Task Analysis Report shall be delivered 42 calendar
days after contract award.

4.2 Task 203: T.ARNING ANALYSIS,

4.2.1 IpuL Government approved Individual Task Analysis
Report from Task 201.

4.2.2 Specific tasks to be performed: Subtasks 203.2.1,
203.2.3, 203.2.4t 203.2.5, 206.2.6, 203.2.7, 203.2.8, 203.2.9
(delete "activities and events"), 203.2.10, 203.2.11, 203.2.14,
203.2.15, and 203.2.17.

4.2.3 OutMut (non-deliverable•. The output shall be subtasks
203.4.2, 203.4.4, 203.4.5, 203.4.6, 203.4.7, 203.4.8, 203.4.9
(delete "events, activities" ), 203.4.10, 203.4.11, 203.4.14,
203.4.15, 203.4.16, 203.4.17, and 203.4.18. These outputs
shall be used in the performance of Task 4.3.

4.2.4 Schedul. The outputs shall be reviewed and approved
by the Government during an in-process review not later than
49 days after delivery order issue.

4.3 SOW REQUIREMENTS CONTINUE TO BE IDENTIFIED.

5. Proaress reports. (Description of what is needed to
monitor progress of the contract.)

6. Attarhulets. (Exhibits to SOW, for instance, sample
package illustrating the content and format requirements of
tailored DIDs. See paragraph 50.2 of this appendix for
guidance on how to prepare a sample package.
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TABLE A- 10. Taiionri 4dan• - Continued.

TABLE A-10-2. Example of a tailored data item description.

SamPle Situatione The sample portion of a Statement of Work
(SOW) in Table A-10-1 requires individual task analysis data as

a deliverable. This deliverable will be purchased under DID
DI-ILSS-81078, Mission, Collective, Individual, and Occupational
Training Task Analysis Report. The end user in the Government
has requested that this DID be tailored to produce a gross task
list; a list of conditions, standards, and performance steps;
and a list of tasks selected for training. The format of the
DID will be in accordance with Appendix C of MIL-STD-1379D.
Tailoring guidance must be provided in Block 16 of the Contract
Data Requirements List (CDRL), DD Form 1423.

-------------------------------------------------
Block 16.

Para 10.2: Format with the exception of Front Matter, shall
be in accordance with Attachment 6.1 of the Statement of Work.

Para 10.3.1: Front matter shall consist of a Cover,
Table of Contents, List of Tables, List of Tables, and
Now to Use the Training Document. Format and content shall be
in accordance with Appendix C of MIL-STD-1379D.
Paragraphs 10.3.2, 10.3.3, 10.3.3.3 (delete hi,m,n,p, and t)
apply to this effort.
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APPENDIX B

SYSTEMS APPROACH TO THE INTERACTIVE COURSEWARE (ICW)
DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESS

10 SCOPE

10.1. S:•pg This appendix provides an overview of the ICW developmental process (Section
40) and a matrix of ICW development products, deliverables and supporting task descriptions
(Section 50). This appendix is intended to facilitate the correct application of this standard to meet
ICW developmental requirements. This appendix is not a mandatory part of the standard. The
information contained herein is intended for guidance only. Users of this appendix may include the
Department of Defense contracting activities, Government in-house activities, and prime contractors
or subcontractors who intend to impose the ICW developmental requirements upon suppliers.

20 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

(This section is not applicable to this appendix)

.30 DEFINITIONS

30.1 Terms. abbreviations, and acronyms used in this avncndw Key terms, abbreviation, and
acronyms used in this appendix are defined in Section 3 of the basic standard.

40 ICW DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESS OVERVIEW

40.1 Figure B-1 illustrates the ICW developmental process using MIL-STD-1379D task
descriptions for analyzing, desiging. developing and impleme.ting ICW training progra.

50 ICW DEVELOPMENTAL PRODUCTS AND SUPPORTING TASKS

50.1 Table B-I illustrates the developmental products. supporting task description(s) and
associated Data Item Descriptions (DIDs) provided by the MIL-STD-1379D process.
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APPENDIX C

MILITARY TRAINING PROGRAM

REQUIREMENTS FOR DATA ITEM DESCRIPTION PRODUCTS

10. SCOPE

10.1 &&M. This appendix contains the style and format, electronic media, and front
matter requiremcnts for all Military Training Program (MTP) Data Item Description (DID)
products, referred to herein as 'training data" or "training document(s)r. This appendix is a
mandatory part of the standard. The requirements contained herein are intended for
compliance as specified in the applicable DIDs and as tailord/spec in the contram

10.2 Application of this apendix. The style and format and front matter requirements for
training data are included in this appendix to eliminate the need to repeat thes requirements
in each applicable MWT DID. The electronic media requirements are included herein to
facilitate implementation of the Computer-aided Acquisition and Logt Support (CALS)
requirements in the acquisition/delivery of training data. All of the requirements herein are
subject to deletion tailoring and to the application of Service-specific requirements or guidance.
The electronic media requirements for preparation and delivery of training data will apply only
when specified in the contract.

20. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

20.1 CXWeZmmt document

20.1.1 Sneciflcatios. standards. and handbooks. The foflowing specificatiom, standards, and
handbooks form a part of this appendix to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise
specified, the issues of these documents are those listed in the issue of the Department of
Defense Index of Specifwcations and Standards (DODISS) and supplement thereto, cited in the
solicitation (see 6.2).

SPECIFICATIONS

MILITARY

ML-D-28000 Digita Represention for Commmication of Product
Data; IGES Application Subsets

MILM-2SO01 Markup msad neric Style Specification for
Electonic PrnWtd Output and Ewhg of Text

MIL-R-2802 Raster Graphic Representation in Binay Format,
Requirement for

* C-1
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MIL-D-28003 Digital Repismtion for Communication of Horabtio
Data: CGM Application Profile

MIL-M-38784 Manual, Tchnical, General Style and Format
Requirements

STANDARDS

MILITARY

MIL-STD-1806 Marking Technical Data Prepared by or for the
Department of Defnee

MELSTD-1840 Automated Intethang of Technical Inormatiom

HANDBOOK

MIL=TARY

MIL-HDBK-59 Depaniment of Defense Computer Aided Aquiition and
Logistic Support (GALS) Program implementation Guide

(Unles othewi inditd, copies of federl and MUitagy speCific:ato standauk, and
andbook a aylabe e StdmEiam Deeomam Order . BuWig 4D, 70W

Robbim Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094.)

30. DEFINrTIONS

30.1 Term. abbreviations, and acronms used in asR-ndix Key terms, abbreviations, and
acronyms used in this appendix are defined in section 3 of the basic standard.

40. GENERAL REQUIRECENTS

40.1 Style Wnd formal Unless otherwise specified in the contract or herein, the style and
format of the training data shall be in cordance with MIL-M-38784.

40.2 Emm di& When specified (we 4.7.3)N the utrinng data shall be prepared ad
deliverd in the farm of eectrc media. Ept ohm wis specified in the contrac, the
eleAonic med sa be in ordane with the reqmuremts specified erein (see MIL-
HDBK-59 for idance).

C-2
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40.2.1 Structure and format. The media shall be labeled, structured, and formatted in
accordance with MI,-STD-1840.

40.2.2 Tet files. Text files shall be Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)
tagged as specified in MIL-M-28001. Computer Aided Design (CAD) shall be in accordance
with MIL-D-28000 (IGES) and MIL-R-28002 (Raster), respectively.

40.2.3 Initial ,raDhics exchange specification (IGES) fileL Drawings, schematics,
illustrations and similar data normally generated on CAD equipment shall be stored in fils in
accordance with MIL-D-28000.

40.2.4 Como=ter aenerated illustration data. Computer generated illustration data shall be
in accordance with MIL-D-2WO.

40.2.5 Raster files. Training data inappropriate for storage as text or IGES files shall be
stored as raster data in accordance with MIL-R-28002.

40.2.6 Reviw gM . Paper copies of training data submitted for review shall be produced
from the files to be delivered on electronic media.

50. DETAILED REQULTREMENTS

50.1 Fo mae Unles othmws. specified in the contract, (rmt matter in training
documents shall consist of the following content, (see figures C-1 through C-11) in the order
heed, md F ep-d as spedfied hbere

a. Cover

b. List of effective pages

Q. Letter of promulgation

d. Change record

e. Hazard awarenems notice

E Foreword

g. Preface

I. Deflntiumu

L Table of contents
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j.List of ilustrations,

k. Lit of tables

L How to usc training document

m.L Executive summary

50.1.1 Cow The cover shall be prepared in accordance with figure C-1 and the following
requirements:

a. The type of training document shall be identified by the title in accordance with the
applicable Data Item Description (DID) and Service- specific reirmns, (for
exmple, Ieo Plan or Trainee Guide).

b The training title, shall identify the specific training program, course, or section. The
specific. training device, weapons system or equipment that relates to the training
document may also be included in the training title.

c. The training control number shall identify any specific course control numbers.
trainin device, weapons system or equipment.

d. The preprend for block shall identify the using activty.

e. Mic prepward by blck* shagl identif the com1a3y/F,.cy tha devlope fth tranin
document

E The contract number shall identif the contract under which the uhtrann document
was acquired.

g.The distribution statement shall be in accordance with MIL-STD3-1806.

h. Mte export control warning notice shall be in accrdance with hMIL-S-1806.

i. The publication by direction statement shall identify the authority (cognizant Service

command) under which the traning document is acquired and promulgated.

J. Logos shall be in acordance with Service-specific requirements.

50.1.2 List of effective asss The list of effective pages shall be prep ared in accordance
with figur 0-2 and shall be included in each separate volume. Volume I sdal incude the
listing of pages provided in all volumes.
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50.13 Lctter of promulation. The letter of promulgation shall be included in the front
matter as furnished by the contracting activity.

50.1.4 Chg;jnj A permanent change record shall be prepared in accordance with
figure C-3 and shall be included in each separate volume. Volume I shall include the listing of
pages provided in all volumes.

50.1.5 Hazard awareness notice. The hazard awareness notice shall provide safety
precautions for the protection of personnel and equipment and instructions for the reporting of
hazards and safety violations (see figures C-4 through C-6). The hazard awareness notice shall
be as follows:

a. Hazard awareness statements shall cover relevant documentation references, gneral
and specific precautions, and hazard reporting criteria as well as any other data as
specified in the contract.

b. The documentation statement shall identify relevant docmentation containing
specific safety precautions and preventive measures that are applicable to the
particular equipment.

c. The general information statement shall identify hazards to personnel or equipment.

d. The specific precautions statement shal identify specific direction to peoauoel
r safety. Statments shall remind peround that death, pesnm njury, and

equ t damage can resuft from celudm m, failMur to rumpby with appmdw
procedu r s, or violations of WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, and safety regulations.

e. The hazard reporting statement shall identify the requirement of personnel to report
all hazards, safety violations and the activity to whom such reports should be sent.

50.1.6 Foreword A foreword shall appear before the preface. It may (usually) consist of a
signed statement by a person other than the author. Such an individual, often eminent in the
Feld, amociates with the publication and adds his name to help ensure the publication is
s ucIsful(see figure C-7).

50.1.7 Preface. The preface shall contain the scope, purpose and applicability of the
training document and any other information the reader requires before beginning the
publication (see figure C-8).

50.1.8 Definitions The defitions shall include those words that are unique to the training
document or are required to clarify the training document.

* c-5
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50.1.9 Table of contents. The table of contents shall list all content of the training
document. Layout shall conform to figure C-9.

50.1.10 List of illustrations. Training document shall have a list of illustrations showing
the figure number, title and page number of each figure. Layout shall conform to figure C-10.
Each volume in a set of documents shall contain its own list of illustrations. In addition,
volume I shall contain a list of illustrations for all volumes in the set.

50.1.11 istLoJakm Training documents shall have a list of tables showing the table
number, tide, and page number of each table. Layout shall conform to figure C-I1. Each
volume in a set of documents shall contain its own list of tables. In addition, volume I shall
contain a list of tables for all volumes in the set.

50.1.12 How to use training doument. The how to use the training document shall comist
of:

a. Composition

b. Function

c. Use

d. Asslgnuents

E. Instruction sheets

g. Tat rts

h. Diisionof materials into functional parts

50.1.13 Emmuge. "iMTheemmutive ummy, shall be develped using del, concis
narative statements descibing the methodolog for data acmution and analysis, the target
population, the results of the analysis and resmmendation u required
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(CLASSIFICATION)

Document Control Number
(Revision Letter)

TYPE OF TRAINING DOCUMENT

TRAINING TITLE

CONTROL NUMBER

PREPARED FOR

XXX)DDDO)ODDXDDCX)

PREPARED BY

CONTRACT NUMBZR

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT (aoDlicable letterl.

WARNING - This document contains technical data whose export is
restricted by the Arms Export Control Act (Title 22, U.S.C.,
Sec 2751, et jse.) or the Export Administration Act of 1979, as
amended, Title 50, U.S.C. App 2401 At Mg. Voilations of
these export laws are subJect to severe criminal penalties.
Disseminate in accordance with the provisions of DOD Directive
5230.25.

PUBLISHED BY DIRECTION OF

Original Document Date
Change Number & Date

(CLASSIFICATION)

FIGURE C-I. Ban* o
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Change No. Date Title or Brief Description Entered by

Original e Date

hawe Number A Date

(CLhSSIVICATION)

FIGURE C-3. ZuM L of D MmC.
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(CLASSIFICATION)

Document Control Number
(Revision Letter)

HAZARD AWARENESS NOTICE
All personnel involved in operation or maintenance of electronic
equipment must be thorouohly familiar with the electronic
equipment safety precautions contained in Electronic Installation
and Maintenance Book 0967-LP-000-0100, section 3, and NSTM,
Electronics, chapter 400, 89086-HD-STM-999/cho 400, section 2.
In addition, attention is directed to the Accident Prevention
Manual, OPNAVINST 5101.2 Series.

This device employs voltages which are dangerous and may be fatal
if contacted by operating personnel. Extreme caution must be
exercised when operating with this device. Hazard awareness
dictates that this device must always be viewed as an Integral
Part of a system and not as a component. While every pracical
precaution has been incorporated into this device it is not
possible or practical to try to list every condition or hazard
that can be encountered.

Don't service or adjust this device alone. Under no circumstances
will a person operate, maintain, or reach into or enter the device
without the presence or assistance of another person capable of
giving aid. Unless under direct supervision or a qualified
Terson, no person shall operate or maintain a device for which he
e not qualified.

Don't tamper with interlocks. Reliance on interlock circuits to
remove power from the equipment is never to be assumed. Until
operatibn of the interlock is verified, equipment is assumd to be
in the hazardous node of opemtion. Under no circ-mstances will
any access gate, door, or interlock switch be removed, bypassed
or modified in any way by other than authorized maintenance per-
sonnel and then only after observing proper tag-out procedures.

Resuscitation personnel working with or near high voltages shall
be familiar with the latest Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)
techniques. This type of information is available and shall be
obtained through an appropriate qualification program.

Report all hazards. If at any time you detect a hazard, it is
your responsibility to report the hazard to ensure that it is
corrected. If you detect a new or suspected new" hazard,
particularly due to equipment installation, modification, or
repair, it is your responsibility to report it through your chain-
of-command to ensure that a SAFETYGRAN is submitted to the Naval
Safety Center, Norfolk, VA. This will ensure that this hazard
will be investigated, publicized, or corrected, as required.

Or~i l Document Date
Oa rwngi Number & Date

(CLASSIFICATION)

FIGURE CA4. Emjk o hazrd nmn= nod=
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WARNING
RADIATION HAZARD

Co 60
Tube Waps 0A2 abd hS3OdPL.35 (Mh Ube) sadis.i equlpnnet smuule saduoscw malnial (pea 0-0). Tbw mtba
a- PaeWUNafY hazrdouwiesmba.hshm of qualified mwledia peimnd me ad do Salety Diasase if yau ane empoedw toof cut by braso. tubaL For rfa AMidm•iWdow me T1B 73027 ma AR 755-15. Usw.e m care is replciag A• m
tuba (pan 0.0) aad follow' sas pmeuwdua is in dlha& somp. ad disml sal (pais 0-0), Refer so pIasraph 0-
0 sad to TB 750-237 sad AR 753-I 5ar i6mious @6 busdKO& eske cW disposal of rdioactve matenal.

Newr plow radcectiw lfua m your pocket

e etrmmee core s• s to break radiesaw mfnba ,hile imdli m.

Nevr remo rsdscasw 0tbas Ir arise usd1 reedy to wam er

ZXAMPLEAA

ELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION

DO NOT STAND IN THE DIRECT PATH OF THE ANTENNA
WHEN THE POWDER IS ON! DO NOT WORK ON THE

WAVE GUIDES WHILE THE POWER IS ONt

llHig hequescy elctrageuic ra••tion m can mew lasal i bleua l Itca li=heally "oo" ieemal orans ad fles1k.
if you fed the slighestl waning effect wbik ne the equiples MOVE AWAY QUICKLYI

EXAMPLE B

Original Document Date
Change Number & Date

(CLASSIFICATION)

FIGURE C-5. Eummle of hazard ma•wrem notim
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(Revision Letter)

WARNING
RADIATION HAZARD

Ths cquipnlcnt cwtains the foiloving rdaoac.we tubca (LAst applimbie tubes and equipmcnt
locations). Radiation may be present at unsealed or broken wavcguide elemients.

EXAMPLE C

WARNING
DANGEROUS CHEMICALS

am used m 'hnd eq•pmewm
DEATH

or er bumns may result if penie ai to oabeve Waye preautosin

EXAMPLE D

WARNING
HIGH VOLTAGE

is a"r in the opamm 0( mb easkoamw
DEATH ON CONTACT

amy ma in" itaamt amd to wOmunw So" Faudw .m L ut arm wammimn th
NO w p in each pim equopfm" & im ca m" no 0mtam hbwg g wnumaom

b iuali or aperafi thbk quim . Before ,,mftg imld. hik equipmen, tum
poer off aN ground poIMs o hg potmel before touchng them.

EXAMPLEtE

WARNING
GASES OF AIR UNDER PRESSURE

3000 PSI AIR PRESSURE

is used in the operation of this equipment
DEATH

or sewerc injury may result if personnel fail to otbsrve safety precautions.

EXAMPLE F Original Document Date

Change Number & Date

(CLASSIFICATION)

FIGURE C-& Eamne of haad armm nM .
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(Revision Letter)

FOREWORD

As TRADOC service school instructors, you are the subject
matter experts (SMEs) in your areas of expertise. What you are
teaching from the platform should be provided to the entire
Army. Therefore, in School Model 83 (TRADOC Regulation 10.1),
I directed you to be the principal writers of doctrinal and
training publications. I recognize that some of you may write
more than you teach and vice/versa. However, neither duty must
be performed exclusively as this would prohibit the interaction
with the students which is crucial to the development of these
important publications.

As the SHE, you have the opportunity to have a great
influence on the Army. To project this influence, you must be
conversant with the development and publication process described
in this pamphlet. It gives the what, when, and now for preparing
a doctrinal-or training publication. It also acquaints you with
the roles and responsibilities of those individuals who will
assist you in getting the job done - the editor and the visual
information specialist. I urge you to use it to help get your
thoughts on paper and, ultimately, to produce a quality publica-
tion in the allotted time.

WILLIAM R. RICHARDSON
General, United States Army
Commanding

Original Document Date
Change Number & Date

(CLASSIFICATION)

FIGURE C-7. Example of foreword.
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Document Control Number

(Revision Letter)

PREFACE

The Training System Utilization Handbook for the AN/CDE-22(V)
Underwater Sensor System, Basic Sonar Operation/Basic Diagnostic
(BSOT/BD) Trainer, Device 2B222 is designed to aid instructors in
the effective use of the BSOT/BD Trainer, Device 2B222. The
handbook is bound in two volumes. Volume 1 is unclassified and
describes the BSOT/BD Trainer Device 28222 hardware, capabil--
ties, limitations, and operating rocedures, as vell as the
training exorcise inserted into te WOT/BD Trainer, Device 32222.
It also presents the method used to develop these training
exercises or to update existing ones. Volume 2 is a Classified
suplement, supporting Volume 1. and includes the exercise
ob ectives training outline, and introductions to all of the
exercises Inserted Into the BSOT/BD Trainer, Device 2B222, Unit 2.

Original Document Date
Change Number & Date

(CLASSIFICATION)

FIGURE C& of
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SOFTWARE INTERFACE AND COMMAND REQUIREMENTS
FOR INTERACtIVE COURSEWARE AND AUTHORING SYSTEMS

10. SCOPE

10.1 .cois This appendix contains detailed requirements for software interfaces and related
commands to ensure interactive courseware (ICW) and authoring system portability on interactive
vidco dclivery systems. The requirements in this appendix do not address device interoperability
(plug-an-play). The requirements apply only to ICW training systems (ICWTS) delivery systems
based on the Microsoft Disk Operating System (MS-DOS) version 2.0 or higher or functionally
equivalent operating systems, and on Intel 80x86 microprocessor architectures. This appendix is a
mandatory part of the standard. The requirements contained herein are intended for compliance.

10.2 Anplication of this a~pendx. This appendix contains mandatory software interface and
command requirements. These requirements are intended to be implemented in interactive
courseware and authoring systems when military training programs are acquired using this
standard.

20. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

20.1 NonGovernment DMblications The following document forms a part of this appendix to
the extent specified herein:

BNTERACIIVE MULT4iEDIA ASSOCIATION (IMA)

Recommended Practices for Multimedia Portability (MS-DOS Based Systems), Release
R 1.1

(Application for copies should be addressed to the Multimedia Association, Compatibility
Committee, Techworld Plaza, Suite 440, 800 K Street NW, Washington, DC 20001.)
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30. DEFINITIONS

30.1 Terms acronyms and abbreviations used in this appendLx Key terms, acronyms, and
abbreviations used in this appendix are defined in Section 3 of the basic standard.

30.2 Conventions used in this appendix. This appendix uses the following notational
conventions.

30.2.1 Numbe. Numbers are given either in hexadecimal, binary, or decimal format.
Hexadecimal numbers have an "H" suffix, for example 006FH. Binary numbers have a '"B suffix,
for example 00001011B. Decimal numbers arc written without a suffix but may be followed by
the word 'decimar' for clarity.

30,2.2 a-n•,,,,.,, uz M, M•___, Command names and parameters in the teat are in
bold fa. Parameters comist of parameter labels and parameter values (wee 40.25 In the
example viPmy kfm-l000, vdulay is a command, from is a parameter label, and I10 is a
parameter value. Command names use mixed lower and upper case for clarity, while parameters
we lower case only. However, case is not significanL

30.273 Memory addresses we based on the Intel SO%6 mES
and DI register "lTese register are used for the addresses of parameter packets that contain
one or more structures each comisting of a parameter token number and its msociated value.
Th addrenses of individual parameters and vae within parameter packets am g aiv

a u in bytes from the base addres in ESDL For emple, ES:DI(0J] is the are
of memory 10H (16 decimal) bytes after the memory location pointed to by the combined
segment and offset address in ESDL
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40. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

40.1 Hardware and orirahing W.stem. Hardware and operating systems for ICW and authoring
system delivery platforms shall be as specified in the following paragraphs.

40.1.1 Microprocessor. The computer shall be based on a microprocessor as defined in 3.95 of
the basic standard.

40.1.2 Read Only MemoIy (ROM)I Basic InputOu1put System (BIOS). The computer shall
use an International Business Machines Personal Computer-Advance Technology (IBM PC-AT)-
compatible ROM BIOS.

40.1.3 Bus. The computer shall use an IBM PC-XT bus, IBM PC-AT bus, an IBM
Microchannel bus, or an Enhanced Industry-sandmard Architecture (ELSA) bus.

40.1.4 Ganhics adaptr The computer shall have a graphics/video overlay zapabliity using
Color Graphics Adapter (CGA), Enhanced Graphics Adapter (BOA), or Video Graphics Array
(VGA) graphics, or shall use two monitors, one wihvideo and the other with graphics.

40.1.5 XYwiaL2Iuid One or more of several XY-input devices may be present (touch. screen, mouse, light pen, bit pad, or other input devites).

40.1.6 Vieds l~s One or more videodisc players or functionally equivalent video
sources may be present.

40.1.7 gsfEM The operating system shall be MS-DOS version 2.0 or late, or a
functionially equivalent operating systemi, such as IBM PC DOS version 2.0 or later Developers
may provide Viutual Device Interface (VDl) Management Software that requires a specific
version of MS-DOS. These shall be described as either *Compliant only when used with MS-
DOS version N.nn" or, more often, *Compliant only when used with MS-DOS version N~nn or
later' where 'N.nn" is the version number. Similarly, ICW and authoring system. may require a
specific version of MS-DOS and shall be described in the same manner.

40.2 General VDI Management architectuv Figure D-1 shows~ the general software
architecture of a compliant system. The architecture is based on sets of týigh-level commands

organhiedfnctionally by service group. These commiands shall be issued by ICW and authoring
systems and passed via an ASCII or binary application interface to the VDI Management
Software VDI Management shall, in turn, meute the commands by calling appropriate low-level
services and shall pass respomes back to the application via the application interfae. VDI

Manaemet sallbe respomnil* for making different delivery platfom. functionally compatibe
at the aplication interfasce level The internal archi~tecue of VDI Management shall be the

repoisblty of VDI Managemient developems
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I Application Software

J&sues Required
Commnandsf

ASCUI at Binar
III Application

In1terface
I to

VDI

Executes Reqired aagnu

CkituiandsSoftware

VDI Immn .n Software

Interacts with device
handlers and boat aeme

to control hardware

FIGURE D-L Tim meumv] seftwaen arehtectmu Ofa 0SENsMlau

40.3 Siervice uroup and command oganizato 1he ---Maagmet Software shiall include
four servic gropsi: system (sy) (see Section 70), visual management (yin) (awe Section 80),
videoidisc; (vd) (wee Section 90), and XY-input (xy) (see. Section 100). Tie sy service group shall
contain commands for doing system-level hardware and software initialization, furnishing
information about the availability of otheir service groups, implementing a command queue, and
helping with error handling. The other groups shall address the functional area for which they
are named. The sy service group shall be included in all compliant imlmnttos VDI

Mangemntand ICW and authoring system developers, may use only those service groups that
inclde function required for a given application.

40.4 Itistallation and loulal device mapinri. Installation, logical device numbering, and logical
device mapping uhali be n specified in the following paragraphs.

40.4.1 Isalto eid.Specific methods of installing VDI Maaeetshall be the
z apo umibit of VDI developers. However, VDI developers shaDl ensure orre a-Pc itaflation of
system hardware and software, and shall make a lUK of installed service groups availale to ICW
and authoring systems through the sy commands. VDI Management developers shall also include
a way for usrs to assign logical numbers using an appropriate letup facility when more than one
device is present for a service group that supports multiple devices. LqOgia device numbers shall
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be contiguous and start at zero for each service group. VDI Management shall not make any
other assumptions about logical-to-physical device mapping.

40.4.2 Vendor statement of device mapping rcquircmcnts. ICW and authoring systems shall
clearly state any requirements for a particular device number mapping so that users can set up
VDI Management appropriately. ICW and authoring systems shall not change logical device
numbers at run time.

40.4.3 Obtaining information about device mappin . If ICW or authoring systems need
information about device mapping, they shall provide a mechanism for the user to provide that
information. If necessary, ICW and authoring systems shall use an installation program that asks
which logical device number to use for each peripheral.

40.5 General interface requirements.

40.5.1 REuired interfaces. VDI Management implementations shall include two interfaces for
MS-DOS; the ASCII interface and the binary interface.

40.5.1.1 A• 31 infaW. ICW and authoring systems that use the ASCII interface shall
communicate with VDI Management through a device driver using standard MS-DOS file
input/output (10) and ASCII strings by writing command strings to and reading , strings
from the device driver. The ASCII interface shall be in accordance with Section 50.

40.5.12 Binay ijnjt[ . ICW and authoring systems that use the binary interface shall
o imntuicale with VDI Management by passing and receiving binay values across a software

interrupt. The binary interface shall use an assignable software interrupt in the range 60H
through 66H to request VDI Management software services. ICW and authoring systems shall
load the microprocessor's registers with a command code requesting a specific service, and a
pointer to a parameter packet allocated in application memory and containing parameter codes
and values. The binary interface shall be in accordance with Section 60.

40.5.2 Parameters and values. Both interfaces shall use labeled parameters and associated
values. Parameters may have associated calling values, return values, or both. Every parameter
value shall be associated with a parameter identifier. Therefore, only those parameters that are
actually required by the command shall be specified, and parameters may be listed in any order.
Supplying a parameter more than once in a command string or parameter block shall cause an
error.

40.5.21 ASCII in . With the ASCII interface each parameter value shall be preceded by
a parameter name. However, each parameter name does not necessarily require an associated
value. Commamd strings shall be variable in length with the length determined by the number of
parameters and values. Case and parameter order shall not be significant, and equals signs and
commas shall be optional
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40.5.2.2 Bina (1t With the binary interface the parameter packet shall be a
variable-length array of parameter structures. Each structure shall contain a parameter's numeric
identifier and the parameter's value or, for parameters without associated calling values, space for
a return value.

40.5.3 Coexistence of interfaces. A VDI Management implementation shall furnish both the
A•;-1I and binary interfaces, although both do not have to be installed simultaneously. If both
interfaces are loaded, VDI Management shall behave correctly when ICW or authoring systems
mix ASCII and binary commands. An ASCII command and its binary counterpart shall behave
identically assuming both commands have the same parameters available.

40.5.4 Vendor statements of interface and memory reWrements. ICW and authoring systems
that use one interface only shall clearly state whether the ASCII or binary interface should be
installed. ICW vendon shall state the amount of memory required by the application after VDI
Management has been loaded.

40.6 Fz= bandin Error handling and error memage shall be as specified in Section 110,
and shall be indicated in accordance with the requirements of Sections 70, 80, 90 and 100.

40.7 W wmeddM x o umd aiW17eDAIt-vIF4
Practices for Mumtimedi Poirty (MS-DOS Baed System), Release R 1.1 (hereinafter
referred to as the IMA Recommended Practices or recomm n kd ) (se 20.1) may be
used for guidance in implementing the requirements of this appendix.
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50. ASCII INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS

50.1 Command string format. ASCII command strings shall be in the format as follows.

50.1.1 Tokens A command string shall consist of a serics of tokens, separated by delimiters,
and ending with a carriage return (CR, ASCII OD). Tokens shall be strings of one or more
printable characters. They shall include command names, parameter labels, and parameter values.
The command name shall be the first tokcn in the command string. Parameter labels shall
precede corresponding parameter values and shall be separated by parameter values by one or
more delimiters. Command names shall consist of characten in the ranges WA to "Z and *a* to
"z'. Parameter labels shall consist of the same plus the digits V to u9. Parameter values shall
consist of characters in the ranges "a' to 'z, A to WZ, and V0 to V9", plus "+' and *-'. Case shall
not be significant.

50.1.2 Dlimij Delimiters shall be limited to the characters: equals sign (ASCII 3DH),
space (ASCII 20H), horizontal tab (HIT, ASCII 09H), line feed (LF, ASCII OAH) and comma
(ASCII 2C0). Redundant delimiters shall be ignored and shall not count toward length limits.
Redundant delimiters shall include all leading delimiters, all trailing delimiters between the last
token and the CR. all trailing delimiters after the CR, and any instance of two or more adjacent
delimiters

50.13 L&U&gb. Command strings shall be limited to 255 characters including the CR
Redundant delimiters shall not count towards the 255-character limit.

501.A Mlftk~commands. 7e ASCII iheace shal support miip commands wpmtad
by (Cs ar CRPJ in a single string and sent to the ASCII interface with a single write operation.
The 255-character limit, not counting redundant delimiters, shall apply to the write operation as a
whoke. If a string contains multiple commands, they shall fit within the 255-character limit. The
response string for a multiple-command string shall contain the response to the last command
only.

50.2 Response string format. The ASCII response string format shal be as follows.

502.1 Terminator. Response strings shall end with CR followed by LF (hereafter CR/YF).

50.2.2 D1imit If a string contains multiple values, each value shall be separated from the
next by one comma with no spaces. Reaponse strings shall contain no delimiters before the first
value or between the last value and the CR.

502.3 C All alphabetic characte returned by the ASCII interface shall be upper case.

50.2.4 Conten If the command was coret and did not ask flr information, the response
string shall be "OK*. If the command asked for nformation, the ASCII interface shall return a
series of comma-separated parameter values. If an error occurred, the respon string shall

* D-7
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consist of 'ERROR" followed by a space, followed by the applicable error number ASCII
digits.

50.2.5 j�gjI�* Response strings shall be limited to 255 characters including the terminal
CR/LF pair.

50.3 Parameter value fonnat� The formats of parameter values for the ASCII interface shall
be as follows.

50.3.1 � Numeric parameters shall be pused in decimal integer format, which is
defined as an optional sign ('+' or '-') immediately followed by a string of decimal digits.

30.3.2 �jjJ�J� A bit field shall be represented as an unsigned decimal integer that is the
sum of the bit values in the field.

50.3.3 � Some return strings for query parameters include values other than numbers.
These strings shall consist of at most upper-came alphabetic characters, decimal digits, commas,
and asign (+or-).

50.4 Formal strina svn'- ASCII command and response strings shall use the formal syntar
description in Table 1)-i. The syntax shall tue the following rules

a. Angle brackets (c>)shali enclose item. that are defined by the formal descriptions.

b. Vertical bars (j) shall separate mets of alternatives in deriving a valid command s*ring
only one of the alternatives shall be chosen.

c. Square brackets ([J) shall enclose optional item. or mets of item.. Their presence or

absence shall not affect a string's validity.
d. Spaces shall separate sets of required items that shall oceur in the given order.

e. The ':in' sign shall mean 'consists or. The item on the left of ':=' shall consist of the
definition on the right.

f. The strings 'equals", "space', 'liT', 'IF, and 'comma' are delimiters and shall stand for
the indicated characte�

g,. The string "CR" is a terminator and shall stand for the indicated character.

h. 'CRJLF' indicates the t� characters carriage return and line feed.

L Items in quotes (") are string literais and shall stand for themseIves�

D4
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j. "he formal description shall omit the 255-character limit for <command string>s and
<response string>s, and the equivalency of lower and upper case.

50.5 Behavior of device driver buffers. .The behavior of the ASCII interface device driver
buffers shall be as follows.

50.5.1 Oerating sWttem comoatibility. The way in which the device driver buffers character
strings shall be compatible across different versions of MS-DOS.

50.5.2 Allocation and initial contents. When the driver loads, it shall allocate a command
buffer and a response buffer of 255 bytes each. At startup, the command buffer shall be empty
and the response buffer shall contain the string "ERROR 19' (device driver read before write).
This response buffer content shall apply only to the first time an ICW application accesses the
driver after boot time. The response buffer shall not automatically reset to *ERROR 19' after an
ICW application exits.

50.53 - h. Bchi. When the device driver receives a character, it shall add the character
to the command buffer and check to see if it is a redundant delimiter, a LF, or a CR. If it is
neither, the device driver shall simply return. If it is a redundant delimiter or a LF, the device
driver shall discard the character and return. If it is CR, the device driver and VDI Management
shall proces the contents of the command buffer, eecute the command, and generate a response. string before returning. The response string shall replace any existing contents of the response
buffer.

50A.4 Read Belor. Wh MS-DOS tries to read a character om the device driver, the
device driver shall cheek the response buffer. N the buffer contains characters, the device driver
shall return the first character and delete it from the buffer. If the buffer is empty, the device
driver shall return end of file (EOF, ASCII IAH under MS-DOS).

50.5.5 Close and Reopcn Behavior. Closing and reopening the device driver shall empty the
command buffer but shall not change the contents of the response buffer.

50.5.6 Behaior between # tli . If one ICW application ends and a new 1CW
application starts, the device driver shall not flush the response buffer until it receives a CIL

50.5.7 Behavior when a command exceeds 255 charact If an ICW application or authoring
system writes a command longer than 255 characte, the device driver shall discard the command
by clearing the buffer and ignoring additional characters up to the next CR. The device driver
shall then imue ERROR 17 (command too long).

50.6 Device driver function and mode oom The device driver shall work properly using
either ASCII ('rooked') or binary ("rawP) mode because 1CW applications and authoring systems
may choose either and be compliant. Applications shall not use input/output control (IOCTL)
functions cept interrupt (Int) 21H function 441, which forces a file handle opened in cooked
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mode to raw mode. ICW applications and authoring systems shall not use MS-DOS Int 21H
functions OF, 10-17, 1A, 21-24, 27, and 29H. which work with file control blocks.

50.6.1 Device driver specific functions. The version of MS-DOS and the driver type
(character) shall dctermine which device driver functions shall be supported without implenmnta-
tion, which functions shall be implemented, and which functions are optional. Device driver
functions shall be supported, implemented, or optional as specified in the following paragraphs.

50.6.1.1 MS-DOS Version 2.0 and higher. Device driver functions OOH to OCH shall be
supported. Functions OO, 04H to 08H, OAH, and OBH shall be implemented. Implementation
of functions 03H and 0CH is optional. Functions 01H, 02H, and 09H apply only to block device
drivers: these shall be supported, but shall not implemented.

50.6.12 MS-DOS versions 3.0 and 3.1. Support and inplementation requirements shall be as
stated for verson 2.0 and higher. Implementation of functions ODH, 0EH, and 10H is optional
for versions 3.0 and 3.1. Function 0FH applies only to block device driven: they shall be
supported, but shall not be implemented.

50.&1.3 MS-DOS version 3.2 and higber. Support and implementation requirements shall be
as stated for version 2.0 and higher. Implementation of functions 0DH, 0EI, 101- and 13H is
optonaL Functions OW, 1711, and 18H only apply to block device driven: these shall be
supported, but shall not be implemented.

50.6,2 Driver cm94fie. Any device driver that meets the criteria listed in 50461 sall be

ompiL Device drimr functions listed noptionshall not be required. Hower, fm a device
driver uses device driver functions that are supported only by MS-DOS version 3.0 or highe, or
MS-DOS version 32 and higher, the implementation shall clearly state the version of MS-DOS
required.

50.6.3 Optional device driver functions, Device driver functions that may be optionally
implemented shall include.: IOCTL read (03H), IOCTL write (0CH), device open (0DM3), device
close (0EH), output until busy (10H), and generic IOCTL (13H). Device drivers may use these
functions and be compliant. However, applications that use these facilities directly shall be non-
compliant because these facilities are not compliance requirements and may not be supported.

D-10
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60. BINARY INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS

60.1 Intel 80x86 Reaister Contents. Intel 80x86 microprocessor register contents shall be as
follows:

a. The AX register shall contain the token number for the command before issuing the
software interrupt to call the binary interface.

b. Thc BX register shall contain the number of parameters contained in the parameter
packet allocated in application memory before issuing the software interrupt to call the
binary interface.

c. The ES register shall contain the segment address; the DI register shall contain the
offset relative to the segment before issuing the software interrupt to call the binary
interface; and the ES:DI register pair shall contain the segment and offset address of
the parameter packet allocated in application memory.

d. On return, all register contents shall remain unchanged except the AX register. The
AX rqgier shall contain cither zero, if no error occurred, or an error code, if the
command did not execute properly.

S60.2 Softwarein . The software interrupt used by the binary inWtface shall be a
follows.

60.2.1 anm d ftfaltf 7e binay inerfam shall we a software interrupt in the imge of
60H through 661- The default shall be interrupt 60IL

60.2.2 Determination by VDI Manav-met. When VDI Management loads, it shall check the
MS-DOS cnvionment space for the variable IVINT. The variable value is a two-digit string
representing a value from 60H through 66H ("60 through '66"). If the variable is set, VDI
Management shall load its interrupt handler at the specified vector. If the variable is not sct, thc
handler shall be loaded at vector 60. If the variable value is invalid, VDI Management shall
decline to execute and display IERROR 165" (invalid interrupt number).

60.2.3 Determination bY ICW and authorin, SvWms When an ICW application or authoring
system starts, it shall che for the environment variable IVINT. If the variable is set, the ICW
appliction or authoring system shall use the specified software interrupt. If IVINT is not set, the
ICW application or authoring system shall use the default, 601L The ICW application or
authoring sytem need not verify the validity of the interrupt number. If the number is invalid,
VDI management shall not load.

60.3 Sigutu The binary interface shall include a 16.byte signature of the form
"IPRACTICES' folowed by five NULL charamrs to let appkiatiom verify that it is imtalled.
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ThDe signature shal reside at the address pointed to by the ]VINT interrupt vector minus 10H, or

if IVNT is not set, at the address pointed to by the default interrupt vector, 60H, minus 10H.

60.4 Parameter Docket structure. The structure of parameter packets used by the binary
interface shall be as follows.

60.4.1 Memory reguirements R per araneter. A parameter packet shall contain 8 bytes of
memory for each parameter. The 8-bytes shall be divided into two 32-bit blocks. The first 32-bits
shall contain the parameter token number. The second 32-bits shall contain the parameter value
or, if the parameter does not have an ascated value, it shall contain any value to act as a place
holder for return information.

60.4.2 Tokens and valum Parameter token numbers shall be constants as defined in the
individual command descriptios in the service group sections and in 60.7. Parameter values may
take diffret type depending on the infomation being paused. Valid type shall incude signed
32-bit integers, pointers consisting of a 16-bit segment and a 16-bit offset, and 32-bi unsigned bit

60.4.3 M~MW aIQlloca Memory for parameter packets shall, be allocated by ICW
applications and authoring systems in the application data segment.

60A4. Laru mW ImUSg1 Parameter packet layout shall be as specified in Table D-2. The0
length of the parameter packet shall vary with the number of parameters. Addresses of parame-
ter tobens and values within a packet mre described =hezadecimal offsets in bytes from the base
address, whic shall be loade bwt EMU augister by the applcewki prior oo doe binay ha - o
interrupt call For cramp*e ESMI[18J is the arm of memory 1811 bytes after the location
pointed to by ES.DL

60.5 Returning information in parameter oacoa& The contents of parameter packets before
and after queries, and after rounding shall he as follows.

60.5.1 HMemo alloction and pmcke contents for qur' Uf a command requests information,
the ICW or authoring system shall pass a paramete packet with sufficient space for the requested
informatkio. The space is allocted using the format specified in 60.4. A paaeelaue
structure shall define the requested information and furnish a return location

60.5.2 Values befor and after qe' On entry into VDI Mngm tthe parameter value
for a query parameter is insignificant and can be any value. When VDI Management has derived
the requested value, eithe by self inspection, calculation or interrogating the hardware, it shall
put the value into the appropriate parameter value block.

60.5.3 Vyale a"e enrs. ICYJ and authoring system. shal check register AX anid asume
that if an erro has occurred (AX # 0), any values returned in the packet are meaningless.
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60.5.4 Effects of roundina. VDI Management may round parameters, such as play speeds and
fade levcls. If so, VDI Management shall automatically change the values in the parameter
packet to the actual values used after rounding. Subsequent parameter queries shall return actual
values instead of requested values.

60.6 Parameter value formats. The formats of parameter values for the binary interface shall
be as follows.

60.6.1 Inteers. Integer quantities shall be passed as 32-bit, 2's complement, signed numbers.
in the range from -2,147,483,648 through +2,147,483,647. This is consistent with most high-level
programming languages.

60.6.2 Bit fields Bit fields shall consist of 32-bit, unsigned values.

60.6.3 Pointer. For MS-DOS, pointers follow standard far-pointer format. The most
significant 16 bits of the pointer contain the segment address: the least significant 16 bits contain
the offset within the segment. Note that this is the format used by the majority of MS-DOS
compilers, such as Microsoft C and JPI Top Speed Modula-2.

60.6.4 Strn Strings returned via the binary interface shall be passed by reference via far
pointes. The return value shall be a long pointer to an ASCII string of up to 255 printable
characters f3llowed by a NUL character (00H). Alphabetical characte= in the return string shall
be upper case. VDI Management shall allocate memory to hold return strings.

6045 QW jMg - Color arrays shal be passed by reference via fa poinm The paameter
packet shall contain three parameters, a logical color parameter, a length parameter, and an array
address parameter.

60.6.5.1 The array parameter value. The array parameter value shall be a far pointer to a
memory block allocated by the application and containing an array of palette colors.

60.6.5.2 ArraM contents. Each palette color value in the color array shall be a 32-bit structure
containing four I-byte values as follows:

a. Byte 0, the least significant byte, shall represent B(lue);

b. Byte 1 shall represent G(reen);

c. Byte 2 shall represent R(ed); and

d. Byte 3, the most significant byte, shall be reserved and shall be set to zeo VDI
Management shall return error 51 (parameter value invalid or out of range) if Byte 3,
the reserved byte, is not set to zero.
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60.6.5.3 Length parameter. The length parameter value shall be the number of 32-bit
structures in the color array.

60.6.5.4 The color parameter value. The color parameter value shall be the logical color
number to which the first palette color structure in the array is assigned. The second palette
color structure shall be assigned to the next contiguous logical-color number, and so on up to
length logical colors.

60.7 Command token numbers. ASCII commands and their equivalent binary token numbers
organized by service group shall be as specified in Table D-3. The table also indicates whether
the commands are core or extended. Core commands shall be implemented for a given service
group to be compliant. Extended commands are optional and shall be considered non-portable
unless an ICW application or authoring system is written to use them if present and also handle
program execution in their absence.

60.8 Parameter taken numbe Parameter names and their binary token numbers that shal
be used by the binary interface shall be as specified in Table D-4. The table footnote indicates
which parameters are extended. Extended parameters are optional and shall be considered non-
portable unless an ICW application or authoring system is written to use them if present and
handle program execution in their absence.
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70. SYSTEM (sy) SERVICE GROUP

70.1 Introduction. This section provides a full description of system commands, identifies
command parameters, and defines associated command return values. Command names and
token numbers shall be as specified in Table 1>3.

70.2 Command Return Values. Unless otherwise specified in this section, return values shall
be as follows.

70.2. ASCII Return Valu The ASCII return values shall be "OKV on success and
"ERROR n" on failure.

702..2 Binary Return Values. Binary return values shall be "AX-0 on success and "AX=error
number' on failure.

70.3 mEw 8 h~r Command. syCbek•krrmr shall return the number of the last error
detected by VDI Management, if present, and the command and logical device number that
caused the error. syC•hedkmrr shall then clear this error information. If an ASCI command
string contaim multiple commands and a command other than the last command in the string
causes an error, syCheckError is the only way to detect that error. Additionally-.

a. *yCbedk~ma shall not queue errors. It shall return the most recent detected error.

b. Only xyCbedWmw and xylat shall be able to clear the chek o e'no, cback ommand,
and chc device buffets. Since uyjinlt also ritializes VDI Managem t, ckering the
qutcu, canceling all pending commands, and setting up interrupts, sylolt shall not be
used simply to clear an error state.

c. If syChedkError itself causes an error, it shall not clear the check buffers. Instead,
VD1 Management shall koad the check buffers with the same error information it would
load for any other command. A subsequent call to syCbe•kError shall return and clear
this information.

d. TTying to queue xyChedkError shall cause error 177 (command cannot be queued) at
the time of attempt.

70.3.1 E VDI Management shall maintain four buffers for returning error
information; the response buffer, the check erino buffer, the check command buffer, and the
check device buffer. Actual implemetations may vary in the way they store and translate the
information required by ;yChec~o. The contents of these buffet, or traulatiom thereof,
depend upon which interface is used.
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70.3.1.1 Buffer contents using the ASCII intlerace. The ASCII interface buffer contents shall
be as follows:

a.. The response buffer shall contain the return string for the most recent command, either
"ERROR n.-" where "n.-" is an error number, "OK', or requested information.

b. The check errno buffer shall contain the error number as "n-.. of the most recent error
caused by any command, or V' (zero) if no error has occurred or the buffer has been
cleared.

c. The check command buffer shall contain the name of the command that caused the
error, or "OK" if no error has occurred or the buffer has been cleared.

d. The check device buffer shall contain the logical device number of the device that
caused the last error, or %1" (negative one) if no arro has occurred or the buffer has
been cleared. A '-1" is used to indicate a no error condition becaue zro (0) is a valid
device number.

70.3.1.2 Buffer contents using the binary intr Buffer contents using the binry interface
shall be as follows:

a. The response buffer shall contain the value to be returned in the AX register for the
most recent command, either an error number or zero if no error has occurred.

b. The check erno buftr dall contain th easr number of the mant saw wor emid
by amy command or aroa If no error has occurred or the buffer has been €lewd.

c. The check command buffer shall contain the token number of the command that
caused the error or zero if no error occurred or the buffer has been cleared.

d. The check device buffer shall contain the logical device number of the device that
caused the last errar or negative one (-1) if no error has occurred or the buffer has
been cleared. A '-1 is used to indicate a no error condition because zero (0) is a valid
device number.

70.32 CTmmand a t he ASCII and binary interface parameters for syCbedkrror
shall be as specifed in Table D-5.

70.3.2.1 Cm m a . The aimmo ad paameter shall request the command that
cauNed the last err, if pi=L .I g su , with ammnd s all ce the erro
number in the check erno buffer, and the logical draw number in the check device bufr. It
shall also lear the command name or token in the check command buffer.
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70.3.2.2 Device parameter. The device parameter shall request the logical device number of
the device associated with the command that caused the last error detected. Issuing syCheck-
Error with device shall clcar the error number in the check errno buffer, clear the command
name or token in the check command buffer, and clear the device number in the check device
buffer.

70.3.2.3 Errno parameter. The errno parameter shall request the error number of the last
error dctected. Issuing syCheckError with errno shall clear the command name or token in the
check command buffer. It shall also clear the logical device number from the check device buffer
and the error number in the check errno buffer.

70.3.3 Return values. Return values shall be as follows.

7033.1 ASCII return values.

a. On s For the command parameter, it shall return the name of the command
causing the last error as an upper-case alpha string, or *OK" if no error. For the device
parameter, it shall return the logical device number, 0 through 15, that caused the error,
or "-1" if no error was detected. For the errno parameter, the return shall be the last
error number as 'n..- or V (zero) if no error.

b. On failure. Return *ERROR n...".

70.33.2 Binary return values.

a. On- Return AX =0. Value associated with the command parameter shall be
the token number of the command that caused the error, or 0 if no error. Value
associited with the device parameter shall be the logical device number of the device
that ca•used the error, or "-1" if no error is detected. Value associated with the errno
parameter shall be the last error number as a 32-bit integer, or 0 if no error.

b. On failure Return AX = error number. Any return values in the parameter block
addresse by ESDI arc undefined and shall be ignored.

70.4 U oMM Command. syErrorMag shall return an ASCII string of up to 255 characters
that descnibes the specified error number. syErrerMsg is an extended command. Implementation
of this command shall be optional. Error handling and error message strings shall be as specified
in Section 110. ayErnwMsg is an unqueueable command. Trying to queue syErrorMsg shall
return error 177 (command cannot be queued) at the first attempt.

70.4.1 Command nsrameterm The ASCII and binary interface parameters for syEnDoMt
shall be a specified in Table D-6.
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70.4.1.1 E e garamrter The erroo parameter shall specify the error number for which a
descriptive string will be returned.

"70.4.1.2 Pmsa •.ara.ter. The pmsg parameter for the binary interface shall have an
associated return value that points to the location of the descriptive string.

70.4.2 Return values. Return values shall be as follows.

70.4.2.1 ASCII return values.

a. On sue. Return error description string.

b. On failure. Return "ERROR n...".

70.4.2.2 Binary return value.

a. On s . Return AX -0. Value associated with the pmsg parameter shall be a
32-bit pointer to a null-terminated error description string.

b. On failue. Return AX - error number. Any return values in the parameter block
addressed by ES:DI shall be undefined and shall be ignored.

70.5 skntState mand. syGetState shall return supported service groups for which VDI
Management was configured at installation, the version of the ICW portabil~ty/lMA rcommended
practices supported, and manufacturer name and verion informatiom sayGeib is a-
unquenebe command. Trying to queue this command shall return ersor 177 (commad cannot
be queued) at the time of the attempt.

70.5.1 Command Rarameters. The ASCII and binary interface parameters for syGetState shall
be as specified in Tablc D-7. If a parameter causes an error, syGtState shall return immediately
with an error message. The command shall not return partial responses for other parameters that
do not cause errors.

"70.5.1.1 Iy~jmRo. The Ivver parameter shall return the version number of the ICW
portability/NMA reommended practices with which the VDI Management software complies.
This number shall be the same as the document release number times 1000.

70.5.12 MIname and mfter naramotef The xmmm and •vu parameters shall return
the VDI Management manufacturer's name and software version numnber respectively. This
infomation shall confirm compliance with the recommended practice and for software
maintenance purposes to obtain the manF and varsion number far tuemical support. An
a ppliation may also me this information to determine If a particular imp t that
provides extended commands is present. Additionally:
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a. Because typical version numbers often contain decimal fractions, mfgver shall return an
integer representation of the actual version number times 1000. For example. version
1.1 is rcturned as 1100.

b. Mfgname shall return a string of up to eight (8) printable characters. The string shall
not include white space (ASCII 20H, 09H), backspace (ASCII 0811), comma (ASCII
2CH), CR (ASCII ODH), or LF (ASCII OAH). The binary interface shall return a null-
terminated string. Therefore, the total length may be nine (9) characters including the
null termination.

70.5.1.3 SungoFI parameter. The support parameter shall return a bit field or an ASCII
representation thereof that specifies service groups that are supported and for which VDI
Management was configured during software installation. An application should typically issuc
syGetState support immediately after sylmIt to find out if software support exists for required
service groups.

70.5.2 Return val The return values for each service group after a syGetState support
shall be as specified in Table D-.& The actual value returned shall be the sum of the listed values
for all installed service groups. For example, a binary status return of 00000i1 1B shall mean that
system, visual management, and videodisc are supported, but XY input is not. An ASCII return
value of "7 shall mean the same. Return values shall be a follows.

70.5.21 ASCII return values.

a. On . Return a mma-separated sring with respomne for each special
pameser as speciied in 70.5.1 through 70.5.1.3.

b. OnfUailu Return "ERROR n...'.

70.5.2.2 Binary return values.

a. Qn jccms. Return AX = 0. Return value associated with iwur parameter shall be a
32-bit integer as specified in 70.5.1.1. Values associated with mfgumam parameter shag
be a 32-bit pointer to a null-terminated string as specified in 70.5.1.2. Value associated
with the mfgver parameter shall be a 32-bit integer as specified in 70.5.1.2. Return
value associated with support parameter shall be a 32-bit field as specified in 70.5.1.3.

b. On failu. Return AX = error number. Any return values in the parameter block
addressed by ES:DI are undefined and sha& be ignored.

70.6 Hvllt command, syhdt shall initialize VDI Management and the sy service group, and
shall confirm emmuniation between VDI Management and the application. sylalt shall
prepare the system for other VDI Management commands, although specific actions taken by
sylslt are implementation dependent. sylalt is an unqueueable command. Trying to queue this
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command shall result in error 177 (command cannot be queued) at the time of the attempt.
Additionally:

a. Execution of sylnit shall not replace initialization commands for the other service
groups. It may, however, attach proper interrupts to proper ports, set proper softwarc
interrupts, disable non-ICW operating modes, and do other basic start-up actions.

b. syllt shall set the default logical device or logical source for all service groups to zero.

c. sylult shall clear the error buffers used by syCheckEmwr.

d. sylunt shall issue syQueme dar,statenO to clear the command queue and turn it ofW

e. Applications shall make no assumptions about the state of the ICW system or the
presence of service groups after execution of sylalt. Applications shall use ayGetStae
to determine which services are present and issue initialization commands for the
individual service groups that are required.

70.6.1 Command parameters. sylnit shall have no parameters.

70.6.2 Return values. Return values shall be as specified in 70.2.

70.7 WymMe Command. shall manage a fixed-length internal queue with mextly 10
slots for storing 10 commands. The queue shall be capable of being turned on and o5M cleared,
and emcuted. syQ*ue shall execute queued commands in the order ian which t&by am queued
and, if pomblet miute adjacent commands in the same vertical interval.

70.7.1 Command parame The ASCII and binary interface parameters for sy~wue shall
be as specified in Table D-9.

70.7.1.1 Cker gramete. The clear parameter shall clear the queue of all commands without
executing them. Clear shall not change the queue's ste (on or off). If the queue is on when
cleared, subsequent commands shall be accumulated until the queue is explicitly turned of.
Cearing an empty queue shall have no effect and shall not be an error.

70.7.12 Exute omrameter. The cuoa parameter shall instruct VDI Management to
execute all commands in the queue as quickly a pmsible. sjQ oacutA shall not clear the
queue or affect the queue's on or off state. A queue that has been turned off shall remain
executable. Executing an empty queue shall have no effect and shall not be an error.

70.7.13 Ong Th•e. stae pamater hall turn thequeue o andoff. Stat -I shall
instruct VDI Management to store at most 10 commands for later encution. If more than 10
commands ae ibued while the queue is on, the extra commands shal return error 176 (queue
full), and the commands in the queue shall be left intact. Stam=O shall instruct VDI Manage-
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ment to resume immediate execution of the commands without storing them in the queue.
Commands already in the queue shall remain unchanged and unexecuted. Turning a queue on
that is already on, or off that is already off shall have no cffect and shall not be an error.

70.7.1.4 Combining ,mramjter The execute parameter shall always take precedence. Either
syQueue clear execute or syQueue execute clear may be used to execute commands and clear the
queue. Because execute has the higher priority, syQueue acts on execute first in both examples.
Similarly, syQueue state=1 execute and syQueue state=O execute work as expected, executing the
queue then turning it on or off, respectively.

70.71. Command limitations

70.7.2.1 Unueueable ommands. Unqueueable commands shall be as specified in Table D-10.
This table lists commands that shall not be queued either because requested information would be
lost after syQueue execute, or bemuse their behavior could disrupt the queue or the execution of
subsequent queued commands. If an application tries to queue an unqueueable command except
syQueme, which executes immediately, the illegal command shall immediately return error 177
(command cannot be queued). This error and error 176 (queue full) shall be the only errons that
can be returned while the queue is on. syQueue shall ignore illegal commands. An unqueueable
command shall not be queued and shall not affect the status of the queue. Similarly, if the queue

S is full, syQ shall ignore all attempts to queue additional commands.

70.72.2 Queued comanmds resultin in erhur If a queued command results in an error, the
error shall not be detected until syQ -u rmet-.. When the error is detected, yQ mn sha
return immediately without cmcuting any remaining commands in the queue. However, syQuen
does not return an error. Therefore, it is good practice to issue syCheekErrr immediately after
syQueue xcute to determine if an error occurred during queue execution. This is the only
systematic way to detect such error

70.73 Rtr•ri.all Return values shall be as specified in 70.2.

70.8 syStoo Command syStop shall free all possible resources used by the interfaces and VDI
Management to make the resources available for non-ICW use. An attempt to queue syStop
shall cause error 177 (command cannot be queued) at the time of the attempt.

70.8.1 Command srmeten, syStop shall have no parameters.

70.8.2 Return values. Return values shall be as specified in 70.2.
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80. VISUAL-MANAGEMENT (yin) SERVICE GROUP

80.1 Introduction. This section provides a full description of visual-management (yin)
commands, identifies command paramctcrs and defines associated command return valucs.
Commnand names and token numbers shall be as specified in Table D-3.

80.2 Command return valu. Unless otherwise specified in this section, return values shall he
asfollows.

80.2.1 ASCII return values. The ASCII return values shall be "OK" on success and *ERROR
n ...* where "n... is an error number on failure.

80.2.2 Binary return valu Binary return values shall be *AX=O" on success and "AX-error
number" on failure.

803 Geea qieeis The vin service group shall be in accordance with the following
general requirements, Individual command descriptions shal be in accordance with these require-
ments.

.80.3.1 gm mk m~ Stand" graphics modes returned by BIOS hIt 1OH, service
OFH, for IBM and compatible personal computers shall be as specified in Table D-I 1. Compliant
systems need not support all listed mode= A systemn that dlaini support for a listed mode shal
implement the mode as listed (excpt as specified in K03.1.1). ICW and authoring systems may
support but shall not require unlisted nonstandard graphics modes.

80.3.1. 4-'1fo ok Modes 0 through 3 are ovierlay modes for all
adapter types 'Thwerere, whnthe video mode is not set to "native, they shall be restricted to
200 lines regardless at how many lines the adlapiter would normally use (see 80.8 and 80.11 )

80&3.1.2 kgohi1 xki diffge~ Wrplicsads ICW and authoring systems written for
a compliant platform based on one graphics adapter may not be portable to a compliant platform
bused on a different adapter. For example, a compliant application that uses mode 19 would not
be portable to a compliant platform that is limited to EGA modes

80.32 MoeVDJ Mangement inilm entatoon MS-DOS based systems shall niot
be required to implement mode trapping of hut 10H. However, VDI developers may implement
mode trapping to protect against disruption of the graphics and backgoun video by applications
that change modes using direct hut 10H calls instead of the vmn commands.

80-3.3 CinikControl of genlocking shall be the rscponsibility of the VDI
MInagemeW developer and shall not be included in the vm service group.

803.4 ft~ kukgzmatzbWAia. To ensiure the compatibility of hardware, VD1
Maagmet software and ICW applications, the active graphics screen for a given application

shoul always have the same position relative- to the active video and be of the same size. However,
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the proper position of graphics can vaty with the video standard (NTSC verus PAL), the graphics
mode, and the adapter type (VGA versus CGA and EGA). Consequently, applications that require
exact registration and graphics screen size -- within one or two pixels or lines -- may requirc user
calibration at run time.

80.3.4.1 Graphics tositioning. No absolute specification exists for the size and position of the
background video and the position can vary in past-production generation of videodiscs. However,
proper graphics registration to a nominal video image can be calculated with reasonable accuracy.
The IMA Recommended Practices, Appendix A, explains how to determine horizontal and vertical
graphics positions for both NISC and PAL video. If exact positioning is critical, application
developers shall provide a position reference frame on the videodisc to allow dynamic positioning of
the graphics plane each time the application is initialized. VDI Management shall implement the vm
command set for varying the graphics origin, both horizontally and vertically.

80.3.4.2 Graphics width? Proper graphics registration requires accurately setting the graphics
width as well as the origin. Correctly setting the origin but using an incorrect width results in
improper registration on the right side of the video. Generating the graphics clock so that exactly
912 clock cycles equal one horizontal period assures proper width. If an overlay method does not
guarantee this relationship, VDI Management shall provide a way to adjust the graphics width; an
extended parameter in the vm command set supports setting the total width of the active graphics.
In addition, videodisc application developers shall provide a reference frame that contains both left
and right registration information.

W803.5 VGA emulation of CGA and EGA. VDI Managent implementations for VOA overlay
systems shall support both graphics that map to the left and right edges of active video (standard
VGA) and, for those overlay modes that are CA.EGA-lmpatbIle, emulatdom of true COGA and
EGA systems that leave a border around all edges of active graphics.

80.3.6 Fade and dissolve levels and rounding. Ranges for fade and dissolve levels and roundingt
methods shall be as specified in the following paragraphs. As a minimum, video and graphics on/off
capabilities, and video only versus hard keying shall be supported.

80.3.6.1 Fade levels. Applications shall pass video and graphics fade levels to VDI Management
as integers in the range 0-255, the extremes of which shall represent full off and full on, respectively.
Intermediate values shall represent linear transitions of intensity from full off to full on.1

803.6.2 Dissolve leve Applications shall pass dissolve levels as integers in the range 0-255,
where 0 shall represent display of video only and 255 shall represent hard keying (transparent colors
are full video, opaque colors are full graphics).

803.6.3 Bgudig VDI Management shall allocate each available hardware setting a level in
the range 0-255 and round passed values to the nearest possible level. If a fader is uneven,
rounding ranges shall be adjusted accordingly. On a system with no fade or dissolve circuitry, VDI
Management shall switch to full off for levels 0-127 and full on for levels 128-255.
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80.3.6.4 Fades and dissolves with nonuero times. For fades and dissolves that use nonwo time
periods, the fade or dissolve levels shall be calculated as:

Time Since Start
Current Level -- Start Level + Fade or Dissolve Duration x (End Level - Start Level)

The fade and dissolve levels shall then be rounded (see 80.2.6,3).

80.4 vmFade Command. vmFade shall set the absolute levels of the graphics plane (gJevel) and
the video plane (vlevel), and the relative levels of video to graphics (dievel) displayed on the
screen. The specified level paramcetr shall change to the specified level value over the specified
tfme The command shall return immediately, or after the specified level is reached if wait is
specifie

80.4.1 eommnd Ma ters. ASCII and binary interface parameters for mfalde shall be
as specified in Table D-2. Additionally:.

80.4.1.1 Dlee lgaet. The devel parameter shall create transitions or dissolves between
video only and hard keying (transparent colors are full video, opaque colors are full graphics). If a
"stem cannot do dissolves, it shall switch to all video when dievel is 0-127 and to hard keying when
dvme is 128-255.

80.4.1.2 G1M gira . The gel parameter shall set the absolute intensity of the graphics
plane in the range 0-255 (full of! to full on). If a system supports graphics on and off only, it shall
switch graphics on if gleke is 128-255 and off if Sind is 0.127.

80.4.13 Vve R met. The vevel parameter shall set the absolute intensity of the video
plane in the range 0-255 (full off to full on). If a system supports video on and off only, it shal
switch video on if visd is 128-255 and off if vleml is 0-127.

80.4.1.4 71m SI j cnte . The time parameter shall specify the number of milliseconds over
which the fade or dissolve occms. If necessa, VDI Management shall round time to the nearest
value the system supports. The thme parameter shall function the same even if the hardware or
system software does not support fades or dissolves.

80.4.1.5 I•af u•n . If the wait parameter is specified, vFade shall not return until the
fade or dissolve has reached the specified level value at the end of the specified ,bm If waft as
not used, vmide shall return immediately and the fade or dissolve shall mecute as a background
task. The walt parameter shall function the same even if the system does not support fades or
dissolves.

80.4.2 Bgt yj Return values sall be folLo.

80.4.2.1 ASI return v Return values shall be a specified in 80.2.
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0.4.2.2 Bin=r return vali

a. On success. Return AX =0. Value associated with the dievel, cleel, or Ylevel
paramctcr shall be a 32-bit integer that gives the actual level that will he set after
rounding, if rounding is required.

b. OnDfalure Return AX = error number.

80.5 vunGetP&lette Command. vmGetPalette shall return the amounts of red, green, and blue
components in a specified logical color via the ASCII interface, or one or more sets of component
values for contiguous logical colors via the binary interface. Trying to queue vzwGethictte shall
result in error 117 (command cannot be queued) at the time of the attempt.

8W.5.1 CmadRrmts.The ASCII and binary interface parameters for vioGetPalette
shall be asspecified in Table D-13. Additionally:

a. Values returned by vinGet~alette may not exactly match values set with vzuSetPalette
because of rounding when v.nSetPallette component values do not match the component
levels available on a specific system. Fobr example, a system with four levels per
component (0, 85, 170, and 255) will return a component value of 85 even though the
value specified by YuSet~alette was 50.

b. VDI Management shall not maintain palette arrays that are directly accessible by
application. Palete arrays fo~r vnta shealel be allocated by the application. To
allocate mnemory in bytes for a palette array, use length x 4.

c. If a parameter causes an error, vinG*UtakMl shall return indately with an error
me=Ssae The; command shall not rieturn partial responses for other parameters that do
not cause errors.

80.5.1.1 Color + r. X. and b Dararneters. These parameters shall apply to both the ASCII and
binar interfaces. The color parameter shall define the logical color number for which r, g& and b
component values are returned. Logical color numbers shal range frm zero to the value returned
by vu~itStft. logolors minus one. Exactly one color parameter shall be listed. Specifying color
twice shall cause error 54 (parameter used more than once). Omitting collor or failing to include at
least one of r, S, and bi shall cause error 49 (insufficient parameters). Any or all of r, &. and b can
be listed with a color. voGeftalette shall return a comma-separated list of the requested integer
values via the ASCII interface, or a 32-bit integer for each requested component via the binary
interface.

80.5.) 2 Color + IMath and err. narame The length and array parameters shall only be
availbl with fth binar interfac.- They shall furnish a way to pms a pointer to -n array for
storing a set of palette values in application memory. Additionally:
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a. The value associated with array shall be a 32-bit pointer to a memory block containing
one or more 4-byte structures. Array shall point to memory allocated by the application.
The contents of each structure in the palette array shall bc:

(1) Byte 0, the least significant byte, shall represent blue,

(2) Byte I shall represent green,

(3) Byte 2 shall represent red, and

(4) Byte 3 is reserved and shall always set to zro.

b. The length parameter shall specify the number of 4-byte structures in the array. The
values in the fist structure of the array shall be the logical color number specified by the
eolor parameter. The second structure shall relate to color+1, the third to elor+2, an
so on up to the number of structures specified by lekgth.

c. Using the higt* and array parameter with any of r, S or b shall caue error 50
(parameters canot be ued togther). Specifying a bllt of less than one, or a color
number of hm than zer or greater ta bqlokn mius one shall return enr- 51
(parameter value invalid or out of range). Error 51 shall also be returned if the sum of
eler + bngth is greater than bogeolore.

8.5.2 ag ju m Return values for v•.etPalme shall be as follows

80-5'J.I ASS retun values.

a. On Return comuna-separated list of requested r, &g and b component values in
the range V0 to '255' for color.

b. On Failur. Return "ERROR n....

80.5.1.2 Binarv return vh

a. Q8u Return AX -0. Values associated with r, g. and b parameters shall be
32-bit integers in the range 0-255 for color. Value uaciated with lekgth parameter shall
be a 32-bit integer giving the number of 4-byte structures in a palette array allocated by
the application. Value associated with array parameter shall be a 32-bit pointer to the
palette array. With lengtb and m y, the value associated with color shall be the first
logical color in a contiguous series in the palette array.

b. On Retm AX - error number. Any return values in the parameter block
addrmed by ESDI are undefined and shal be ignored.
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80.6 v..GetSate Command. vmGetState shall return information about the state of the visual-
management service group including the current settings of variable parameters and available
resources such as palette size and number of video sources. Trying to queue vmGetState shall
cause error 177 (command cannot be queued) at the time of the attempt.

80.6.1 Command parameters. The ASCII and binary interface parameters for vmGetState shall
be as specified in Tables D-14 and D-15, respectively. If a parameter causes an error, vmGetState
shall immediately return with an error message. The command shall not return partial responses
for other parameters that do not cause errors. Trying to queue vmGetState shall cause error 177
(command cannot be queued) at the time of the attempt.

80.6.1.1 Color Darameter. The color parameter shall request the transparency setting for a
specified logical color number. A return value of one shall mean that the specified color is set to
transparent: zero shall mean the specified color is opaque (see 80.6.1.2).

80.6.1.2 Enable Darameter. The enable parameter shall return one if logically transparent colors
arc currently physically transparent to the video plane. Transparent colors shall be those set to
transparent with vmSetTrans color-(loglcal color number), Utte-l. After vmSetTrans
enable=l, these colors shall reveal the video plane. After vSetTranus emsble-0, all graphics
colors including transparent colors shall be visible and entirely cover the video plane.

80.6.13 Delsource parameter. The dersource parameter shall return the default logical video
source in the range 0-15. A video source shall always be selected, but the source number does not
necessarily equal the default device number. This mapping shall be determined at VDI
installation/configuration time. The default video source shall be defined m source ro unless
vaSetVids desoumr is med to change it.

80.6.1.4 Dlevel. elevel. and vlevel parameters. The dlevel, glevel, and vlevel parameters shall
return current levels in the range 0-255 for the dissolve level, graphics plane, and the video plane,
respectively. The return values shall be the actual values existing at the time of request and may
differ from the values requested by vmFade because of rounding.

80.6.1.5 Emulation Rarameter. The emulation parameter shall return the state of VGA
emulation of CGA and EGA graphics versus VGA native mode. Implementations that support
CGA or EGA graphics only shall always return a value of one (on).

80.6.1.6 Gmode Parameter. The gmode parameter shall return the current graphics mode. For
MS-DOS, Intel 80X86 Architecture systems, the mode returned shall be the same value that would
be returned by a request to BIOS interrupt 10H, service OFH (see 80.3).

80.6.1.7 Horml and !etuix ISrameters. The borzplx and vertpix parameters shall return the
current pixl resolution.

80.6.1.8 Loucolors and Dhvscolors parameters. The logeolors parameter shall return the
number of logical colors (simultaneously displayable colors) that are available. The physailors
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parameter shall return the range of colors (palette size) that can be assigned to logical colors.
Both return values are determined by the capabilities of the graphics hardware and mode.

80.6.1.9 Trauscolors parameter. The trauscoliors parameter shall return the total number of
logical colors that can be made transparent with vasSetfrans.

80.6.1.10 Tsourmes parmmeter. The tsources parameter shall return the total number of video
sources for which VDI Management was installed.

80.6.1.11 Vmode Darameter. The vmode parameter shall return the video mode as set by
vmSetVideo. The vmode shall be either 0 (native), 1 (National Television Standards Committee -
NTSC), or 2 (Phase Alternation by Line - PAL). Native mode shall be a nonoverlay mode, but
shall not change overlay parameters. NTSC and PAL indicate the system is configured for the
indicated video standard.

80.6.1.12 Width aAMtr. The width parameter shall return the total graphics width in
nanoseconds. This parameter shall allow applicatiom to accurately establish the right edge of the
active graphics area relative to background video. Width shall be an extended parameter. Using
an unimplemented extended parameter shall cause error 52 (parameter invalid for this command).

80.6.1.13 Xoffstet and w2ristDarameters. The xolhet and yoffset shall provide the offset of the
graphics plane relative to the video plane in piaces as set by vnSatGraphles. The origin of the U
graphics plane shall be the upper left corner of the graphics display area.

80.6.2 HM= values. Return values salbe asfollow,

80,6.2,1 ASCII return vWue.

a. On success. Return a comma-separated list of values for requested parameters as
specified in 80.6.1 through 80.6.1.13.

b. On fai . Return "ERROR n..."

80.62.2 B y return val.

a. Onsues. Return AX - 0. Values associated with requested parameters shall be
32-bit values of the types specified in Table D-15.

b. Qn aifa Return AX = error number. Any return values in the parameter block
addrened by S-DI are undefned and shall be ignored.

80.7 "ft om d vm~alt shall initialize the visual management hardwwe and softw• e,
placing both in a known state. Trying to queue vulalt shall cause error 177 (command cannot be
queued) at the time of the attempt.
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80.7.1 Command narameters. vmlnit shall have no command parameters.

80.7.2 Conditions set by vmlnit. The parameters and values that shall be set by vmlaft shall bc
as specified in Table D-16.

80.73 Return values. Return values shall be as specified in 80.2-

80.8 mSetGraghJcs Command. vmSetGraphics shall set the graphics mode and the position of
the graphics plane relative to the video plane.

80.8.1 Command parameters. The ASCII and binary interface parameters for vmSet-Graphlcs
shall be as specified in Table D-17.

80.8.1.1 Emulation parameter. The emulation parameter shall control VGA emulation of CGA
and EGA horizontal graphics positioning in overlay modes. If mulatloa-1, the default set by
vnihut, a VGA adapter shall leave the same borders on the right and left edges of active graphics
as a true CGA or EGA adapter. If emulation-0, the graphics from a VGA adapter shall cover
the entire width of the background video. Issuing vmLSetGraphlcs emulation-0 on a true CGA or
EGA-based system shall return error 194 (unsupported graphics mode).

80.8.12 Giode Rarameter. The gmode parameter shall set the graphics display mode. This
parameter shall place mode changes under VDI Management control to minimize screen
disruption, as opposed to using mode functions furnished separately with development systems.
For MS-DOS, Intel 80X86 architecture systems, the goude value passed shall be in accordance
with IBM graphics mode numbers as returned by BIOS interrupt 10H, service OFHL

80.8.13 Width pTrameter. The width parameter shall set the total graphics width in
nanoseconds. This parameter shall allow applications to accurately establish the right-hand edge of
the active graphics area relative to background video. Width shall be an extended parameter.
Using an unimplemented extended parameter shall cause error 52 (parameter invalid for this
command).

80.8.1.4 Xo91h0i and voffset parameters. The xoffset and yoffset parameters shall set the offset
of the upper left corner of the graphics display area relative to video. These parameters shall shift
the entire graphics display area up, down, left, and right within the video raster in one-pixel
increments. Positive values shall shift down and right; negative values shall shift up and left.
Additionally:

a. Systenms which are unable to set these parameters in one-pbiel increments shall round to
the nearest possible offset. For example, a system that can only offset by four pixels
would result in no offset for vmSetGuaphlcs xiffaet-2, while vmSetGrapblsxtoffset-3
would result in an actual offset of four.
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b. Offset values shall be absolute, not cumulative. Issuing vuSetGrapbics yoffset=4 twice
shall result in an offset of four, not eighL Values that exceed the maximum that a
system can shift the graphics plane shall result in the maximum possible shift.

c. The offset values set by vmSetGraphlcs shall remain in effect until explicitly reset by
vmSetGraphlcs or vMlnlL They shall not change for graphics mode changes because of
differences in pixel sizes .among modes.

d. The xoffset and yoffset parameters shall be used for correcting graphics registration to
video. Applications shall not use them for special effects, such as scrolling the screen,
which may cause screen disturbances.

e. vmGetState shall return actual X and Y offsets rather than the values requested by
vmSetGrtphlks. These values may not agree with the values set by vmSetGmphlcs if
the specified values exceed the mimum amount the system can shift the graphics plane
or the system has rounded the values to compensate for a lack of resolution.

80.8.2 Return vlues. Return values shall be as specified in 80.2.

80.9 wmSetPakfte Command. vmSetPalette shall set the proportions of the red, green, and
blue components in a specified logical color as real numbers in the range 0-255, where 255 is fully
saturated. Component values shall be set for single colors via the ASCII interface, and for single
or contiguous multiple colors via the binary interface depending on the calling parameteaL

80.9.1 Command nruug The ASCII and binary interface parameters for vmS-Ialdette
shall be as specfied in Table D-I&

80.9.1.1 Cdor + re.. andW b prTmes•e parametm shall apply to both the ASCII and
binary interfaces. The color parameter shall define the logical color number for which r, L, and b
component values are set. Logical color numbers shall range from zero to the value returned by
vmGetState logeolors minus one. VDI Management shall map the specified component levels to
the color as closely as possible given the size of the available palette. Exactly one color parameter
shall be listed. Specifying color twice shall cause error 54 (parameter used more than once), while
omitting color entirely or failing to include at least one of r, g, and b shall cause error 49
(insufficient parameters) (see 80.5.1.1).

80.9.1.2 Color + lenath and array parameters. The length and array parameters shall only be
available with the binary interface. They shall provide a way to pass a pointer to an array for
storing a set of palette values in application memory (see 80.5.1.2).

80.9.2 Rgm ale.N Return values shall be as specified in paragraph 80.2.

80.10 mS s Command. vSetTrs shall set logical colors to transparent or opaque and
shall turn physical transparency on and off.
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80.10.1 Command narameters. The ASCII and binary interface parameters for vmSetTrus
shall be as specif'ed in Table D-19.

80.10.1.1 Clear parameter. The clear parameter shall set the transparency state (see paragraph
80.9.1.2)) of all logical colors to zero (off). (Note that this not only turns transparency off but also
changes the values of color attributes). The clear parameter shall not affect any parameters other
than the state parameters for all logical colors. Using clear with any other parameter shall return
error 50 (parameters cannot be used together).

80.10.1.2 Color and state parameters. The color and state parameters shall collectively set
logical colors to opaque or transparent. vmSetTraus color-(holcMal color number), state-i shall
make colors transparent: vmSetTrans color=Qogical color number), state-B shall make colors
opaque. Use the enable parameter to temporarily override transparent colors.

80.10.13 Enable parameter. The enable parameter shall control physical transparency on the
display screen. vmSetTrans enable-i shall make all designated transparent colors actually become
transparent to the video plane. vmSeffrans enable=O shall make all colors physically opaque
regardless of their transparency settings. The default for enable after a vmluit shall be zero
(transparency off).

80.10.2 Return value. Return values shall be as specified in 80.2.. 80.11 vmSetVld, ComWm vmSetVldeo shall set the video mode and select the video input
source if mmme than one source is available. A video source shall be selected. Ham , the
source number may not equal the current default player number. For eamnple, logical player zero
may be logical video source one. This mapping shall be done during VDI ]dmuagemet intaflationt
configuration.

80.11.1 Command parameters. The ASCII and binary interface parameters for vmSetVideo
shall be as specified in Table D-20.

80.11.1.1 Dersource parameter. The defsouree parameter shall select a video input source in
the range 0-15 when more than one video source is available. The default at start-up shall be
source zero. After a player is selected with vdSet defdevlke (see Section 90), it shall be activated
as a video source by vmsetvkdeo defsource.

80.11.1.2 Vmode 2arameter. The vuode parameter shall indicate to the visual-management
system which video standard incoming video and the monitor are using. This lets VDI Manage-
ment use the appropriate timing values for the standard. Vmodewl shall set NTSC-U.S., and
vmode=2 shall set PAL-European. vmsetvdsm vmede=0 (native) shall set the system to the func-
tionality and appearance that the computer would use if it were not an ICW system. This setting
shall aho turn overlay off without affecting any other overlay parameters. vmuetvidei vmede may
cause screen disturbances because of the asynchronous rates of the graphics and video signals.

80.112 Return Return values shall be as specified in 80.2.
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90. VIDEODISC (vd) SERVICE GROUP

90.1 Introduction. This section provides a full dcmripton of videodisc (vd) commands.
identifies command parameters, and defines associated command return values. Command names
and token numbers shall be as specified in Table D-3.

90.2 Command return values. Unless otherwise specified in this section, return values shall
be as follows.

90.2.1 ASCII return valucz. The ASCII return values shall be "0K" on success and
"ERROR n... where "n.-" is an error number on failure.

902.2 Binar, return value' Binary return values shall be "AX=0 on suess and
"AX-error numbere on failure.

90.3 General reTdrements. The vd service group shall be in accordance with the following
general requirements. Individual command descriptions shall be in accordance with these
requirements.

90.3.1 Constant angular veloMit (CAV) and constant linear vekoity (CLV) videodisc
Su Compant players shall upWort both constant angular velocity (CAV) an conamn
linear velocity (CLV) videodisc. The individual command descriptions indicate commands and 4
parameters that shall only apply to CLV videodiswx

90.32 i=JIb•im when Searching for a frme or chate, players
shan use intant jumps if posl. If not, the search shall be at the fastest possible Speed.
Blanking during searches is automatic and, therefore, shall not be under VDI Management
controL

90.33 Fields. frames. and chapter Videodisc commands shall assume that all frame
numbers use two fields per frame. The command set shall assume that frame numbers are always
available from CAV and never from CLV, and that chapter numbers may be available from
either.

90.3.4 a Play speeds shall be expressed as integer ratios of 1000, which shall be
defined, as the norm speed of either 25 frames per second (fps) for PAL, or 30 fps for NTSC.
Values less than 1000 shall represent speeds below normal. Values greater than 1000 shall
represent speeds above normal. Speeds in fps shall be calculated as the product of the speed
value and the default number of frames per second divided by 1000. For example, on an NTSC
system, a speed of 50 specifies a rate of (500 x 30 fps) divided by 1000, or 15 fps,

90.3.4.1 PermssimubiM. For players in CAV mode, ICW and authoring systems
shall ssme that speed 1000, at least one speed slower than 1000, and at least one speed faster
than 1000 are available. For players in CLV mode, ICW and authoring systems shall not mume
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play speeds other than 1000 arc available. Because wcan speeds vary among players, ICW and
authoring systems shall make no assumptions about scan speeds other than that they are faster
than speed ItXX).

90.3.4.2 Rounding. If a rcquested speed is not 1000, VDI Management shall round from
the specified speed to the nearest supported speed, except that values shall never be rounded to 0
or 1000 except for players in CLV mode that support normal speed only. For CLV players that
support normal speed only, all non-zero spexds other than IN(X) shall he rounded to 1000. Speed
requests of zero shall result in an error.

903.4-3 Ounday s•ie•eds. Boundary speed parameter values shall be as specified in Table
V-21. These values shall be used for specifying several boundary speeds without knowing the
exact speeds available from a given player.

90.4 vdGetState command. vdGetState shall return information about the videodisc player
specified by device parameter, or the default player if no device number is specified. Trying to
queue vdgetstate shall cause error 177 (command cannot be queued) at the time of the attempL

90.4.1 Command naramt The ASCII and binay interface parameters for vdgetstate
shall be as spcci*id in Tabks D-22 amd D-23, repectively. If a pameser u an error,
vdGetState shall return immediately with the error message. The command shall not return
partial responses for other parameters that did not cause errors.

90.4.1.1 Audol and Audio2 pramete. The audisl and aadlo2 parameters shall return
one if the respective audio channel is on, and zero if it is off

90.4.1.2 Cdisplav Rarameter. The cdIsplay parameter shall return one if the player's
chapter number display is on, and zero if it is noL Using edisplay with videodiscs that do not
have chapter numbers shall return error 88 (unablc to return requested information). Cdlsplay
shall be an extended parameter. Using an unimplemented extended parameter shall cause error
52 (parameter invalid for this command).

90.4.1.3 CMter Rarameter. The chapter parameter shall return the current videodisc
chapter number. vdGetState chapter shall return error 86 (device not ready) if the videodisc is
not spinning normally, and error 88 (unable to return requested information) if the videodisc does
not have chapter numbers. Chapter shall be an extended parameter. Using an unimplemented
extended parameter shall cause error 52 (parameter invalid for this command).

90.4.1.4 Def. 1mrametr The defdevlce parameter shall return the default logical
player number as set by vdSet defdevw or vihnk VDI Management shall direct all videodisc
commands to this player unless a command contains a device parameter directing it to a different
player (see 90.4.1.5).
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90.4.1.5 Device ograme. The device parameter shall direct vdGetState to the specified
logical player number regardless of the current player number as set by vdSet defdevie. Because.
in general, device only affects the command with which it is associated, the parameter shall not
affect the return value for defdevice (see 90.4.1.4) when the two parameters are used together.
Additionally:

a. Specifying device with no other parameter shall return error 49 (insuffcient
parameters).

b. Specifying a nonexistent or uninstalled player shall return error 160 (invalid

device number).

c. Specifying an uninitialized player shall return error 81 (device not initialized).

90.4.1.6 Dlsctvm Darameftr. The dLsctye parameter shall return one if the videodisc is a
CLV disc, and zero if it is a CAV disc.

90.4.1.7 Door.ImrJIJter The door parameter shall return one if the player door is open,
and zero if it is closed. If an implementation supports the door parameter but a playe does not
support reporting its status, VDI Management shall return error 88 (unable to return requested
informaiom). Dee dsa be an extended parameter. Using ani Imp-emented tended
parameter shall cause error 52 (parameter invalid for this command).

90.4.1.8 fgrm.e yrameter. The frame parameter shall return the cureat frame number of
the vWiodi play. vdGetStat f•ame a. shal reurn error 86 (devie not ready) if the
videodisc is not spinning normally. Frnme shall return error 88 (unable to return requested
information) for CLV discs.

90.4.1.9 ldxdlsglav narameter. The iddilsplay parameter shall return one if player's frame
number (CAV) or time (CLV) display is on, and zero if it is not.

90.4.1.10 Motion parameter. The motion parameter shall return the state of a background
play or scan. If the laser is reading the videodisc during a play or scan sequence either backward
or forward, motdn. shall return one. Otherwise, it shall return zero.

90.4.1.11 Remote .ara The remote parameter shall return one if the player's remote
control unit is on., and we o if it is off or not supported. Remote shall be an extended parameter
using an unimplemented extended parameter shall cause error 52 (parameter invalid for this
command).

904.1.12 Snd. The sped parameter shall reun the atualplyer speed
multiplied by 1000 or 999999 if the playe is in scan mode. A return of zero shall indicate the
player is parked or on a still frame.
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90.4.1.13 .gjlnp.ajmet. The spin parameter shall return zero if the player is parked, or
one if the videodisc is spinning and the player is ready to accept motion commands.

90.4.1.14 Tdevices parameter. The •devices parameter shall return the total number of
logical players for which VDI Management was configured when it was installed. If only one
player is connected, it shall be numbered zero, and idevices returns one.

90.4.1.15 Video parameter. The video paramcter shall rcturn one if the playcr's vidco
channel is on and zero if it is not.

90.4.2 Return values. Return values shall be as follows.

90.4.2.1 ASCII return valu.

a. On siis. Return a comma-separated list of values for requested parameters as
specified in 90.4.1 through 90.4.1.5.

b. On failure Return "ERROR n....

90.4.2.2 Binary return values.

a. n success. Return AX =0. Values associated with requested parameters shall
ibe 32-bit values of the types specified in the binary parameters of Table D-23.

b. Onfailjs. Return AX - error number. Any return values in the parameter
block addressed by ES:DI are undefined and shal be ignored.

90.5 vdl-ft Commn vdblt shall initialize videodisc hardware and the vd software service
group, placing both in a known state. vdl,,t shall be used for each attached player that will be
used by the application. Trying to queue vdlnit shall cause error 177 (command cannot bc
queued) at the time of the attempt. Additionally:

a. This command shall interrupt any other player motion command that did not
include a wait parameter, in which caue, the application shall not be able to issue
vYIait until the motion command is complete. vdniut shall be a synchronous
command. It shall not return control to the application until it has succeeded or
detected an error condition.

b. To keep disturbances to a minimum, VDI Management shall turn video and
audio off at the player, spin up the videodisc, then turn video and audio back on.
The resulting display after vdlat varies with videodisc type. With CAV
vileodiscs, video remains viible with the player fro 2 on the first available
frame. With most CLV videodiscs, the player automatically blanks video.
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90.5.1 Command prmeter The ASCII and binary interface parameters for vdlht shall
be as specified in Table D-24. This command may be issued with no parameters. Specifying a
nonexistent or uninstallcd device shall cause crror 160 (invalid device number).

90.5.1.1 l)evke parameter. The device parameter shall specify the logical device number of
the player to be initialized. If device is omitted. vdisit shall either initialize logical device zero or
reinitialize the default device as set by vdSet defdevkce.

90.5.2 Conditions set by vdlnlt. The parameters and parameter values that shall be set by
vdlnit shall be as specified in Table D-25. vdlnit shall return an error if any parameter specified
in Table D-25 has an undefined value. Additionally:

a. If the videodisc player supports a character gcneratcf, vdlit shall turn that
function off.

b. With systems that do not support the door parameter, VDI Management shall
return error 80 (initialization error) if an application issues vilalt with the player
door open. Therefore, the application should prompt the used to insert the
videodisc and close the player door before issuing vdinlt.

90.53 Retur Return values shall be as specified in 90.2.

90.6 Multisid and Multidisc agligati. Many applications me both sides of a videodisc
or muliple diss. Such applications need a way to emure that the proper side of a disc or the
proper disc is imerted in the player. There awe at leat three ways to do this.

a. The first and simplest method is to display a reference frame that contains a key
characterc and ask the usmr if the chrctristic is present. If not, the
application asks the user to change sides or discs and tries again.

b. The second method involves picture stops at unique frame numbers, which can be
requested when a dsc a pressed. All compliant players shall support the
detection of picture stops in unbounded plays. Assume that the dsired side or
disc contains a unique picture stop at frame 125. Also assume that the vd service
group has been initialized and the user has been instructed to insert the proper
disc. The application can:

(1) Issue vdSet audoll0, audio2=O, video=0 to protect the user from the
following steps (we 90.11, vdSWt)

(2) Issue vdihy fvm-ulS to start as open ended play at a frame before the
picture stop (see 90. vd y).
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(3) Wait for a second or so to be sure the player will pass frame 125 if no
picture stop is present.

(4) Issue vdStll to stop the player (see 90.13, vdStill).

(5) Issue vdGetState frame to retrieve the frame number at which the player
stopped (see 90.4, vdGetState).

(6) Examine the returned frame number to check whether the player stopped
at frame 125 or at a higher frame number.

(7) If the player stopped at frame 125, the application knows that the side or
disc containing the unique picture stop is inserted. If the player stopped at
a higher frame number, the application knows the wrong side or disc is
inserted. The application should prompt the ume to insert the poper side
or disc and try again.

The picture stops method is portable under the portability practices beamuse
support for all involved commands and parameters is required, and all unbounded
players support picture stops. Note, however, that the procedure above did not
ue a boutdod play .equuaae usah = diy fm-tU, te =130 to determine
whether the player stopped at frame 125 or 130. Some player do not dftet
picture stops during the execution of a bounded phly.

C. The third method involves sewbing fir a Unique char number wih a hmown,
unique frame number. The application isues a vdSuarb chaper command, then
examines the return to see if error 216 (invalid chapter number) occurred (see
90.10, vdSeach) If no erro is returned, the application shall query for the frame
number with vdGetState frame to verify that the chapter starts at the unique
framc number. However, the use of this mcthod alone shall be avoided because
chapter is an extended parameter. Therefore, this method is portable only
between VDI Management implementations that support the optional eMpter
paramneter.

90.7 ydPasshru Command vdPamhr shall communicate directly with a player,
bypassing the standard videodisc service group commands and paammeters. It shall be hfrnished to
allow access to specific player features that are not supported by other VDI Management
videodisc commands. vdPassThru shall pass a string of bytes to the player and wait for the
player's response for a specified or default time. VDI Management shall return this respowe, if
isued to the applicaton. Addiionally:

a. Some videodisc players may have more than one command set that can be used
to transmit commands to the player. The application sha st the appropriate
command mode when using vdeass~hrm
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b. When an application issues vdPass~hin VDI Management shall stop normal
communications using preset parameters to let the application change player
communications, parameters as neceusary. VDI Management shall not resume
normal communications until it receives a command from the i'd service group
other than vdPassThro. VDJ Management shall then reet the command mode
and communications parameters for the player to the normal settings.

CAUTION

vdPassThru allows non-portable access to special features
of videodisc players. It is included as a convenience to
developers who want to use the standard command set for
portable applicaitions, and do not want to switch to a
different environment for applications that require access
to ron-portable player functions not furnishied by other
commands in the vd service group. Therefore, although
the command shall be required, it is supplied for

coneninceonly. It shall not be used for portable
applications. An application that uses vd'assThru shall
not be compliant except that it properly handles a failure
of d plaer- to act propely an the p~~mg

command string.

90.7.1 CmadThe ASCII and buinay interface parameters for vd?.afsTri
shall be as specified in Table D-26. This command shall bowa the pus, parameter or an erro is
returned.

90.7.1.1 D M ao . The devic parameter shall direct "dPmuThri to the specified
logical player number regardless of the default player number set by vdSet defdevlce Specifying a
nonexistent or uninstalled player shall cause error 160 (invalid device number). Specifying an
uninitialized player shall cause error 81 (device not initialized).

90.7.1.2 EM Th~j Me puag parameter value shall be a command string to be
passed through to the player without modification by VDI Management Additionaally:

a. The binary interface shal pass a pointer to a null-terminated player message
string. Each byte: in the string can take the values I through 255.

b. The binary interface data block foe command and response string allocated by
the application and pointed to by the pus, paramaeter sha be a minimuim of 33
bytes. VDI Maaeent Shall ane this memasmy for the playe response U wRll
the player Pomad ITR s response may be up to 32 bytes plis NULL allocating
les than 33 "ye may cause the bhnasy interflace response string to overwrite
application memory. 
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c. For the ASCII interface, the digit string consists of pairs of hexadecimal digits.
The string shall not contain any delimiters, which shall include space characters
(ASCII 20H). Because the space character is a delimiter. it would denote the
end of the string.

d. Any non-delimiter characters other than the digits sVin through '9", and the letters
"A" through 'F and "a" through "r shall cause error 51 (parameter value invalid
or out of range). A string containing an odd number of digits shall also cause
this error. The inadvertent insertion of a delimiter such as a space is likely to
cause error 52 (parameter invalid for this command) because VDI Management
will interpret following characters as the start of a new parameter name, which is
highly unlikely to be a valid name.

90.7.1.3 Timm ramer. The time parameter shall specify a timeout value in millieconds.
VDI Management shall wait for time for a player respose. If the player does not respond in
time milliseconds, VDI Management shall return control to the application. Additionally:

a. If no time is specified, the default timeout value shall be implementation
dependent. An application may specify a time of zero milliseconds for players
that typically do not issue responses to a command.

b. A failure by the player to respond within the specified or default timeout period
shall result in a null response string. A timeout shall not cause an error.

90.7.2 Retrn Return values hall be as follos.

90.7.2.1 ASCII return valuta

a. On success. Return the player response as a string of up to 64 upper-case
hexadecimal digits (0-9, A-F, 32 bytes of data) terminated by CR/LF, or an empty
string (CR/LF only) if timeout occurs.

b. On failu[ Return "ERROR n.-'.

90.7.2.2 Binary return values.

a. onsue Return AX = 0. Value associated with the pnin parameter shall be
a 32-bit pointer to the player response string of up to 32 bytes + NULL This
value shall not be changed by vdPassThrm The response string may be an empty
string (NULL only) if a timeout occurs.

b. On failu. Return AX = error number. Any return values in the parameter
block addressed by ES'DI are undefined and shall be ignored.
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90.8 dPlav ommnd vdPiay shall execute videxdisc play sequences. The sequencs may
include starting frames, ending frames, chapters, directions, and speeds in various combinations.
The application may instruct VDI Management to return control immediately, or when the play
sequence is complete. This command shall interrupt any other player motion command that did
not include a wait parameter. In this case, the application shall not be able to issue vdPlay until
the motion command is complete.

90.8.1 Command narameters. The ASCII and binary interface parameters for vdPlay shall
be as specified in Table D-27. This command may be issued with no parameters. vdPlay issued
with no parameters shall cause the player to start playing forward from the current frame at a
speed of 1000. Play shall continue until interrupted by a subsequent vdlmlt, vdScan, vdSesrcb,
vdSet spin-down, vdStep, or vdStiH command, or until the player reaches the end of the
videodisc. The text describes incorrect usage.

90.8.1.1 Chapter Darameter. The chapter parameter shall specify a chapter number to play
from beginning to end. When used with a speed parameter, the chapter shall play at the specified
speed. Adding wait shall cause VDI Management to wait until the chapter has been played to
return application control Additionally:

a. Chapter is an extended parameter. Using an unimplemented extended parameter
shall cause an error 52 (parameter invalid for this command).

b. Specifying a chapter for a videodic without chapter numbers shall cause error
208, (action not supported by disc). Specifying an incorrect or invalid chapter
number shall cause error 216 (invalid chapter number).

c. Compatiblc parameters are de-vce, speed, and wait. Using chapter with other
parameters slpll cause error 50 (parameters cannot be used together).

90.8.1.2 Device parameter. The device parameter shall direct vdPlay to the specified logical
player number regardless of the default player number set by vdSet defdevice. Specifying a
nonexistent or uninstalled player shall cause error 160 (invalid device number). Specifying an
uninitialized player shall cause error 81 (device not initialized). All parameters are compatible
with device, assuming those parameters are compatible with each other.

90.&1.3 DIrection arameter. The direction parameter shall set the direction of motion (1
- forward, 0 = backward) for play sequences that do not include to frames. Specifying a

direction with no from frame or chapter shall start a play sequence in the specified direction
from the cumnt frame at an optional speed. If a "ia. frame is specified, the playe shall wsarch
to the specified frame, then begin play in the specified dkiectikm. For specifying a diretim with
a chapter, see 90.8.1.1. Specifying a direetion with a to frame shall cause error 50 (paramitas
cannot be used together) because the direction required to reach the to frame is predetemined
either by the relative position of the current frame or, if specified, the relative position of the
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from frame. Compatible parameters are frnm, device, speed, and wait: other parameters used
with direction shall cause error 50 (parameters cannot be used together).

90.8.1.4 From parameter. The from parameter shall specify the starting frame number for a
play sequence. A from parameter with no to parameter shall start an unbounded play until
interrupted by another command, or until the player reaches the edge of the videodisc.
Specifying a from frame for a CLV videodisc shall cause error 208, (action not supported by disc).
Specifying an invalid frame number shall cause error 215 (invalid frame number). Compatible
parameters are device, direction or to, speed, and wait. Using other parameters or invalid
combinations of compatible parameters shall cause error 50 (parameters cannot be used together).

90.81.5 Speed parameter. The speed parameter shall specify the speed of play with 1000
equaling normal. VDI Management shall map requested speeds as closely as possible to available
player speeds. The binary interface shall change the speed value passed in the parameter block to
the actual speed set by VDI Management, and vdGetState speed shall return the actual speed
after any necessary rounding. For CAV mode, speeds shall never be rounded to 0 or 1000.
Specifying a speed less than or equal to zero shall cause error 51 (parameter value invalid or out
of range). Compatible parameters are device, direction or to, from, chapter but not with from or
to, and wailt. Other parameters or invalid combinations of compatible parameters shall cause
error 50 (parameters cannot be used together).

90.&1.6 To parameter. The to parameter shall specify the ending frame number for a play
sequence. When the player reaches the to frame, the player shall automatically eater still mode
and display the frame. The to parameter shall have a lower priority than the frno parImeter.
Specifying a to frame for a CLV videodisc shall cause err 208, (action no supported by disc).
Specifying an invalid frame number shall cause error 215 (invalid frame number). For specifying a
to frame with a direction, see 90.&.1.3. Compatible parameters are: device, from, speed, and
wait. Other parameters used with the to parameter shall cause error 50 (parameters cannot be
used together).

90.8.1.7 Wait parameter. The effects of the wait parameter on vdPlay shall be as specified
in Table D-28. The effect of the wait parameter depends on the parameters that accompany it.
Table D-28 identifies when vdPlay wait returns application control to the symtem bated on
accompanying parameters. If the player returns an error, the command shall return when the
error state is detected instead of at the time given in the table. Without walt, VDI Management
shall return control as soon as it determines that the command is valid: no error checking is done
to determine if the player actually accepts the command or acts on it properly. Therefore,
syC3hckErmr shall be used to determine if the player entered an error state while either
accepting or trying to aeecute the command. syChekEmr may also be needed to detect certain
error states that occur after vdPiny wait. All parameters ae compatible assuming other
Parameter are compatible with each other.

90.8.2 Return values. Return values shall be as follows.
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90.8.2.1 ASCII return values. Return values shall be as specified in 90.2.

90.8.2.2 Binary return values.

a. On su Return AX = 0. The value associated with the speed parameter
shall be a 32-bit real that gives the actual speed that shall be set after rounding, if
rounding is required.

b. On failure. Return AX = error number.

90.9 vdSam Comi.and. vdScau shall place the default or specified player in scan mode in
an optional direction. The player shall play at the maximum possible speed. The command shall
continue until interrupted by a subsequent vdPlay, vdilait, vdScai, vdSeareb, vdSet splan-.
vdSt•p, or vdStil command, or until the player reaches the edge of the videodisc. This command
shall interrupt any other player motion command that did not include a wait parameter.

90.9.1 Command rmeter. The ASC31 and binary interface parameters for vdScu shall
be as specifite :a Table D-29. This command may be issued with no parameters. vdScan issued
with no parameters shall start scanning forward from the current frame.

90.9.1.1 D IpMeter. The devwe parameter shall direct vdScmm to the specifed logicali
player number regardless of the default player number set by vdSet defdevlce. Specifying a
"non Iteat or uninstalled player shall cause error 160 (invalid device number). Specifying an
uninitialized plae shall cause error 81 (device not initialized).

90.9.1.2 D o rtiet R. The dlmuedta parameter shall set the direction of motion for
the scan, either one (forward) or zeo (backward).

90.9.13 Wait aramee. The wait parameter shall cause VDI Management to wait until it
has confirmed that the player is in scan mode to return application controL Without wait, VDI
Management shall return control as soon as it determines that the command is valid: no error
checking is done to determine if the player actually accepts the command or acts on it properly.
Therefore, smyCkErsw shall be used to determine if the player entered an error state while
either accepting or trying to execute the command.

90.9.2 Ron values. Return values shall be as specified in 90.2.

90.10 vdSeave, Command vdScarch shall cause the player to turn video off, immediately
search for the specified frame number or the first frame of the specified chapter number, and
fr ee,.This command shall interrupt any other player motioma commad that did not indlude a
wait parameter. The application shall not issue vdSenach until other motion commands with the
walt parameter are completed.
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90.10.1 Command parameters. The ASCII and binary interface for vdScarer shall be as
specified in Table D-30. This command shall include a chapter or frame parameter, or an error
shall be returned. If device or wait is specificd, at least one other parameter shall be specified.

90.10.1.1 Chapter parasmeter. The chapter parameter shall specify a chapter number to
search to. Additionally:

a. Chapter shall be an extended parameter: using an unimplemented extended
parameter shall cause error 52 (parameter invalid for this command).

b. Specifying a chapter for a videodisc without chapter numbers shall cause error
208, (action not supported by disc). Specifying an invalid chapter number shall
cause error 216 (invalid chapter number).

90.10.1.2 Device Darameter. The device parameter shall direct vdSearch to the specified
logical player number regardless of the default player number set by vdSet ddevcim. St.-cfing
a nonexistent or uninstalled player shall cause error 160 (invalid device number). Specifying an
uninitialized player shall cause error 81 (device not initialized).

90.10.1.3 Frame Dparameter. The frame parameter shall specify a frame number to search
to. Specifying a frame for a CLV videodisc sha cause erro 208, (action not supported by disc).OSpecifying an invalid frame number shall cause error 215 (invalid frame number).

90.10.1.4 W int iricta. The wait parameter shall cause VDI Management to wait until
the specified chapt- or ftme has been reached to return applicatio control Whut wait,
VDI Manageme-t shal return control as soon as it determines that the command is valid.
Therefore, syCheckError shall be used to determine if the player entered an error state while
either accepting or trying to execute the coyimand.

1
90.10.2 Return values. Return values shall be as specified in 90.2.

90.11 vdSet Command. vdSet shall set the default logical player number and other player
conditions including the state of the audio and video channels, the index and chapter number
displays, the disc spin/park status, whether the door is open or clsd, and whether the user
remote control is on or off.

90.11.1 Command parameters. The ASCII and binary interface parameters for vdSet shall
be as specified in Table D-31. At least one parameter shall be required or an error shall be
returned. If device or wait is specified, at least one other parameter shall be specified.

90.11.1.1 Andko and audol namrawmt The auliol and andli2 parameter shall enable
and disable the player's audio channel outputs. Setting both audiol and audioa to zero shall turn
off all player audio.
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90.11.1.2 rdisnlay armeter. The cdlsplay parameter shall enable and disable the player's
chapter-number display. Cdlsplay shall be an extended parameter. Using an unimplemented
extended parameter shall cause error 52 (parameter invalid for this command). Simultaneous
display of chapter numbers, if implemented, and the position index (see 90.11.1.6) shall not be a
compliance requirement. The positions and formats of these displays is typically player
dependent, and therefore shall be avoided in finished applications.

90.11.13 Dedevlce narameter. The defdevlce parameter shall set the default logical player
number. VDI Management shall direct all videodisc commands to this player number until
another command which contains a device parameter directs it to a different player number.

90.11.1.4 Device ret. The device parameter shall direct vdSet to the specified logical
player number regardless of the default player number PAt by vdSet d.aIsvmk. SpecifyinS a
nonexistent or unistalled player shall cause error 160 (invalid device number). Specifying an
uninitialized player shall cause error 81 (device not initialized).

90.11.1.5 Door Darameter. The door parameter shall open and dose the videodisc player
door. If the player does not support this function, the parameter shall return error 87 (action not
supported by device). Door shall be an extended parameter. Using an unimplemented extended
parameter shall cause error 52 (parameter invalid for this command).

90.11.1.6 Ir . The Idx41aplby parameter shall enable and disable the
player's pmion index &qi y. Thesulting d•sp• y shall be in frame Iu P -for CAV
videodiscs and time for CLV videodis Simu disp of chapter numbers md the
pouitioindex shall not be a compliance requirement (see 90.11.1.2).

90.11.1.7 Remote parameter. The remote parameter shall turn the hand held remote on and
of. Remote=0 (off) shall give the application software complete control over the videodisc
player. If the player does not support this function, Remote shall return error 87 (action not
supported by device). Remote shall be an extended parameter. Using an unimplemented
extended parameter shall cause error 52 (parameter invalid for this command).

90.11.1.8 we The spi. parameter shall cause the player to spin the disc up
and down. Spin- I (up) shall cause the player to spin up and still on frame I (or the first
available frame). Spinning the videodisc up shall aiso update the diacyp parameter, and set
cdispimy to undefined for videodisc that do not support chapter numbers. Sploe (down) shall
cause the player to spin down immediately, interrupting any player motion command not
accompanied by the wait parameter.

90.11.1.9 Vide. The vdme parameter shall enable and disable the players video

Soutput channel.
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90.11.1.10 Wait parameter. With the wait parameter, vd.et shall not return application
control until the specified settings have been acknowledged or a player error state is detected.
Without wait, VDI Management shall return control as sox)n as it determines that the command is
lcgal. syCheckError shall be used to determine if the player entcred an error state while either
accepting or trying to execute the command. Specifying wait with no other parameter shall result
in error 49 (insufficient parameters).

90.11.2 Return values. Return values shall be as specified in 90.2.

90.12 vdStep Command. vdStep shall cause the videodisc player to move forward or
backward one frame in a specified direction without blanking the screen. The command shall not
return application control until the step is complete. This command shall interrupt any other
player motion command that did not include a wait parameter. With no parameters, vdStep shall
step forward one frame and freeze.

90.12.1 Command Darameters. The ASCII and binary interface parameters for vdStep shall
be as specified in Table D-32. This command can be issued with no parameters.

90.12.1.1 Device parameter. The device parameter shall direct vdStep to the specified
logical player number regardless of the default player number set by vdSet defdevke. Specifying a
*nonxistent or uninutalled player shall cause error 160 (invalid device number). Specifying an
unitialized player shall cause error 81 (device not initialized).

90.12.1.2 Direction arameter. The diretion parameter shall set the direction of motion
for the step, either one (forward) or zero (backward).

90.12.2 Return values. Return values shall be as specified in 90.2.

90.13 vdStiII Command. vdStill shall cause the videodisc player to immediately stop on the
current frame and shall set the motion parameter returned by vdGetState to zero. This command
shall interrupt any other player motion command that did not include a wait parameter. In this
case, the application shall not be able to issue vdStlll until the motion command is complete.
The resulting display after vdStHI varies with videodisc type. With CAV videodiscs, video shall
remain visible. With most CLV videodiscs, vdStili shall be equivalent to a pause command and
the player shall automatically blank the video.

90.13.1 Command Orameters. The ASCII and binary interface parameters for vdStill shall
be as specified in Table D-33. This command may be issued with no parameters.

90.13.1.1 .evile gn The device parameter shall direct vdSdf to the specified
logical player number regardless of the default player number set by vdSet derdevice. Specifying a
nonexistent or uninstalled player shall cause error 160 (invalid device number). Specifying an
uninitialized player shall cause error 81 (device not initialized).

90.13.2 Return values. Return values shall be as specified in 90.2.
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100. XY-4NPUT (xy) SERVICE GROUP

100.1 Introduction. This section provides a full description of XY-input (xy) commands,
identifies command parameters, and defines associated command return values. Command names
and token numbers shall be as specified in Table D-3.

100.2 Com~mand return values. Unless otherwisc specified in this section, return values shall
be as follows.

100.2.1 ASCII return valuc The ASCII return values shall be 'OK' on success and
*ERROR n-.. where "n .. * is an error number on failure.

100.2-2 Binary return values. Binary return values shall be *AX-0' on success and
"AX-evvof jumba on failure.

100.3 GnrlqgM Th 7e xy service. group shall be in accordance with the following
genera requirements. Individual command descriptions shall be in accordance with these
requirements.

100.3.1 DeiemR&Each physical XY-input device is treated indepe Ldenn and
mapped to a unique logical device number. However, VDI Management developers nw., opt to
support multiple physical devices as a single logical device by mapping the devices to &a ingle
logical device nmber. If so, VDJ Managemnwt shall correct raw values returned by tie physical
dlevices so that all device return the -am value for the same acren. position to tbe application
based an the apple icaton-coordinate space (see 100.7). Additionafly

a. All mapping shall be done when VDJ Management is installed. Devices shall not
be remapped at run-time and mapping shall not be under ICW or authoring
system control.

b. Mapping the keyboard or cursor keypad to an XY-input device shall be optional.
How such support as provided shall be. an implementation insue and xs not
considered in the ICW portability practices.

100.3.2 Handlingf th araphas nlane and cursor. ICW applications and authoring systems
shall amt turn off the graphics plane when they need selection and coordinate input. The plone
shall be active for a device such as a mouse to display a cursor for makin menu selections and
similar tasks Although some XY-input devices such as touch screens allow input beyond the
limits of active graphics, 1CW and authoring system shall limit active XY-Inpu ara to the active
graphics plane.

1003.3 Cordnate RMm yghj The alignment of specific XY-coooftinate values versus
graphics shall be a VDJ Management implemnentation issue. However, the minimum and

maium values for X and Y shall map to the edge; of the active graphics (sae 100.5 and 100.7).
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100.3.3.1 Coordinat¢ values. Coordinates shall not be restricted to the largest X value
always mapping to the right side of the screen, and the largest Y value always mapping to the
bottom of the screen. For examplc, xySet xmi-=100, xmax=O shall result in the left edge of the
screen mapping to 100 and the right edge to 0 (see 100.7).

100.33.2 C The clipping values for X and Y shall not lie outside of the
minimum and maximum values. Trying to set clipping values outside of the minimum and
maximum values shall cause an crror. Additionally:

a. For relative positioning devices such as mice, VDI Management shall ignore
changes in position that take the cursor outside of the clipping area.

b. For absolute positioning devices such as touch screens, VDI Management shall
ignore button presses outside of the clipping area.

c. Application authors shall address the behavioral differences between these two
device classes and test application consistency against both.

100.3.33 Calibration. Calibrating the XY-coordinate space to the active graphics area shall
be a VDI Management implementation issue. Typically, if a device such as a touchscreen
requires caibration, the device comes with uoftwure to do this during installation (see 40.4).

100.3.4 Buttons. In the context of the XY-command set, a button shall be defined as any
device that allows signaling the ICW or authoring system that a choice has been made. Although
the XY-Input commands support devices with multiple buttons, ICW and audhng sstems shall
assume single-button devices for maximum portability. The XY commands shall only support
reporting of whether or not a button has been pressed (X and Y dimensions). They shall not
distinguish touchdown, liftoff, or intensity (Z dimension).

100.3.5 Stream-mode and point-mode devices. VDI management shall treat both true
stream-mode devices and point-mode devices as stream-mode devices. Reported coordinates shall
be either:.

a. The current coordinates from a true stream-mode device;

b. The coordinates at the time the button was last pressed for a point-mode device;
or

c. The minimum X and Y values (typically 0,0) for a point-mode device for which
no button has been pressed since the device was initialized.

100.4 xyetlnnut. zyGetdnput shall return the current position and button status
of the XY-input device. Trying to queue xyGethaput shall cause error 177 (command cannot be
queued) at the time of the attempt. Additionma.
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a. If multiple physical XY-input devices are mapped to the same k*og-al device and
two or more generate absnolute coordinates, zyGetlaput xpesypes Shal return
the coordinates for the most ecntly active device - the last device that was
moved or clicked.

b. If multiple physical XY-input devices are mapped to the same logical device
xyGetlnput buffoms shall perform a logical *or' of the button states for ail
physical devices. VDI Developers should note that xyGetimput buttons cannot
distinguish the situation where the same button numbers on two or more devices
are simultaneously closed.

100.4.1 Command narameters. The ASCII and binary interface parameters for xyGetluut
shall be as specified in Table D-34. At least one parameter shall be required or an error is
returned. If devie is specified at least oam other parameter shall be specified.

100.4.1.1 .yfsR The button parameter shall return the state of all buttons as a
bit field. Each bit in the bit field can have two states; zero (open) or one (closed). A device may
have up to 32 buttons numbered 0-31. Additionally:

a. The binary interface shall return a 4-byte bit fiekld The least significant bit (bit 0)
of the lceast sqipicuat byie (byte 0) shail conuipond to butte ammo, te am bit
to button one, and so on. For example, if an input device has three buttons with
states of dlosed open, and closed; the binary interface would return GOW00101B in
the low byte

b. Thie ASCII interface sha return an integer value that represet the -i of the
bits in the bit field as it would be returned by the binary interface. For the
example above, the ASCII interfaces would return "Y' (4 + 0 + 1).

c. xyGetState thuttoums shall return the number of buttons available on a device.

100.4.1.2 Devkce parmetr The device parameter shall direct xyGetlupot to the specified
to Al XY-input device regardless of the default device number set by igSet derdevice. Specifying
devies with no other parameter shall return erro 49 (insufficient parameters). Specifyiing a

noe set or uninstalled device shall return error 160 (invalid device nme) pcfiga
uninitialzd device shall cause error SI (device mo initialized).

10014.1.3 Xuon and MM S araee' The xpas and ypos paramneters shall return the
current XY coordinates of the input device according to the scale aet by ySft. Mdditionally.

a. Hf the coordinate system is changed by any combmntion of zySet, zwKu jul.
msiax, juax, VDI Managemet, shl automaticll cwonvr xpur ad jpes values
so that the cursor suap at the same positio, on the smoeen syGetlmput, spun,
ypos shall return the new parameter vaumu
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b. If the clipping area is changed by any combination of xySet wimimliP, YONlaCllp,
xamcxlip, yumaclp and the cursor lies outside the new dipping region. VDI
Mianagcmcnt shall automwiacally wnvcrl xpos and ypos valucs to move the cursor
to the edge of the clipping area nearest to the previous cursor position.
xyGetImput xpoi4 ypos shall return the new parameter values.

100.4.2 Return values. Return values shall be as follows.

100.421 ASCII return values.

a. On suces Return a comma-separated list of values for the requested
parameters as specified in 100.4.1 through 100.4.1.3.

b. OnI jJgilu Return OERROR n...".

100.4.2-2 Binary return value

a. On succes Return AX = 0. Values associated with requested parameters shall
be 32-bit values of the type specified in the binary parameters of Table D-34.

b. On folu~ Return AX = error number. Any retur vallues in the paramete
block addressed by ES:-Dl arc undefined and sh&ll be ignored.

100.5 jzfjt Cmad yGetState shall return informatin about the current values
of the coordinate space, anid available devices and capabilti VDI Managaient dhall maintain
a copy of device-specific parameters including coordinates for each logical device. Trying to
queue xyGetState shall cause error 177 (commnand cannot be queued) at the time of the attempt.

100.5.1 Command parametert The ASCU and binary interface parameters for yGetState
shall he as specified in Tables D-35 and D-36, respectively. At least one parameter shall be
required or an error shall be returned. If device is specified, at least one other parameter shall be

speifid.If a parameter causes an error, xyGetState shall return imnmediately with the error
message. The command shall not return partial responses for other parameter that did not cause
error.

100-5.1.1 Cw.MKRrAnMt. The cursor parameter shall return one if the graphics cursor is
visible. Cursor shall return zew if the input device supports a cursor that is not visible or the
device does not support a cursor. In this cuse, the cursor shall always be oft Cursor shall be an

eseddparameter. Using an ununmplieented extended parameter shall cause error S2 (para-
meter invalid for this command).

100.5.1.2 D wi oer. The defdevlme parameter shall return the logical number of
the defaiult XY-input device set by xySet defdewime VDI management shall direct all XY
commuands to this device unles a command contains a device parameter directing it to a different. input device.
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100.5.1.3 Drv r t The device parameter shall direct xyGotState to the speciised
logical device number regardless of the default device number set by xySet defdoewi Beause, in
general, device only affects its associatcd command, the parameter shall not affect the return
value for defdevice (see 100.5.1.2) when the two parameters are used together. Specifying device
with no other parameter shall return error 49 (insufflicient parameters). Specifying a nonexistent
or uninstalled devicc shall return error 160 (invalid device number). Specifying an uninitialized
device shall cause error 81 (device not initialized).

100.5.1.4 Thuttons narameter. The tbuttoas parameter shall return the total number of
buttons available for the default or specified XY-input device.

100..135 Tdevces narameter. The tdevices parametr shall return the total number of
logical XY-input devices for which VDI Management was configured at installation. If only one
device is installed, it shall be numbered zero and Idevices shal return a value of one.

100.5.1.6 X0l11. vndm. Ax. and max pArameters. The =hla, yutma, y
parameters shall return the current scaling of the XY-coordinate system. The maln and ymib
values shall be the coordinates corresponding to the physical location of the upper left corne of
the active graphics area. The nmx and ysax values shall correspond to the lower rght corner of
the active graphics area. VDI Management shall scale absolute positioning information to the
space defmd by Uthe parameters.

100.5.1.7 The zin. uuihLc~ nzmmui and 321uc3inucln ep, yIdlm p,
nmaep, and ymmzclp parameters dshl return the a within the XY-coordiate spew within

which chne of position ae reported.

100.52 Ru l..L Return values shall be as follows.

1003.2.1 ASCII return value

a. On sjj •. Return a comma-separated list of values for requested parameters as
specified in 100.5.1 through 100.5.1.7.

b. On fag Return "ERROR n....

1005.2.2 Binary return values.

a. On uc Return AX - 0. Values associated with requested parameters shall
be 32-bit values of the types specified in the binary parameters of Table D-36.

b. On fmhn' Return AX = error number. Any return values in the parameter
block addressed by ES:DI ar undefined and shall be inored.

100.6 1 mlalt •allinitialize XY-input hordwam and the xy service group
placing both in a known state. Wyln0t shall be issued for each logical XY-input device that will be
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used by the application. Trying to queue xylia~t shall cause error 177 (command cannot be

queued) at the time of the attempt.

100.6.1 Commanid parameters. The ASCII and binary interface parameters for xylnlt shall
be as specified in Table D-37. This command may be issued with no parameters.

100-6.1.1 Device narameter. The device parameter shall specify the logical device number of
the XY-input device to be initialized. If device is omitted, xylait shall either initialize logical
device zero or reinitialize, the default device set by xySet detkdevice. Additionally:

a. A device shall have been previously initiaized with xylalt for zySet deldevice to
set it to the default. If xySet has not bee~n used to set a previously initialized
default and the device parameter is omitted, the default device shall be defined to
be logical device zero. xylalt shall not change the default device on subsequent
calls that include a device parameter, if a device other than the default is

5 -cflc

b. If on the first call to xylmlt, adevice other than zerois specified, xySet shall be
used if that device is thc desired default.

C. zylaft device-u shall be used to change the deflault to a device that ha not yet
been initialized, where a is the desired logical device number. This. shall be
folkwoe by xySet defdevicems. After a device ha been initalized, zySet
defdavice shal he necessary to change the default.

d. Specifying a nonexktent or uninstalled device shall return error 160 (finvalid
device number).

100.6. 1. Values set by xvinit The parameters and values set by xyluIt shall be as specified
in Table D-3&.

100.6.2 Reu aus Return values shall be as specified in 100.2-

100.7 u~t Commanmd.. xySe shall define the XY-coordinate space, set the default input
device, turn the cursor on and off;, and set the current XY coordinates, Each parameter shall stay
in effec for either the current or specified device regardless of the graphics mode until reset with
ZYSet or Zy'Nlt.

100.7.1 ComadMOe l ASCII and binary interface, parameters for xySet shall
be as specified io Tables D-39 and D-40, respectively. At least one parameter shall be required
or an error shall be returned. Nf dovi ke is specified at least one other parameter shall be

100.7.1.1 .~im The eursor parameter Wball enable and disable a graphics
* cursor if one is available. If the input device doe not support a cursor, turning the cursor on
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shall return error 87 (action not, supported by device). Cursor shall be an extended parameter.
Using an unimplemented extended parameter shall cause error 52 (paramcicr invalid for this
command).

100.7.1.2 Deldevice Darameter. The defdevlce parameter shal specify the default input
device to be used when more than one input device is available. Specifying a nonexistent or
uninstalled device shall return error 160 (invalid device number). Specifying an uninitialized
dcvice shall return error 81 (device not initialized).

100.7.1.3 DeieRaaee The device parameter shall direct xySet to the specified logical
device number regardless of the default input device set by xySet defdowice Specifying dkwic.
with no other parameter shall return error 49 (insufficient parameters). Specifying a nonexistent
or uninstalled device shall return error 160 (invalid device number). Specifying an uninitialized
device shall cause error 81 (device not initialized).

100.7.1.4 Xuuln. vumi. xama and vu=a naramet" The mmla, yuls, xnax, and jua=
parameters shall set the scaling of the XY-coordinatc space to the physical screen. The values
shall correspond to the upper left and lower right corners of the active graphics display area.
Legal values shall range from -32768 to +32767. Regardless of the values, xmin and moax shall
always map to the left and right edges of the screen, respectively- yinla and ymax shall always
map to the top and bottom edg es.tpectively- Additionally:

a. Specifying a minimum or maximum coordinate value that would force the current
corMA esponding clippig value to lie outside the coordinate system shall retur
error 51 (parameter value invalid or out of range). aippng values shaDl not
automatically adjust to minimum and mmaxmum coordinate values in this situation.

b. xmiu values greater than xma values, and jusl. values greater than yuam values
shall be compliant. For example, xySet xmin-100, xmax-0 shall result in the
left edge of the screen mapping to 100 and the right edge to 0.

100.7.1.5 1mincliu. vumlmcl. xmaxdlD. and vMondig parametcr The xmladlp, yulndip,
mauxdip, and yomadlp parameters shall define a constrained area within the coordinate space
for reporting coordinate movement. Coordinates values shall be returned only within the defined
clip area. The clipping area shall initially be defined to be the same as mob, ynla, moax, and
ymax Specifying a clipping value outside the scalin of the XY-coordinate system shall return
error 51 (parameter value invalid or out of range).

100.7.1.6 EMa and IMo parametrs The xpgu and ypin parameters shall set the XY
cordinaKtes to a specdi location. These parameters arn especially useful for initially positioning
the XY-input device. An mpm or jpes value outside the clipping values shall set the coordinate
to the limit of the respective clipping range. Additionally-

a. If the coordinate system is changd by any combination of "M~u moist ynl.,
mmax, ymox, VI) Mangeen shal automatically convert the xpes and ypws
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values so that the cursor stays at the same position on the screen. Issuing
xyGetlput xpos, ypos shall return the new parameter values.

b. If the clipping area is changed by any combination of xySet xminclip, yminclip,
xmaxdip, yazaxdip and the cursor lies outside the new clipping region, VDI
Management shall automatically convert the zpas and ypos values to move the
cursor to the edge of the clipping area nearest to the previous cursor position.
Issuing xyGetlnput xpos, ypos shall return the new parameter values.

100.7.2 Return values. Return values shall be as specified in 100.2.
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110. ERROR HANDUNG

I I0.1 General information.

110.1.1 Optional use of error code-& Some VDI Management implementations may not use
all the error codes. However, VDI developers shall not omit error codes simply for convenience.

110.1.2 Textual error messagcs. VDI Management implementations may supply textual
error messages (see the syErrorMsg command). Although this is not a compliance requirement,
if an implementation does support textual error messages, it shall use the summary messages as
specified in this appendix.

110.13 Erjro gisn Error numbers, summary mcssages, and explanations shall be as
specifiW herein. Note that error numbers and summmy message& are underlined a paragraph
titles and do not end with periods. Periods are omitted to avoid confusion became sy~flIWMlg
does not include a period at the end of the summary mesage. Summary tex is given in all upper
case to reflect the form in which it is returned by syError~ug,

110.3 Command problems.

110.3.1 SERVICE GROUP NOT IN The VDI Management inplementation
supports the service group that contains the xommand, but the service group is not installed. For
example an application issued an xy command on a system that is not configured for XY-input -
devices.

1103.2 2 U Q!NOWN SMM& The command does not exit Compliant VDI
implementations shall not return this error in response to any core command for a supported
service group.

110.3- 3 SYSTEM NOT EIITIALIZ The command was issued before the application
issued syluit, or syStop was followed by a command other than sylulL

1103.4 15 GENERAL COMMAND ERROR A command error occurred that is not listed
above or about which no information is available.

110.4 ASCII interface voblwnz

110.4.1 16 BAD COMMAND SYNTAX The parser encountered a fatal syntax error that
could not be further diagnosed. For example, a command string contained a control code. Error
16 shall not be used in place of parameter-problems erom

110.4.2 17 COMMAND TDO LONG The command was longer than 255 characters and
shall be ignored in its entirety. (The terminal carriage return counts but redundant delimiters do
not.)
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110.4.3 18 RESPONSE TOO LONG The response to an information request including the
terminal CR/LF would be longer than 255 characters. VDI Management does not return partially
filled information requests. For example, the application used an xyGetState command to request
too much information.

110.4.4 19 DEVICE DRIVER READ BEFORE WRITE The application tried to read a
response from the device driver before it had written at least one command to it. This is illegal
and indicates a problem with the application's initialization code. This error can occur only
immediately after VDI Management has been installed or after a well-behaved application has
issued an syStop before exiting.

110.4.5 31 G RAL ASCII INTERFACE ERROR An ASCII interface error has

occurred that is not listed above or about which no information is available.

110.5 Binary interface problems.

110.5.1 32 2WV&.M PA COUNT On Intel 8(&6-based systems, the BX
register contains an invalid or out of range parameter counL For example, the application passed
a negative value in BX.

S110.5.2 33 INALM PARAMETER PACKET ADDRE On Intel 8086-bmed systems,
the ES:.DI register pair contains an invalid address for a parawetier packet.

110.53 34 INALID POINTER IN PARAMETER PA = The parameter packet
contains a null or invalid pointer.

110.5.4 47 GENERAL BINARY INTERFACE ERROR A binary interface error occurred
that is not listed above or about which no information is available.

110.6 Parameter Droblems.

110.6.1 48 R YMJE This error number is reserved for future use. The original error,
Unknown parameter, has been deleted as requiring too much overhead to merit its availability.
Error 52 should be used in its place.

110.6.2 49 INSFCIENT PARAMETERS The command required: a specific parameter
that was missing; at least one parameter from a specific group of parameters and was issued
without the parameter, or at least one parameter that could have been any parameter in its list
and was issued with no parameters.

110.63 50 PRAMET CANNOT BE USED TOGETE The command included
two or more parameters that cannot be used together. For example, a vdPiay command included
both a diretbo and a to parameter.
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110.6.4 51 PARAMETER VALUE INVALID OR OUT OF RANGE The command
included an incorrect parameter value. For example, a parameter value that must be in the range
0-255 was negative or greater than 255. This error can result from the combined effects of two or
more parameters and from exceeding limits set by another parameter. For example, with the
vmSetPaktte command the sum of the color and length parameters must be less than or equal to
logcolors. (Laogolors is the maximum number of available logical colors, which can be retrieved
with the vmGetState command.)

110.6.5 52 PARAMETER INVALID FOR ThIS COMMAND The command included an
invalid parameter label. For example, the application issued sylmit with a color parameter. This
label could be also be an unknown parameter, for example xyz, or a value supplied for a
parameter that doea not take a value and, therefore, was interpreted as a label. Compliant VDI
implementations shall not return this error in response to any core parameter that is valid for a
core command.

110.6.6 53 MISSING PARAMETER VALUE The command failed to include a value for a
parameter that requires one. The panrer reached either the end of the command string or
another parameter label when a parameter value was expected. This is an ASCII interface error
only.

110.6.7 54 PARAMEN USED MORE MM ONCE The command included the same
parameter more than once. This is never allowed.

110.6.8 79 GE A PARAMTER ERROR A parameter error occurred that is not
listed above air about which no information is available.

110.7 Hardware robkes.

110.7.1 80 INITIALIZATION ERROR The system could not initialize an attached device.
The application can find out which device by examining the failed command.

110.72 81 DEVICE NOT INITIALIZED The application tried to use either an
uninitialized device or an uninitialized service group.

110.7-3 82 COMMUI CATI •iM UT A timeout occurred while VDI Management
was communicating with a peripheral device. Either the device did not produce an expected
meisage within a predetermined timeout period, or the computer was unable to send a message to
the device because signal control lines were in an appropriate state. For example, this error
would result from a cable being unplugged after a device has been initialized.

110.7.4 83 COMMUNICATIONS ERRQR An error comrred during communications. For
example, repeated parity errors that cannot be cleared during asynchronous serial communications
cause this error.
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110.7.5 84 DEVICE REPORTS ERROR A peripheral device sent a message indicating
that an error occurred that it cannot clear.

110.7.6 85 DEVICE CANCELLD REQUEST A peripheral device sent a message
indicating that it has unilaterally canceled a requested service.

110.7.7 86 DEVICE NOT READY A peripheral device sent a message indicating that it
cannot be madc operational.

110.7.8 87 ACTION NOT SUPPORTED BY DEVICE A peripheral device sent a message
indicating that it cannot do a requested action. This error indicates either an installation problem
or the inappropriate use of the vdPassThru command. Compliant systems should not normally
generate this error.

110.7.9 88 UNABLE TO RETURN REOUESTED INFORMATION A hardware device
could not generate information requested by a command. For example, a CLV videodisc could
not report a frame number.

110.7.10 111 GENERAL HARDWARE ERROR A hardware error occurred that is not
listed above or about which no information is available.

110.8 Sytem resources. (Some systems may not be able to return some errors in this
group).

110.8 112 INSUFRfIE-T MEMORY VDI Management could not acess enough
memory to perform the requested service.

110.8.2 113 NEEDED HARDWARE INTERRUPT IN USE VDI Management requires
the use of a specific hardware interrupt that is already in use, or one of a range of interrupts and
all are in usc.

110.8.3 114 NEEDED SOFTWARE INTERRUPT IN USE VDI Management requires
the use of a specific software interrupt that is already in use, or one of a range of interrupts and
all are in use.

110.8.4 115 NEEDED DMA CHANNEL NOT AVAILABLE VDI Management requires
the use of a specific Direct Memory Access (DMA) channel that is already in use, or requires the
use of any DMA channel and all are in use.

110.8.5 116 NEEDED TIMER NOT AVAILABLE VDI Management requires the use of
a timer resource that is not available.

110.8.6 127 GENERAL RESOURCES ERROR VDI Management requires additional
system resources that are not listed above or about which no information is available.

0
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110.9 Filing Mtem Droblems.

110.9.1 128 INVALID FILENAME The command usd a filenamc that was invalid for the
operating system. (A legal filename that cannot be opened should return error 132.)

110.9.2 129 INVALID PATH The command used a path name that was invalid for the
operating system.

110.9.3 1.30 INVALID DRIVE The command specified a drive that is not recognized by
the operating system.

110.9.4 131 INVALD FILE NUMBER The command used a file number that was not
recognized by the operating system.

110.9.5 132 CANNOT OPEN OR CREATE FILE The operating system could not open or
create a requested file.

110.9.6 133 CANNOT CLOSE FILT The operating system could not close a requested file.

110.9.7 134 FILE ALREADY OPEN The command tried to open a file that was already

110.9.8 135 FILE ALREADY E S The command tried to create a file that already -exists.

110.9.9 136 FILE DOES NOT EXIST The command tried to access a file that does not
exist.

110.9.10 137 FILE ACCESS DENIED The command was denied access to a requested file.
For example, a file with a locked status on a network file server would cause this error.

110.9.11 138 FILE SEEK ERROR The command tried to use a nonexistent piece of a file.
For example, a command tried to access byte 9000 of a 5 kilobytes (KB) file.

110.9.12 139 TOO MANY OPEN FILES The operating system has run out of file handles
because too many files are open. Either the application should open fewer files or the user
should change the operating system installation to allow more film to be open simultaneously.

110.9.13 140 DISK lThe command tried to write to a full disk. The user should

delete some files or change to a different disk before trying to run the applidatio. again.

110.9.14 141 DISK READ ERROR A data error occurred while reading the disk.

110.9.15 142 DISK WRITE ERROR A data error occurred while writing to the disk.
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110.9.16 159 GENERAL FILING-SYSTEM ERROR A filing-system error occurred that is
not listed above or about which no information is available.

110.10 Miscellaneous problems.

110.10.1 160 INVALID DEVICE NUMBER The command specified an invalid device or
source number. This error results from using an invalid number for a device or source parameter
or from trying to change the default device ot source to an invalid number.

110.10.2 161 BUFFER OVERFLOW An internal VDI Management buffer overflowed.
This indicates an internal VDI Man, ure and should be brought to the attention of the
VDI Management developer.

110.10.3 162 INTERNAL CALCULATION ERROR An error such as divide by zeo
occurred during a numeric calculation within VDI Management. This indicates an internal VDI
Management failure and should be brought to the attention of the VDI developer.

110.10.4 163 COPY PROTECTION ERROR A copy protected version of VDI
Management has declined to run because its protection scheme has been violated. Legitimate
users should discuss this problem with the VDI Management developer.

110.10.5 164 INTERFACE BUSY The ASCHI or binary interface was busy and could not
accept the command, and the application should reissue the command. This error is returned
only when an application calls VDI Management and a prevous call to VDI Management has not
yet returned. This error is possible only if an application issues VDI Management calls from
within an interrupt routine.

110.10.6 165 IDVAUD INTERRUPT NUMBER The environment variable IVINT was set
to an interrupt number outside the range 60H-66H.

110.10.7 173 GENERAL INTERNAL ERROR An internal VDI Management error
occurred that is not listed above or about which no information is available. This indicates an
internal VDI Management failure and should be brought to the attention of the VDI developer.

110.10.8 174 GENERAL OPERATING SYSTEM ERROR The operating system reported
an error unrelated to the filing system and not specific to any particular aspect of VDI
Management. (VDI Management should try to recover from this error before returning it to the
application.)

110.10.9 175 GENERAL ERROR An error occurred that is not listed elsewhere and about
which no information at all is available. This error differs from error 111 (general hardware
error) in that error 111 guarantees that a hardware error has occurred while this error can be
caused by any unknown failure including unknown hardware, VDI Management, and application
failureL VDI developers should not use this error number before carefully considering whether a
more informative error code could be used. This is an error of last resort.

D
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110.11 System Mroup problcmS.

110.11.1 176 QUEUE FULL Th1e€ application tried to queue more than 10 commands.
This inilicates an application problem such as failing to turn syQwew off at the appropriate time.

110.11.2 177 COMMAND CANNOT BE QUEUED The application tried to queue a
command that cannot be queued. This indicates an application problem such as failing to turn
syQueve off at the appropriate time.

110.11.3 191 GENERAL SYSTEM ERROR A problem occurred within the system group

that is not listed above or about which no further information is available.

110.12 Visual-mnalgemeot problems.

110.12.1 192 SYNCHRONIZATION ERROR The video signal could not be geadocked to
the computer's graphics because the signal has an inappropriate wan rate. Overlay is not
possible.

110.12.2 193 GRAPHICS MODE PRgOBLEM The system could not do a requested action
becamuse the graphics mode does not support it. For example, the application tried to turn on
transparenq i a graphics mode that does not support overlays.

110.12.3 194 UNSUPPORTED GRAPHICS MODE The system could not switch to a
requested graphics mode or emulation state becamuse the hardware does not support the mode.
For example, issuing vuSetGraphics emlatlo.-, which requires a VGA adapter, an a CGA or
EGA system, or issuing vmSetGraphles mode--14, which requires an EGA graphics adapter, on a
COA system would cause this error.

110.12.4 207 GENERAL VISUAL-MANAGEMENT ERROR A problem occurred with
the visual management functions that is not listed above or about which no further information is
available.

110.13 Videodisc !r.41ecs.

110.13.1 208 ACTION NOT SUPPORTED BY DISC The command requested an action
that is not supported by the videodisc. For example the application tried to do a frame search on
a CLV videodisc or a chapter search on a videodisc that without chapter stops.

110.13.2 209 DISC NOT SPUN UP The application issued a command such as vPlay that
requires the videodisc to be spun up when it has not been spun up.

110.13.3 210 DISC NOT SPUN DOWN The application issued a command such a vdSet
dewr=I that requires the videodisc to be spun down when it has not been spun down.

0
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110.13.4 211 DOOR OPEN The application issued a videodisc motion command other than
vdSet door=0 with the player door open. Typically, this is a user error that can be corrected
without exiting the application.

110.13.5 212 NO DISC IN TRAY The application issued a videodisc motion command
other than vdSet door--I with the player door closed but without a videodisc in the tray.
Typically, this is a user error that can be corrected without etiting the application.

110.13.6 213 BAD DISC SE•CION It was impossible to seek to the required frame
because of a physical problem with the videodisc.

110.13.7 214 FELL OFF DISC An attempt was made to play backward past the beginning
or forward past the end of the videodisc. This normally indicates improper use of a videodisc
motion command.

110.13.8 215 INTVALID FRAME NUMBER The command specified a frame that is not
present on the videodisc.

110.13.9 216 INVALID CHAPTER NUMBER The command specified a chapter that is
not present on the videodisc.

110.13.10 217 INVALID TIME CODE The command specified a time code that is not
present on the videodisc.

110.13.11 239 GENERAL VMDEODISC PLAYER EROR A videodisc emio occurred
that is not listed above or about which no information is available.

110.14 XY-inUut device Drble•

110.14.1 240 DEVICE NOT CALIBRATED A required, implementation-specific,
calibration process has not been done. The user should verify that the XY-input device is
installed correctly.

110.14.2 241 INAID QQORD!AT A coordinate was specified that is outside the
acceptable range. This normally indicates an application problem.

110.14.3 242 CURSOR PROBLEM A problem with the graphics device caused a cursor
display problem. This indicates that the application requires a facility that VDI Management does
not furnish.

110.14.4 255 GENERAL X'y-IPUT ERROR An XY-input error occurred that is not
listed above or about which no information is available.
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TABLE D1)-. Formal sM~tax for ASCII command and Mresoj gariWp

<command string> :- I-cdelimiter srg>j <commnand nome> tIquneer ~ 1in> [<definsker sirin>) CRI

-"Spame -"n> :- 0OK'CRjLF I 'ERRORs space -cigit ofing> CRLF I3 crank siring>(R/lf

<Puarn1MtrS~inng> :- pmmuiter>, I <paramuter> CPKNDCWes suirig>
<Parameter> := deimiter sting> <parameter id> Jcdelimiter sftrn> <pearmeter valu~e>
<parameter Id> <kceter strinj> I ietter string> <61& string>2

<command name> :=cetter uszg>

<fen*t suftn>-3 : pWnrmnerwin> cie van>Iue>mw &M0 conmmi Crmk Softn>
<parameter value> :- kter !!!ng> I caumber> I cflein> I <cbx strg> I-cward serng> I criebksti>
-cdeokw ltr in> w- <ddimker> I cdebnlcr>p ddeimier siring>'

<word string> :-c sufttrWn> I -cletter sutrn> spwe<wrd sutin>

eednmabi sutin> :-cprizbw*> I Cprint"l> <qrinfawl aftrg>

Clater srin> :-Ckawt> I Clktte> Clatte sirin>
<un~ :-lm icl> 3.<2001Cdwk stIng

<do&i aftin> <d igit> I qcdoao 4cigr Usoft>
<cb. stftn> :- a dhn gt> I <b= digt> <bu sirig>
<ie ýýs> :M- 4CIep lb sizin wf 11or ulag rjmn>
<dd.Unker> :M equak I aMM I HT I ca-rn I IF
cpmi UP> < prouad* character anm~e med to itnohusm VDI bbmmpobu, but va * be opies,

badispoce, caina, CRt, LF, or liT>_____ _______________
clater> *A:-%I~'V~ MI"I

Redundant delimiter in a <delhnhter "iin> shall be Iplord mid shall not am toward lengt baits for ccammon uig>i

2 7is nsuM a amipime defiiton. ibe ý6in an the left can take auly a bilied iwup of valana

3Alpha ehtamucters, id present, in creswk strig~s doal be limited to upper case-
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TABLE D-2. Parameewr block layout.

Address Contents

ES:DI[O1 Parameter I token number

E•Q:I[41 Parameter I value

ES:DIj8j Parameter 2 token number

ES:DICIC Parameter 2 value

ES:'DII101 Parameter 3 token number

ES:DI141 Parameter 3 value

]S:Dl~nl Parameter n token number

ES:DI~n+41 Parameter n value
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TABLE D-3. A £wnMarv of command namcs includinkg binsar tken nuinben and Ina~r

ASCII smaie IToken number ITaken numiber 1Type
_____I ( l) I I____cmal

;yhk~rr1025 0401 C

.1suetnate 10__ __0 _ 0__ 0__Cc_

vmlnit 1___ 1_________

a- hIJN IOU MA Cor3

30R4 (MACoe

v=9 seyl

vilDA&
203 og__ _

vM~Atka2K M a
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TABLE D-4. A summary of Darameter labels including binar token numbers

Pmamewe T&Ok Tckml Paurmewe Takel Token pufameuar Tcabin Tae
Do nube nube -IU nmber Rumba -OO Smba Rumb
_ _ (desn) (10s) _ _ _ -id (bar) _ _ (dedo) (bar)

array....... 1 01 from 24 is MsUMe 46 2E

audio I 2 02 a 25 19 tue47 2F

audio2 3 03 AwyL...... 26 1A to 48 30

b 4 04 Opd 27 15 tramelosa 49 31

buttons 5 05 28 IC vcto s0 32

C*V 6 06 iftli29 iD Video 51 33

£1!ille .. 7 07 MW 30 IE *vetV 52 34
cdear 8 06 mo 31 IF vmnode 53 35

colo 9 09 10clr 32 20 Wait 54 3

commannd 10 GA M&8U 33 21 widtb2  55 37

cursof 3  11 GB Lk.w 34 ____ -6 38

defaomr 13 OD * 36 24 mu 586 3

devlne 14 GE MOM 372 OO 59 3D

dkecun is I OF 38 IMRlhet 60 3C

dia 16 10 remote, 39 27 XPS61 3D
dkiee 17 11 sawd 40 28 62 3E

d=oS 18 12 spi 41 29 63 3F

emnultion 19 13 state 42 2A YM 64 40

enable 24 SUDD 43 2B E [ 7 w 65 41

errn 21 is tbuttoin E42 66 42

22ue ____ 16 tdevknr 45 2D Y" , 67 43

frame23 17 ______ ___________ ______ _____

CurrenWl used only m; en extaxded parameter in the vd aervi poup.

2 Ourrendy sued only = = exended paramete in Me vM urvie poop.

3 Currently used ooly n -m comdu pwameer in the xy aenie promp.
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TABLE D-5. n~w~yrg~o

?twmewu Cbm or Ammab Type 0 Amadmd Ty mDd* 9
*4aft ag tsu ASM rewm Vum SC

core NOW~ N/A Comman Oe Tea NO sno
dom cewed arm or

______ ___ __ ____ _ ______ _ ____ ___ 0'O if no erro _ __ _ _ _

dmPi SPcam Nowe N/A I q" device inwvgr No minion
mambaw 0-15. dwa

V wd err~orI

am cbe Niow NIA La delemed arm in"Ogr No aftio
evotmaber O fn

___ nmywar nume _

Pumi. c~.~ *Iymum

-Core 10 Int"ge Any vmeh Ckoun ken No amino

dvim cam 14 iugew Any mge IA10M. dl C No acdon
i number, 0-35,

dom cmmd error,

ge carm 21 Intmw Any vaha Iw*hw t same o=ani
error mnumbe, or
umi W so1ago

w Wo spam WruM W speefed or soesrroiuato e~ruured
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TABLE D-&. !yUfanf 21rameter

P ummm uwc or AoomIt bypas 0 AwaodO Type w Dch" 9
Woode Win %Uk ASCU rob Valc AMW wse

wn Core Envor number fiet Error Tau Colon error

BiumB

pj ca37Pointer Any value Pointer to error C*s erro

Erro s bespecified or an erro shall be returned.

* 2 Both parameters shall be specified or an error shall be returned.
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TABLE D-7. skSmtaie pM meters.

ASCII atrumier
Parumeterj Core or Ammoated Type Amodated Type Defkl f

atmuded emli.r n alu r mM Value ASCI Plmneer
ASCII not ,nd

iyer Core None N/A Recommended practices Integer No actmo
version number x 10N0

Mtsaam Core None N/A Manufacagurer's nUMn 2  Text No action

mudver Core None N/A Manufactuer's versm Integer No action
number x 1000

sppmt Con None N/A VINue of bit field for Intever No ascumo
instaled SeOV groups

Pametew Core or Tel.. Type Amniatad Amodatad Defaut iN
odes"d nambe -"" vae. atrm Value(declenal peeaw~,(inune

Imr Core 30 Integer Any value Rnoomnumded No action

_____________ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t I____ ______ ___________nm z 1000 ____

040MCone 33 Pohme Any value Pointer t FG No adioo

eru~r Core 34 Integer Any value Msnufaecturers No atdio
erion number

x 1(00

support Core 43 Bit Any value Bit field of No action
fladd ntle

servic groups

I A least One pm etr shall be specified or an erro saMll be returned.

2 Eight characters mm. Restrced to prntable characters and shall not include white space (ASCII 2 091), aNckspace

(ASCII 0sH), Pnmma (ASCII 2CR), CR (ASCII ODH), or LF (ASCII OAH).

3 Eight characters mm. plus terminal NULL Restricted to printable characters and sham not include while spae (ASCII
20H, 0H, bacpa (ASCU 06S omma (ASC3I 2CF) €t (ASCI ODH)- or LF (ASCII 0A14
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TABLE D-8. syGetStae support return values.

Servkce Group Binary interface return value ASCII interface return value
(low byte)

System (sy) 00000001 01

Visual management (vm) 00000010 02

Videodisc (vd) 00000100 04

XY input (xy) 00001000 08

Digital audio (da)l 00010000 16

Audio management (am)' 00100000 32

These service groups are currently not defined. They are included for future

compatibility.

TABLE D-9. syOueue arameter.

__ _ _ _ASCII Parameters

Paremeterj Core or Associated Type Associated Type Default If
extended calling value as retur value a2 Parameter

ASCal ASCII not used

cear Core None N/A None N/A No action

execute Core None N/A None N/A No action

state Core 1 (on) 1 0 (off) Integer None N/A No action

Binary Parameters

Parameter1  Core or Token Type Associated Associated Default If
extended number calling value return parameter

(decimal) value not used

clear Core 8 N/A Any value None No action

execute Core 22 N/A Any value None No action

state Core 42 Integer I (on) 1 0 (off) None No action

t At least one parameter shall be specified or an error shall be returned.
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TABLE D-10. Unqueucable comman4d

syCheckError syStop vmlnit

syErrorMsg vdGetState xyGetlnput

syGetStatc vdlnit xyGctState

sylnit vmGetPaleute xylnit

syQueue vmGetState

TABLE D-I 1. IBM-compatible graphi mode.

Made' Type Resolutls Colons OveWlay Adapeer

(dimWl_ made

0,1 Text 40 x 25 16 Yes CGAEGAVGA

2,3 Text 80 x 25 16 Yes CGA, EGA, VGA

4,5 Graphics 320 x 200 4 Yet cOA, EGA, VGA

6 Graphics 640 x 200 2 Yes CGA, EGA, VGA

"7 Text 80 x 25 Mono No EGA, VGA

13 Graphics 320 x 200 16 Yes EGA, VGA

14 Graphics 640 x 2W0 16 Yes EGA, VGA

i1 Graphics 640 x 350 Mono No EGA, VGA

16 Graphics 640 x 350 16 No EGA, VGA

17 Graphics 640 x 480 2 Yes VGA

18 Graphics 640 x 480 16 Yes VGA

19 Graphics 320 x 200 256 Yes VGA

1 Does not include modes exclusive to the IBM PCjr and internal BIOS modes.

2 CGA = Color Graphics Adapter, EGA = Enhanced Graphics Adapter, VGA = Video Graphics

Array.
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TABLE D-12.vnFmk mran .

Parnumetcr Core or Aimocialed Type Amocitmd THMi Dcfaa* if
cxtnftd camsn value as rurn • Value as IDcI

AS__ASCII ACI nmt umd

dievel Core Dissolve level, 0-255 Integer None N/A No action

gcve Core Graphics level, 0-255 Integr None N/A No action

vAevel Core Video level, 0-255 Inteer None N/A No action

time Cor Milisecods for fade Inteer None N/A 0
or dissolnv

wat Cm None N/A None N/A Nowait

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dwy P inm _ _ _ _

Puuameaer Cm or Td=e mmmber TAXp Amadrad Amacbfd Debuit 9cxot (duma) •ns WhM %1" a PeraMu,

devd Core 17 Interer Dissolve lev Actual level after No action

O_ __a 0.255 founding if required

Ocvdcore 26 IW sapbam leve, Actual lewdl after No ato

__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 0-255 fouadht It reqxp d _ __ __

vCon 52 Imar ViWoo WAl, 0- ArM e al er No action
255 roundig if requirel

tkoc Core 47 Integer Misench for None 0
fade or dissolve

wait Core 54 N/A Nonc None No wait

' Exactly one of idb, 9eeIL or v dlll be specafied or an errdorsall bereturned.
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TABLE D-13. vw1fr~ktjj arameter

ParMcAa Core or AmodOWd 7ý,e AuO~iefec T~p Deh* if
lcxadod edig value w return Value mm jinuer

___ __ __ __ AZcI __ _ ASC2I not used

color Core Logical color Integer INone N/A Cause error
number

r core None N/A Red value, 0-255 Integer No action

9 core Nowe NIA Green value, 0-255 Intege No action

b core Nowe N/A Blue value, 0-255 Inteser' No action

Fuareller Coe or Tdbmpe Auaeld ANuclod DCM C
--ele Mebrad ae vde PWMO

Olor2  cart 9 Integer Logien color None Cause error
_ _ _ _ mnmber___

r coam 38 Inteer Any value Red value, 0.255 No action

s care 25 In1 e Any value. Greew vlue, 0.255 No action

b core 4 Intge Any value Onu value, 0-255 No action

10001 core 31 Intege Number ofn~ NlWof r No action

ansy came I Pointer Pointer to color Pointer to color No action
_ _ _ _ _ _ _array array_ _

I Exactly one oor nd at leastoamof r, and b sbl be Vacifed or anerror Mll be returned.

2 Either tly one coo and! at leut one of r, g, and b shall be specified; or coo, kmph and wacuy dogi be umed together
otberwwe, an error shad be returnedt.1

3 color array entry -=4 bytes comprised of 3 componentst+ reserved byte san to NUL
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TABLE D-14. vmGetState ASCII parameters.

Parameter' Core or Associated Type Associated Type Default If
extended calling value as return value as parameter

ASCII ASCII mot used

color Core Logical color Integer 1 (transparent) 10 (opaque) Integer No action
number

defsource Core None N/A Default video source, 0-15 Integer No actxn

dievel Core None N/A Current level, 0-255 Integer No action

emulation Core None N/A I (on) I0 (off) Integer No action

emable Core None N/A I (on) I 0 (ofM) Integer No action

hA& Core None N/A Total horintal pbuc in current Integer No action

glevel Core None N/A Current level, 0-255 Inter No action

Iode Core None N/A Current graphics mode Integer No action

elgiffer Core None NIA Total avlable Integr No action

ph a•mh Core None N/A Total mvllable Ieg No action

trwmmln core None N/A Total avlea Ineg NO action

twuram Core None N/A Total video inces taled 0415 Intee No action

h care None N/A TIbM vertlul plbe Ib ear. bew No action

vierel Core None N/A Current level, 0-255 Integer No action

Vumode Core None N/A 0 (native) I I (NTSC) 12 (PAL) Integer No action

width 2  Extended None N/A Graphics width in nancaeconds Integer No action

Moffuet Core None N/A Omphic offset in pihas Integer No action

Yaft Core None N/A Graphics otfiet in pels In er No

At least one parameter shall be specifieW or an error shall be returned.

2 Wiftk is an extended parameter. Using an unimplemented extended parameter shall cause rrvo 52 (parameter invalid

for this command.
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TABLE D-15. vyGt•State binary_ aramcters.

Parnameter' Core or Token Type Asauiated Default if
exteaded numbelr calling value Asccanted return value parameter

(decimal) not used

culor Core 9 Integer Logical c 1 (transperent) 10 (opaque) No actwon
number

dersource Core 13 Integer Any value Default video source, 0-15 No action

dievel core 17 Integer Any value Current level, 0-255 No action

emulatio core 19 Integer Any value 1 (on) I 0 (OMt) No action

euable Core 20 Integer Any value 1 (on) I 0 ( No action

glevel Core 26 Integer Any value Current level, 0.255 No action

11,1 core 27 Integer Any value Current graphics mode No onion

hormpix Core 28 Integer Any value Total horizontal pixels in current No action
gumoe

klogelms core 32 Integer Any value TOWa available No action

pbyamoma Core 36 Integer Any value Total available No action

saummlars Cobre 49 T AMy value Tol sim No actim

nara mw Cre 46 lo Any value Total video source s iuzliid, 0-15 NO action

verpix Core 50 Itg Any value Tota vertical pmek in current giase No action

vlevel Core 52 Integer Any value Cuarl level, 0-255 No action

vmode Core 53 Integer Any value 0 (native) I I (NTSC) I 2 (PAL) No action

width 2  Extended 55 Integcr Any value Graphics width in nanoseconds No acion

xofat Core 60 Integer Any value Graphics offset in poels No action

PONh•t Core 66 Integer Any value Graphics offset in po No ation

At loe one parameter shall be specified or an error shal be returned.

2 Width is an extended parameter. Using an unimplemented extended parameter shal cause error 52 (parameter invalid for

this command)
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TABLE D-16. Parameters set by vlmilt.

Paramete Value Coummaud reference

dlevel 255 (hard keying) vmFade

emulation I (on) vmSetGraphics

enable 0 (off) vmSetTrans

glevcl 255 (full intensity) vmFade

gmode Current value vmSetGraphics

howzpix Current value None

igolors System limit for gImode None

physcolon System default for NoneVoode

state 0 (transparency oft) vmSetTrans

transcolor System limit for guode None

widthl System default for vmSetGraphics

veraip Current value None

vlevel 0 (oft) vmFade

vmode 0 (native) vmSetVideo

xoffset 0 vmSetGraphics

yoffset 0 vmSetGraphics

SIf sppote Wdii = =-Metnd pmuwt.
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TABLE D-17. vmSesGr~mbks 21rametsr

ASCII lm einetm
Parameter Crs, or Asnocated Type Asociated TYPe Del ult If

extended callin value s mtm s, mel psemme
____ __ _ __ ___ ASCII __ _ _ ASCI mot ened

emulation Core I (on) 10 (off) Inteser None NIA No action

Inode Core Mode number2  Imeger None NIA No action

width3  Extended Width in Imer None N/A No action

mot Core Pick None N/A No action

yoms. Cae li_ Integer None N/A No aim

___________________aim" y Pammeters ______

rmuameter! Core or Tokens mumber Te A.ocdated A.modaed D it
suteaded (decial) col" Value is,.. value parameter

not vnd

emimlm Core 19 Integ I (on) I 0 (a•f None No amniin

gmede Came 27 Ieg mode nmber2  NoWe No ecmn

widgh3  Extended 55 ImegPer Wdhin None No sedan

_ _m -mm _ w

Cue 6m Watger ftft Non No action
yestCue 6O Integer Pis None No acki

A At kiwt one parameter adal be required or an error shall be returned.

2 In decimal, for MS-DOS a returned by BIOS Interrupt 1OH, service OFH.

3 WVtI is an intended paraueer. Ustng an unimplemenled extended parsamr sWl cuse error 52 (psarmt ival Jkot
sbk cowmmuml.

0
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TABLE D-I& vuSeakt~aef arameters.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ASC Pmricim___

F~uMetr Core or Auodaaed 7pAinoias lTho Debuk if

color' Core LDOic color number Integer None N/A caumse
error

r core Red value, 0-255 Integer Nowe N/A NO acuio

9 core Green value, 0-255 Integer Nowe N/A No action

b care Blue value, 0-255 In06ger Nose NIA NO action,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _y Para _ _

P - -r cam ar Tdkna omanbr 1rpe Amoehe soaed Dchul f
-dcde (did c~g uIn -WD NO au wlce

OAMi2  Colre 9 Intege LqOgi Color None CasaM
number G

Qxca 38 Integer Red value, 0-255 Nose NO action

9 ______ 25 GuamOn value, 0.2SS Nose NO action

b care 4 Bluhe valo, 0.255 Nowe No sation

1000i care 31 Intge Number of color None No action
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ara _ _ _ _ _ _

WMy core I Pointer IPointer to color None No action
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ array ___

a Ectlycone cooraWdat least we ofr, S,=db shaillbe specifihdor an error doll be rVewrd.

2 Either exactly one color and at least one of r, & and b &Mal be specified; or col.', kmgtb and array sWMl be used together
without r. & or b; or an earo shall be returned

3color Array cazy - 4 bytes comprised o13 components + reserved byte WA to NUL
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TABLE D-19. v!m MdTmm ramete.

Pramera o. or Assocated TYIpe Amodal Type Delhol V
extended Calling value a reo Value as pmmEsM

AS! ASCII s met md

dear Core None N/A None N/A No acto

color Core Logical color number Ite None N/A No aadt

eamble Core 1 (on) I 0 (ofa) imewer None N/A No sacu

stt coum 1 (on) 0 (oa) Iew I None N/A No aio

Pmmer' Con or Toke number Typo Amwadaltl A dsiO Dolbu N
s c i vatse al Pmmet.

dhr Core 8 N/A None None NO acion

codor Core 9 MInteg oI 02W color number None NO amone

O" Core 20 Iimir 1 (M) Io (m) None Mo mno

Nat Core 42 Inte I1 (on) 0 (O) NoWe No amin

S Mrbothe sla d te, or dwar only dal be use or werror d.o. be reurned Rbb don be ued om oar vft

0
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APPENDIX D

TABLE D-20. vmSctVldai Daramelers.

AS_ _ PMlnNI_

psamemom! Owe or AMGiW Type Ammahiad TYR Deg K
caeidmed cam va AMm Ise - d"

ASI ASCII am used

Ir lnput scurme, 0-15 hues"r No N/A No actioi

Core 0 (native) I I TSC) I Inter I None N/A No action
2 (PAL)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _y PISMIdM __

1 cam or Tdbm wilmber 17pe Amockle A makdW Deftl 9
aledded (dckd -- n Vd. mame arsr

_ _ _ma __med

ddboumn oae 13 Integer Input aourne, 0-15 None No actin

wmds Core 53 Integer 0 (native) I I (NITS I None No amion
____ ____ __ ____ _ _ ____ ___ ____ __I (PAL) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

At kat oa pamgeew a be qaxiUid or maror si•al be returned.

TABLE D-21. oWMd sueed ni 3M vaIem

SNoe pu w Reulin __________

0 Error

I sbwea adMe• Speed

999 Ibmtm speed thm is ,akwer tbm normal

1001 Saoas sped tlm a bater M normal

999 F 1 -1 It s
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APPENDIX D

TABLE D-22. vdGejtate ASCII npameters.

Prmeter) Core or Associated Type Assoiated Type Def•tlt If
extended calling value rt nOta value as palumeter

ASCII ASCII ued

audiol Core None N/A I (on) 1 0 (on) Integer No action

sudio2 oam None N/A I (on) 10 (off) Integer No act•on

daWVy 2  Extended None NIA I (on) 1 0 (oMf) Integer No action

chapWa2  Extended None N/A Current chapter number I1tege No action

M 68 oare None N/A Defmau player, 0-15 Integer No acuton

devlw Core Logical player, 0-15 Integer None N/A Defa*

Away" Core None N/A I (CLV) I 0 (CAV) Itw NO action

"" 2  Extendod None NIA I (open) 10 (ded) Intwer No ion

___ _ 4 Core None N/A current Fame number Integer NO ation
. i M.core None N/A 1 (o0) 0 (oam INt"r NO action

model Core None N/A I (on) 0 (off) ineger No ac

"i•ne. 2  Ezbended None N/A I (on) 0 (a) Inter No an

speed core None N/A Current pkla speed or Integer No action
,_ ,_, 9999 if scang ,I,

VIMaMCore None N/A I (up) 10 (down) Integer No action

tdevicesCore None N/A Total iled for, 0-15 Integer No

video Core None N/A I (on) 10 (oM) Integer No

I At le one parameter sAhM be qp led or - error sdg ocmr.

2 f mpfrtd. 7 are w teoted parameters. Using - unimplemented extended panrameter shlN cusa

error 52 (parameter invalid for this oommand)

3 If device is specified, at lat one other parameter doll Wao be specified

4 Supported for CAV videadic a*ly. Moher parameter shu WMpl to bath CAV ad CLV " vnI'eoc player.
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APPENDIX D

TABLE D-23. vdGetSate binary parameters.

Parameter/ Core or Token Type Associated Assclated Default if
extended number calling value return value parameter

(decimal) riot used

audiol Core 2 Integer Any value I (on) I 0 (Off) No action

audio2 Core 3 Integer Any value I (on) 1 0 (off) No action

Wdlsplay 2  Extended 6 Integer Any value 1 (on) I 0 (off) No action

chapter 2  Extended 7 Integer Any value Current dcapter No action
I_ number

defdowlee Core 12 Integer Any value Default player, 0-15 No action

devi 3  Core 14 Integer Logical playe, 0-15 None Default

disctype Core 16 Integer Any value 1 (CLV) I 0 (CAV)

door2 Extended 18 Integer Any value I (open) I 0 (closed) No action

frame 4  Core 23 Integer Any value Current frame number No act

klxdlsl* Core 29 Integer Any value I (on) 10 (oMt) No action

110611 Core 35 Integer Any value 1 (on) 10 (0a) No action

bot Exteed 39 Inteer Any Wau 1 (on) I o(a) No action

speed Core 40 Integer Any value Current player speed No action
or 999999 if scanning

spin Core 41 Integer Any value I (up) 1 0 (down) No action

tdevices Core 45 Integer Any value Total installed for, 0- No action

video Core 51 Integer Any value I (on) I 0 (off) No action

I At least one parameter shall be specified or an error shall occur.

2 If supported. Thes•e e extended plmmeters. Using an unimplemented atended parameter shall cause error
52 (parameter inalid for this command.

3 If device a specfifed, at least one other parameter shall also be specfied

4 Supported for CAV videodisc players only. All other pirameters sMll apply to both CAV and CLV videodisc
pmyers

D-8
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APPENDIX D

TABLE D-24. vdlimt ramet.

ASCII Parameters

Parameter Cur or Associated Type Assacated Type Du*ull if
Wdeuded calling value AM return valme w pImirmer

ASCII ASCII a" amed

devwre/ Core Logical playcr, 0-15 Integer None N/A Default

Binary Parameter

Parameter Core or Take. Type Amodted Amoidate Deb" V
extended number calli value d r"tMra PaImeter

(dedmal) aim net mid

deyae core 14 Integer LqOl player. 0-15 Nae Debu

1 Thi parameter shaWl apply to both CAV aNd CLV Idedc playeI, as does vlalt witu p •ra

TABLE D-25. Parameter values set by vdllit.

Paramete Value Cammmad rreme

audioel (o0) viSr

mndio" I (am) vdSW

ele•pi y 0 (off) or undefined vdSet

door 0 (cloed) vdSet

frame Fust available am disc vdly, vdSet

Idadisplay o(0a) vdS(t

motion 0 (oam WOUeSaaen

rfemoe 0 (off) vdSet

spin 1 (up) vdSet

tdeyvle Total mtaled, 0-15 ame

vii. 1 (am) 'S~t

If uppcmi by the Implnmeuica. Tk km mad pccaar.
uMot w ,~l m aowne pI se Od caue ame S2
(pwmnew b•a fo thi omsmw).
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APPENDIX D

TABLE D-26. vdPassTbru pwameters.

Paramaeux' cam or AuoimIsd 1Wp Aniekd Type Debik K
exedd1 cal value a zn"M lowe

ASCII A:M Oc

dbvict Core Logical player, 0-.1S Integer None N/A Defaul

PONS core Unquoted string of Tedt None N/A causas
_ _ -- 1- -Ide ~i& agrog

Itime Core Timeout value in Integer None N/A Deb"k

P-Mu m 11 cme or Tskm nmamber Type Amarelml Autcalocl IDbwb K

device core 14 Integer Logical plaqmr 0-IS Nowe Defoilt

ibm core 47 Integer Tbecout value in None Dw
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _mwhcooa time_ _

IAll parameters shag apply to both CAV and CLV vidodSCW players

2 Tb memoy pointed to by pang shal be at IMl 33 bytes

*-
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APPENDIX D

TABLE D-27. vdPlav parameters.

ASCII Parumetem

Parameter, Cor or Asoiaated Type AmaOlated Type Dlefault if
eWWled ¢alliIg value as return value as parameter

ASCII ASCII Not used

cbapter2 Extended Chapter number Integer None N/A No action

device Core Logical player. 0-15 Integer None N/A Default

4incttoe3 Cre I (fwd) I 0 (back) nltear None N/A I

ftrm 3  Core Starting frame Integer None N/A current
number brame

4 Core Play W@d >0 InmtLer None N/A 1000

j0 core Ending frame Inee None N/ A*lt

wait Core None N/A None N/A No wait

_lwai Pamametm

PaMar Core ar TokME number Type Amdial" AumdtaM" De k If
extnde (dciml)calling value return valu PUMMeer

dofte " 7&I!e.. CmOapter number None No action

devie 108owe 14 latega LMMIca pimar 04IS Nows D11111

dkIjM. Oxe 15 Internt Iak I on)•0*.)me 1
fmm3 core 24 Integer Starting frame None Current

number frame

wpee Core 40 Integer Play speed, >0 Actual speed 1000
after rounding
if required

803 Core 48 Integer Ending frame None Disc limit
number

wait cm 54 MA I Nonw Nowne M*O

I The vdPlay command may be issued with no parameters. The text describes incorrect usage.

2 Cbmptar is M eended paamner, thing an UnWlmeDW extended pMuneer sdia caus error 52

(pMamet ilid for this commhd)

3 Support dal be required only for CAV videodisc. Al other paramete sham apl" to both CAv and CLV
videodiscs, as does the vdPay command without parametets.
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APPENDIX D

TABLE D-28. Effects of the wait parameter on vdPtav.

Addkita pammcter Returns a unid we?

mom, Alter the default plar paying normaly

d/pae After the p4a has ple the spe fied cdMer

devime only After the specified plar is playg normally

from with any other lega paranmter- except t After the piyer ha sercbed to the specified from frame

speed only After te ple a plM normall at the specified pecd

to with any other legal parameters After the playe reached the specified to frame

TABLE D-29. vdScan parameters.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ C Pa cinat __

Pa-ameter Coam or Amdatled TWO ocd TYP h
Oemxded aMog e ms wel3sm IS aramuer

_____ AS O Wined
device Core Iolnl player, 0-15 Imeger None N/A Dehunk

~~ ~ I (fed~ I 10 (bscc a Z1EL.. Intnee NI I.......
SCore No•N N/A None N/A No wait

Bkoyp amcies

Paamete Core or Tz Typ Aumoted Anodated Default If
extended mbe -v •is v• peam der

__ _ __ (dociin not __ _ _ mwaS

d&vim Core 14 Integer Local pl•yr, 0.15 None Default

diectiuon Core 15 Ime 1&er 1 (fufl I0 (baW j None I

___ Core 54 NIA Nmoe None No wait

SW be supported for CAV videodisc only. Al other parameters sam pp to both CAY and CLV vidodiam, a
does vdau without my parameter

*D-W
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APPENDIX D

TABLE D-30. v~rb1ric

ASCII Parameters ________

Parameter, cam. or Awacated Type Associated Type Defaul If
wrtended CNlIU~g value US return value as Paramete

ASCII ASCII Not used

chapter 2  Ektended Chapter number Integer None N/A No action

device can Logic player, 0-15 integer None N/A Demkbubpae

ftsweý care Fhme number Intge None N/A No action

Wall care Nowe NIA Nose N/A No ask

________ ______ ____________inary pmarnetaesa_ ____ _____

Paramieter, Carn or Takes Type Amouedak Assocatdam Doib V
exedd number cewfing Vaiue etmm Value PWOaraee

_______~~~~s (dcml)_ _ _ __ _ --
chaptor ene 7 Intege I ube Mow No aetlooi

dowinm cam 14 LAOM F"r, 0-15 NaeDebu playe

________ came 3 IMWge Primeo 11be Nowe No action

Wok con 54 N/A Ndow None INo nl

I M cmmo digD knldef a chater or ae.or - ato stuD be returned. If deI amor waok kt smnubd at
lowt owe other parameter shod be specified.

2 iChapter isan extended parameter. Using an uzimplemcwed edine aaee hl as fm5
(paraFm-ePera hw1dfr thit cmmaml).

3Shalg onl be supported for CAV v~eodws5. ANl other parameters shal applty to both CAV and CLV

D46
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APPENDIX D

TABLE D-31. vJelpaam wers.

________ _______ASCII Parsomere____

Parameter, Core or Asmoclated Type Asociated Type Default if
extended Calling value U ret.,. value as parmete

ASCII ASCII not used

audiol Core I (on) 1 0 (oM macacte None N4/A No scion-

audlo core I (on) 1 0 (Off) Intentr None N/A . Nosco

cd jy Extended I (on) I 0(Of fl jfljr None NI oaj

defdew*ce care Loatial Dinmr 0-1S latew None NIA NO aftion

device core Lngiool Pimaye, 0-15 Integer None NIA Default playe

door Entended I ("ope) 10 (closd) IWeller None NIA NO acton

Iddasphy Core 1 (on) I0 (Off) Integer None N/A NO action

remote Entended 1 (on) 0 (off) Integer INone N/A No actkua

so Coam I (up) 1 0 (down) .i!sm. None NIA No action
vM" * Core I (on) 1 0 (Off) Jneve.. None N/A&. No.Eaction

"wat Ca Nowe I !A4' A Noe suit~.......

audlo core 3 -Integrn I (on) 1 0 (ofiM None No action

edxua Extended 6 Anterer I (on) 1 0 (offl None No action

defdevlce Core 12 Inteser Lomicol plaver. 0-115 None No action

a vie core 14 Intge oIulW piMyi, 0-I5 None Default playe

door Emended 18 Inteer I (open) 1 0 (clud) None NO action

Iddaiy Core 29 Intege I (on) 1 0 (oMl NOWe No actiton

reoe Etne 39 10100 I tool 1 0 (aml Non NOaction

silCore 41 loe I (u")I 10 (d0wn) None No actio

video Owe 51 boom. 1 (on) 1 0 (amf None NO action

WaON Care 54 NMA Nonec Nam..... Noy

An pinerame don apply to both CAy an CLV videodheF players At luone pwWW"w b Inquired oran
error doll be returned.

D6*
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IABLE D-32.ZM r~lnaromew

_____ ___ ______ASCII Paruamete

Parametier' Cone or Amoodated Ty"e Amcodatvd Type Delook If
extended caoling value as return Value parameter

___ __ ___ _ ___ __ ASCII ASCII ow maod

device 1Core ILag"~ player, 0. 15 Iteger INone N/A Debu plye

dluuctle Core I (fW) 1 0 (beck) Imeger _Nam NIA 1

Parmeer Care or Toen. number .ge Amodolod Amedaclod Debul t i
aslauded (dadmu) sif value, ounValue -WMO

____~~~~~s so_ _ _ _ _ e ald

devic Core 14 Ioega LqOW Vdeye 0- Nam Dabuk phW
- ~~~~~~~is_____________

ik*ud=e Carm 15 Intege I (fed) 1 0 -be&) Name I

TI vbsftp nom r any of tbe puiomet dD M~ appl to CLV vk~eodm lbis noirid naW be
burned w1tb no paramete.

TABLE D-33. vS

__ ~ ~ ~ R __Fh t _ _

Paramweler Core or Amodsatd Type Amodatad Ty"e DeWI if

ORION " c a~ nlg Value On a m r u Value m ae e e e____ _____ ASCII _ __I AllI no mand

Ivb Cam_________1s ~ N/A Debt* playe

_mnfrCr r TksTp : wsclt o Amdsld Defts h

colm" (dedmaoaaswlw amvh prmO

"w~w cor 14 isU te gw - o er* h

MO pmuter do aqpl to btuh CAY wd CLV U1edi don fte wdM a d Wbau paumruui

D-S.
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TABLE D-34. yGetlugut naraMSters.

ASCII Parameturn

Pa uler' can or Associated Tyr Amsoated Type Default If
unsmlded calliag value retrn value as parlweter

ASCII ASCII not msed

buttons Core None N/A InteSer sum of bit Integer No acion
fild (cosed) I 0

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Open) __

dkOvc 2  Core Logical input Integr None N/A defauk
device, 0-I5 device

Vpo Core None N/A Current X value Integr No action

YPW Came Name N/A current Y value lteger No action

_ _ _ _ _ _ IW Nmq risnetm _ _

PauuMat Core or Token nusber Type Amsoated Amsoated Deftul V
extended (dladmid) mog value la• Vale pa MI er

no meed,

bottom Core 5 Integer Any value Bit Add, I (cosed) No actLon

0 0 (ope)n)

jsyie2 Core 14 low Loc npu Noa Deb"
II dvmi, 0-IS disv

upOW Oawe 61 ltger Any vle carrew X value No actIon

pMw I__C"_67 Integer Any value Current Y value No action

I At least one pa•am•ter is rquired or an error s3l be rturned.

2 U device a speciied, at ieast am other parameter dog also be spected.
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APPENDIX D

TABLE D-35. xyGctSeatc ASCII Daraincters.

l"ar.meter 1  Core or Aaaoclated Type Asuoclatad Type Default If
euteuded calling value - retarD value so paramler

ASCI ASCII met used

awam2  Extended Nose N/A I (on) I 0(0(1) Integer No action

dsfdewlm Core None N/A Default input device. 0-15 Integer No action

devIces Core Logical input device, Integer None N/A Default
0-15 ________ device

Obsess Core Nose N/A Total avaibble kg device Integer No action

sisIm Core None N/A Total hetakd kit, 0-15 lutegar No action

- Core Nose N/A Minimum piusible X Jaeger No action
________ value __

umadip Core Nose N/A Current minimum X value Integer No action

1a Core Nose N/A Mii�uaum ptinlble X value Integer No action

�dlp C�e Nose N/A Comm minimum X value Integer No action

Core Nose N/A Minimum pomible Y Integer No action
________ �ue __

y�lp C Nose WA Qama �um V value No actima

ymb (�e Nose N/A Minimum pouble Y value Imegur No action

yed.dip Core Nose N/A Qamnt minimum Y value Integer No actIon

Al lout cute pseameter b required or an error utah be returned.

2 Curser b an aaende4 parameter. Using an unimplemented extended parameter shalt cause error 52 (parameter
Invalid for she waamand)�

If devk a upecifled, ar hut one other parameter shall aho be requited.

D�9O
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TABLE D-36. xyGetState binary Barameters.

Parameter, Core or Token TAWe Associated Assodate Default If
etadendo amosber Collins Value netura value psarneter

___ _ __ (dedlanal) ' _ no___ _ __ _ mt nowd

cursor2  Extended I I Integer Any value 1 (011) 1 0 (Off) No action

dieldevice core 12 Integer Any value Defaut input No scion
__________ _________ _________________________ device, 0-15

device3  Core 14 Integer Ioka input device, None Debfaut
______________0.15 device

thuttoma care 44 Integer Any value Total 2avabl for No action
_ _ _ _ _ _r _ _ _ devi

tdeVk"s Care 45 Integer Any value Total initalled for, No action
__________ ________ _________ 0.5 ________

xmax Core 56 Integer Any value Maximum possible No action
_______~~~~~~~~ ________ ______ Xaue___

xmaudlip Core S7 Integer Any value CoMM mainmm No action
ml. ~~~e XValue____

Coe e ~ jr nyvaueMiniamum poubi NO actio

miadip care S9 IhftW Any voudue Qasr m~imm No action
_______~~~~~~~ ___ ____ ___XVale ___

yaMa Core 62 Integer Any valu Minimum pmbe No action
_______~~~ ___ __ __Yvalue

ymaxdtip core 63 Integer Any value Current maximum No acton
Y value

paul. Core 64 Integer Any value Mlinimum possible No actio
_______~~~~~ ________ ___Y Wa

ywleip Core 65 Integer Any vAlue CureTM minimum No action
I I I yvalue

IAt 10ea11t One parameter Is require or -n error doan be returned.

2 Canor iS Mn uCtlene parameter. Using an uniniplememted extended paraCmer sh allste err= 52 (paramete
invalim for thin wremaud)

IfU devkce a specifed, at lear one other parameer damalso0 be required

D-91
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APPENDIX D

TABLE D-37. uviult Darametems

_______ ______ASCII I'arametm

Parameter Corm or Amodnaud Typ" Ameclated Ty"e Defaul If
exteaded =W"ia Value aretura value w 111ameter

_____ ____ __________ ASCII ASCII met uised

device Core Logica input device, Integer Nowe N/A Default
___________0-15 dwim

Parameter CGoreor Token Type AmdAdmacdated Default I
utteidaumber calling value .62ur value paraete

___ ___(decimal) not___ _ solid

devicit core 14 Intge LqOwia input device, Nowe Default
______ ____ ___________0-15 dovise

TABLE D-3& Parameter values set b vjj

puemmiar Value Cem0mad 0.m

t&uaMu Total - IM 'pfo device am

tdaIM Total installed, 1-16 Ocm

________________ 639________________________________ ________________________________

iiiaxudp 639 zySet

313111 0 XYSet

mladsilp 0 zyset

31101 0 "ySet

yini 199 mw~e

y"mwzp- 199 zySet

Y111" 0 upSet

jaladioup 0 yupe

71001 0 KpSet

D-92
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TABLE D-39. xySet ASCII parameters.

Paramueter' Core or Associated Type Associated Type Default if
extended Callins value as return value as parameter

ASCII ASCII not used

curor 2  Extended I (on) 1 0 (off) Integer None N/A No action

defdrvlee Core Logica input device, 0-15 Integer None N/A No action

device3  Core Logical input device, 0-15 Integer None N/A Default device

xmAM core Maimum possible X value Integer None N/A No action

xmsodlp Core Current maidmum X value Integer None N/A No action

xmdIM Core Minimum ptuible X value Integer None N/A No action

xMindip Core Current minimum X value Lnteger None N/A No action

spas core X position Integer None N/A No action

ymax Core Mmimum possible Y value Intege None N/A NO action

jmuslp Cor Current e mmum Y value Integer None N/A No action

val Care Minmum possible Y valu Integer None N/A No action

)vllalip Core Curent minium Y value Intiqgr None N/A No action

u Cam Y ption 11ew Now N/A No aeton

I At least one parameter is required or an error shall be returned.

2 Cursr is an extended parameter. Using an unimplemented extended parameter shall cause error 52 (parameter

invalid for this command).

If device is specified, at least one other parameter sdll also be required.
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APPENDIX D

TABLE D-40. xySet Binary DaraMeters.

Pu~raimelttr Core or Token Type AoitdAssociated Default it
extended number calling value return parameter

_______ _____ (decimal) value not used

cursor2  Extended I I Integer I (on) 1 0 (Off) None No antion

defdevsce Core 12 integer Loical input device, 0.15 None No action

device3  Core 14 Integer Lo~gical input device, 0-15 NOne Default device

zama Core 56 Integer Maximum pomble X vAlue None No action

:maidcip core 57 Integer Current maximum X value None No action

uMim core 58 integer Minimum possible X value None NO action

xmidlip Core 59 Integer Curren minimum X value None No action

XPOS Core 61 integer X position None No sction

ymax core 62 Integer Minimum pMMbl Y value NOne No action

yamaxlp core 63 Intege cuffr ent ximum Y 11011ue None No0 acion
ymin core 64 Integer Miknumw possble Y vsalu None No action

ymhidlp came 65 Intege Com m ditnium Y value None No ason

yp" COre 67 Intege Y position None NO acumo

IAt least one parameter is required or an error shal be returned.

2 Cutsor is an extended parameter. Using an unimplemented extended parameter shall cause error 52 (parameter
invalid for this comnhand).

3If device is specified, at leas one ofter parameter shall! also be required.
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